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Steam Carpet Beating Machine, Pat., at

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

cept it.”

Likely to Become Historic.

POWDER

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
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Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purlt.v
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than i he ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
impetitlon with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
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“New Mall.”
has three practical and Important features
The
found combined In no other wheel, viz:
TrUwell Ball Hearing Head, tile only sue
cessfull ball head In use, Warwick’* Perfection Back Bone and Fork, and hollow thick
bottomed Bim.
Rigid, strong and Handsome.
Prices reduced from last season. Catalogue aud
testimonials free.
It

A«ent,

C. L. BAILEY,

mu ion m ii?

36V middle (Street.

Friday, March 30th to April
15th I shall, to Introduce
to the Public My New

Jewelry Department,
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Collar Buttons,

Etc.,

denis and Safeties.

Everything that is practical for the crank
machine is used by the Pope Manufacturing Co., regardless of cost.
InvestigaThis Is proved by eleven years’ time.
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to
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buy
going
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pay you.
story.
whole
tell
the
that
will
69
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the only lever machine that has ever met with any
great success. It Is also a perfect safety, and has
a fifty inch wheel to front for a driving and steering wheel, thus giving it the grace and ease of control of a regular bicycle.
Catalogue Free.

177 MIDDLE STREET,

VERY LOW PRICES.
Pounds

Fine

CREAM WRITING PAPER
at 25 CENTS PER POUND. Best
We have Ever Sold for
the Money.
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ously been offered.
Mr. Reed admitted that it
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Competing.
The library commission today opened bids
for the cellar or sub-

stone

The
basement of the new library building.
proposals were based upon three different
plans for the same work. These three plans
of construction are still pending, the commission not having determined which shall
he adopted. Hence bidders were ordered to
make their estimates and submit proposals
embracing the three different methods. Plan
No. 1 called for bids in a gross sum; plan
No. 2 is somewhat more expensive, and also
called for gross bids, while plan No. 3 called
for bids per cubic foot for dimension stone,
and for ashler (or faced) stone, and ner cubic
yard for rubble (rough) stone. The bids
were as follows:
Dover Marble Company, of Dover, N H.—For
plan No. 1, *481,000; for plan No. 2, *682,000:
for plau No. 3, *2.00 aud *3 per cubic foot, aud
*68.60 per cabic yard.
Mt. Waldo Granite Works, Frankfort, Me.—For
plan No. 1, *267,737; for plan No. 2, *307,600;
for plan No. 3, *1.63 per cubic foot, and *16.86
per cubic

yard.

Hallowell Granite Works, Hallowell, Me.—For
No. 1, *284,316; No. 2, *328,940; No. 3,
*1.81 and *1,87 per eubic foot, and *20 per cubic

plan
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The proposals will all be carefully
lyzed before the contract is let.
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S .8. White’s, H. I>. Juste’s, and Johnson & Lund’s Best Teeth,
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PER

SET.

Teeth manufactured iu the
for these teeth the oast flf
16.00
Z°J. years have ranged from *10.00 to *Teeth
#20.00 per set. Wilmington
free to all who wish to have
it! (Mi per set. Gasextracted
without pain. Gold
,,ne or more teetli
Silvet Killings 60
WUlna *1.00 and upwards.
or
Bone
Cement
Fillings 60 cents.
eta to 76 cts.
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Appointments
tion.
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world and the prices
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Democratic Senators was
held tonight and a resolution adopted recommending the passage of enabling acts providing for the submission of State constitutions to the people of Dakota, Washington,
of

The caucus was

adjourned during ajdebate on proposed action
respecting the deadlock in the House, a
split among the Senators being feared.

Investigating

Decorated, are unsurpassed in Beauty,
Durability and Finish. Mounted on firstclass Spring Roller ready to hang.
aprQ

eodCmos

W

I....

the Oil Trusts.

The investigation of the oil trust was resumed this morning by the House committee
David Kirk of Bradford,
on manufactures.
Pa., said he was a member of the Producers’
Protective Association of Pennsylvania and
It was made up of about 2000
New York.
members, and had 36 local assemblies. It
had no connection whatever with the Stand:It was organized as a
After its
the Standard.
formation it was found that a great deal of
build
a new
to
capital would be required
system of pipe lines, so a committee waited
on the Standard Oil Company, and finally
This was
came to an agreement with it.
in September, at which time there was a
stock of 31,tCO.COO barrels on hand, held by
the National Trust Company. The Standard,
agreed to give the Producers’lAssociation the
profits on 5,0C0,00O barrels if the association
would agree to cut down its production 17.500 barrels per day,and refrain from opening
The first act of the Producers’
new wells.
Associatiau was to set aside the profits of
1,000,000 barrels for the labor affected by the
shut down. They went back to the Standard and squeezed another million barrels
The stock on
from it for the same purpose.
hand on April 1 was about 26,000,000. There
had been a daily average reduction of 25,C00 barrels since the contract had been in
force with the Standard.
James R. Goldsborougli of Bradford secretary of tlie Producers, Protective Association, testified that the association had paid
the well drillers’ unious $85,000 since the
agreement was formed. Out of a gross production of about 41,000 barrels per day, the
for the past four months has
production
been curtailed about 18,500 barrels.
<n conclusion, witness made a statement
to the effect that they understood that they
could not be compelled to testify, but they
had nothing to be ashameatif, and had come
downlhere voluntarily to tell everything
they knew.
ard Oil Company.

protection against

Bounty.
The following Maine pensions were granted today:
The Nation’s

INVALID.

vnaries

rv

omuey, rayeue.

Charles W. Sweet, National Military Homo.
George C. Hall, Brooklin.
Sautord J. Gentlier, West Waldoboro.
Abel P. Jewett, Plymouth.
George W. Banger, Fairbanks.
Andrew Brock, National Military Home.
Nathan F. Clarke, Kocklaud.
INCREASE.

MAINE.
Over the Dam.

Falls, April 7.—James A.
Thompson was drowned to-day at 4.43 p. m.,
while getting logs off the dam. He went
His body has not been
over one dam.
in which the defendant seeks to show that
He was about thirty-seven years
found.
Roland Worthington, the president and treasurer, has misappropriated a large sum of
old, and leaves a wife and two children in
money.
Colebrook. N. H.
Thousands of dollars have been lost by a
Shot Himself.
freshet at West Stockbridge, Mass. Satururday morning people left ilieir homes, fearLewiston, April 7 —Joseph McWilliams
would
be
swept away.
ing that they
shot himself in the left side this afternoon
Gen. Quincey A. Gilmore died Saturday
He may recover. McWilwith a revolver.
N.
Y.
lie
I
commanded
morning in Brooklyn,
liams claims it was accidental.
the Tenth Army Corps in the War of the Re-

General
Philadelphia Saturday. The pall bearers were Gen. Simon
Cameron, Lewis C. Cassidy, Judge Allison,
Russell Young,
Freeman Shepard, John
Judge Campbell and Ward McAllister.
Rev. Dr. Tudgeon, a Georgia clergyman
aged 84, has had his grave dug and coffin
made and preached his funeral sermon yes-,
of

ex-Attorney

at

terday.

Hon. T. J. Clemson, John C. Calhoun’s
son-iu-law, died yesterday. He was 81 years
old and for 15 years has lived the life of a
hermit.

ed. A coat manufactory, blacksmith shop,
owned by E. Worthing, Chas. Dow’s carpenter and paint shop and Vest Tobey's
The
house and stable were also destroyed.
total estimated loss is from six to eight
thousand dollars. The fire originated in the

There was no insurance
blacksmith shop.
on the blacksmith and paint shop but the
loss on the other buildings was partially
covered.
HOW PACE DOES BUSINESS.
Commissioner Miller’s

Instructions

to the Internal Rever.ue Collector.

Lewiston, April 7.—Congressman Dingley, some time ago, filed with Internal Revenun Commissioner Miller affidavits showing
that Collector Page’s list of liquor tax payers
for Maine in many cases omitted the name
and number of the street, and that In some
eases the name given in tax receipts was different from that in which the taxpayer did
his business. He requested that steps be
taken to compel Collector Page to obey the
law in these and other respects.
Thereupon
the commissioner sent a special agent to
Portsmouth, N. H., some weeks ago, to ascertain the facts. The following corresuondence
shows the result:
Washington, D. G.. March 29, 1888.
Mr. Calvin Page, Collector, Portsmouth,
xr

rr

Sir: In reuly to your letter of the 24th Inst.,
you are instructed to give notice through youi
deputies to all special taxpayers in your district that hereafter their return of form 11
must show where the particular place of
business is situated for which the tax is to
be paid. If the place is in a city or town, the
street and number of the house should be
stated in the return; if the house lias no number, then the street and the particular part of
the street where it is situated should be stated, and where the place of business is outside
of a city or town, so that neither number nor
street can be given, its location should in
some other way be particularized in the return. This specific designation of his place
of business by the special taxpayer is indispensable to the proper execution of the statute, secs. 3233,3233 and 3241, Revised Statutes,
and must be insisted on by collectors,without
regard to the effect it may have in reducing
internal revenue receipts in districts where
local laws prohibiting the sale of alcoholic
liquors prevail, and the place so designated
should be stated in the alphabetical list of
special taxpayers, in accordance with the requirements of sec. 3240, Revised Statutes.
As to tlie other point which you present, you
are instructed that, should Mr. Smith make
his return as doing business under the name
and style of William Jones, verifying this
return by oath or affirmation, as the statutes
require (secs. 3173, Revised Statutes, amended, and 3176), vou may make out the special
tax stamp to William Jones, unless you have
good aud sufficient reasons for doubting the
If you have
correctness of his statements.
such reasons, you should, before issuing the
stamp, make inquiry into the facts.
Respectfully yours,
Joseph S. Miller.
Washington, D. 0., April 5, 1888.
lion. N. Dingley, Jr., House of Representatives:
Sir: In reply to your letter addressed to me
on the noth inst., inquiring whether a report lias been received by this office from the
“special agent sent to investigate Collector
Page’s proceedings,” in relation to the issuing of special tax stamps and the method
prevailing in his district for keeping the alphabetical list up of special taxpayers, and
’’what further action has been taken,” I
would say that such report has bean received,
from which it would seem that while there
have, perhaus, been a few inadvertent omissions and irregularities in the record kept in
his office of special taxpayers, since his attention was called to the complaints made, as
a general thing, the directions from the office
in that matter have been substantially followed, and that, on the 20th ult., in response
to a letter from him on that subject, I sent to
him a letter of instructions, a copy of which
you will find herewith inclosed.
Respectfully yours,
Joseph S. Miller,
Commissioner.
AUCUSTA TOPICS.

Mechanic

Augusta.
Augusta, April 8.—Prominent gentlemen
A New

Park for

of this city are forming a stock company to
institute a trotting and sporting park upon
which ultimately to locate a central Maine
State fair grounds. A lot situatedjbelow the
State House will he leased and fitted
The stock book is to be open Monday.
Almost Entirely

What

a

Prominent

Wool

Dealer

Says of the President’s Message.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, April 7.—The improvements at
the East end of the Kennebec dam are being
pushed rapidly forward. The new building
to be occupied by manufacturing concerns
will be completed by July 1st, and already
the hard pine lumber to be used in its construction is on the way to Augusta from the
South. The foundation is now about finished.
Its dimensions are to be 243 x 60 feet, three
stories in height, the lower floor being devoted to the manufacture of pulp from wood.
There will be nine water wheels, giving
1900 horse power, 10C0 of which will operate
the

pulp machinery and 600 tlieeleciric light-

ing dynamo.
The veteran John F. Chase, returned
from Boston this morning, where he has
been engaged for a month past in building
l,l<,

M’Ra

ntlll

l.n

iron tubing.
The well-known firm of Shaw, Libby &
Merrill, of wbicb lion. J. C. Libby of
Burubam, is one of the members, is among
tbe most extensive wool buying concerns in
the State, and their operations annually agToday
gregate many thousands of dollars.
Mr. Libby was seen and gave some important facts in regard to the effect of the President’s tariff message on the price of wool in
this State and elsewhere, which Maine farmHe
ers will do well to consider carefully.
said that when this message was read in
firm
held
last
winter
the
$50,000
Congress
worth of wool in Boston which they w'ere
It had been purchased
about to dispose of.
in this State, the price being 27 to 28 cents a
pound. When the tariff manifesto appeared
the price of wool began to shake and the
market had been gradually growing weaker
ever since.
They sold the wool but at a loss
aud Mr. Libby estimated the damage to his
firm on account of the message at over SICO'J.
Furthermore, the partners have recently
agreed that all the concern will be able to
pay for wool the coming season is 20 cents a
pound, a very important reduction from last
year, and one which will be felt keenly by
Mr. Libby says that under
the farmers.
these condition of things they cannot pay
more, and gives as a reason the tariff agitation and the possibility in the near future of
wool being admitted free of duty.
TO SUPPORT JUDCE CRESHAM.I

Reported Formation of a Secret Order Acting with Military Discipline.
fUiTrArin. Anril7_—A

-short, t.imfl

nern

thfl

existence was hinted at of a secret, oathbound organization, whose chief object was

that he spoke without reservation. The
fact remains, however, that the organization
is not only in existence, but is actively at
work. It is known as the “National Order
A local paper, which claims
of Videttes.”
to have the most positive information on the
subject, says that the organization has councils, or “companies,” as they are called, in
three-fourths of the important towns, has
twelve branches of the organization in Chicago, and more than a hundred in the State
of Illinois.
The constitution of the body
does not explicitly declare the nomination
and election of Judge Gresham to be the
leading motive of the organization, but the
movement was started in Gresham's interest
solely becanse the founders of it thought
him to be he fittest man for the position.
His name was not incorporated in the constitution, because some unforeseen event
might render it impossible for him to be
nominated, or to accept the honor if tendered to him.
now

John Lyden. Bethel.
James Smith, Augusta.

Jones. Prv't 8. C.. O. 8. A.

place

The othei was the property of J. Northrop,
and also contained a stock of goods such as
The post office,
are kept in country stores.
which was in a separate building, was burn-

dency of the United States. At that time
Judge Gresham said that he had no knowledge of such an organization, and it is known

Clear

bellion.
The remains of Jacob Sharp were interred
yesterday in Greenwood Cemetery. theSeven
procarriages and the hearse composed

for

up.

Destroyed.

Angusta, April 7.—The thriving little village of Branch Mills, in the town of Palermo*
Waldo county, eight miles from this city,
was well nigh destroyed by fire at 3.30 a. m.
to-day. Two stores we-ie consumed. One
was owned and occupied by J. It. B. Dins-

_

Important If True.
City of Mexico, via Galveston, April 7.—
A rumor is in circulation here to the effect
that the government is seriously considering
the completion of the rail
a proposition for
way across the Isthmus of Tehuantepee by
The road is to be
an English syndicate.
well built.with steel rails, tine station houses
and an abundance of rolling stock. The
government is to issue bonds at par, to run
GO years, with interest at 0 per cent. If correct, the terms on which the money will be
advanced are very advantageous to Mexico.
The loan, as it may be called, is not to be
secured by the hypothecation of receipts of
the treasury, but by a claim against the receipts from the freight and passenger business of the road.
Mr. Conkling’s Health.
New Yoke, April 8.—Hon. Koscoe Conkling is better today. Dr. Darker does not
yet pronounce him out of danger, however.

I

STONG ENOUGH TO BEAR DEFEAT.

large stock of
the spring trade.
a

the election of Judge Gresham to the Presi-

OB1GINAL,
Bowdoin Centre.
Emerson. BridgtonlValley.

Mills,
Stephen
Joshua

CENERM. NEWS.

Brewster took

or

.|

The full bench of the Massachusetts Supreme Court has sustained the defendant’s
demurrer in the case of Jas. W. Dunpliy
against tire Traveller Newspaper Company,

cession.
The funeral

In all colors. The Art Shades are Decorated
rla
and Transparent. All Minetto Shades,
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Democratic Senators Confer.
A caucus

....

Montreal....

filled with

_

8tout, Hall & Bangs, Washington, D. C.—For
plan No. 1. *267,761.; No. 2, *237,600; No. 3,
*1.26 aud *1.60 per oublc tout, and *19 per cubic
yard.
Hurst & Treauor, New York—For plan No. 1.
$554,000; No, 2, $070,000: No. 3, $3.00 aud
*3.30 per cubic foot, aud *30.80 per cubic yard.
Bodwell Granite Company, Kockland, Me.—For
plan No. 1,1*349,200; No. 2, *440.000; No. 3,
*2.42 and $2.13 per eubic foot, aud *23 per cubic

—

—

substantial-

Maine Concerns

Montana and NewMexieo.

Frank B. Clark,

was

ly the same, and said he was happy to state
that the friends of the bill had been perfectto do the reasonable thing from
ly willing
first to last.
After further debate, the House, without
accomplishing anything, took a recess until
Monday, at 10.45 a m.

yard.

C. H.LAMSOM

—

Offer 500

Bieyeles, Tricycles,

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER,

Bracelets,

1 also

Tan-

WE ALSO HIVE THE lliESCf FOIl THE

Cuff Buttons,

AT
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Weaver of Iowa, with a motion to substitute
4 o’clock, and further supplemented by Mr.
Breckenridge of Arkansas, with a motion
The fifth day of the
substituting 3 o’clock.
contest was,
therefore, formally opened
without signs of weakening on either side.
At the conclusion of one roll call, Mr. Oates
of Alabama inquired whether the friends of
the bill would permit three hours’ debate
upon it without conditions.
In reply, Mr. Reed of Maine formulated
the proposition of the friends of the measure.
They were ready, he said, to grant any
time which might be required for a full and
complete debate, desiring simply that the
previous question should be considered as
ordered, and a vote be taken on the passage
of the hill at some definite time.
Mr. Oates suggested that that was substanwhich had previtially the same

for furnishing

tion

nils,

—

eodtf

tuh23

/\
From

Fight in the House.
Washington, April 7.—The House met
this morning, at 11.30 o’clock, In continuaThe

_

one

M.A.JEWELL&CO.,

perate.

tax bill.
Mr. Oates of Alabama was immediately on
hand with a motion for a recess until 5
o’clock, which was supplemented by Mr.

....
'—

Inday with reference to Taxes, that nil persons
terested may comply with the teuor of such noreference to
tice, particularly the clauses with
the U. 8. Government bonds, Deposits in Savings

-IN

There Is no change in the situation with
respect to the direct tax bill. Everything
points to a dead lock that will be historic in
the future annals of Congress.
Representative Mills has gone to Fortress Monroe and
Old Point Comfort for a few days to recu-

tion of Wednesday’s session.
Mr. E. B. Taylor, of Ohio, having demanded the regular order, the Speaker stated that
the pending question was upon the motion
of Mr. Taylor that the House resolve itself
into a committee of the whole on the direct

13 Preble Ml., Opp. Preble Howec.
Carpets cleansed at all seasons of the year.
oct!7
__sn eodiy

Special

engaged

steamer pas-

be about midway across the Atlantic, sailing
It
three days before the convention meets.
will be cut off from all personal communication with him, and enable his friends to rush
the nomination tin ough the convention without any auestion as to whether he will ac-

*AKlH<5

W.D.UTTLE &C0..

ocl

Blaine has

sage for the United States, and will sail on
the ICth of June. The convention at Chicago will meet on the 19th of June, and will
nominate Mr. Blaine, who will at that time

Kuilding.

AT

APPLY

Bidding

Washington, April 8.—Today’s Capitol

in the First National

Hank

Cranite Companies
on the New Library.

was

goods just purchased

The Deadlock in the House Likely to

—

and

more

Mr. Blaine’s Movements as the Capitol Arranges Them.

or

AT

MORNING,~APR1L
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Engineers Endorse the
of the Burlington Men.

|
1

The
that.”

1),

can

do

Martin said, “You cant t.
He replied, “I will bet you five dollars I
can, and will take your round the corner and
prove it.”
The man afterwards said that he voted for

The Trouble

Between the

Engineers

and the Conductors.

New Yoke, April 8.—About 1500 members
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and Firemen met to-day at Tammany Hall
and listened to speeches made by Grand
Master Hanahan of the firemen and Joseph
Porter of the C. B. & Q- system, as to what
they saw on a trip over the “Q” from ChicaPorter said that 157 engines
go to Denver.
had been disabled by the incompetent “scab”
engineers. The road has not been doing even
80 per cent of the Union Pacific business.
The papers in Chicago, from interested motives, keep still about these things and the
papers along the road are afraid to speak.
Resolutions were adopted pledging continued support to the strikers, endorsing all
their acts except acts of violence, declaring
that although perhaps defeated, they had
vindicated their principle and asserting that
the order is stronger to-day than ever.
Negotiating for a Settlement.
Chicago, April 7.—Chief Arthur will, it is
expected, return to Chicago on Tuesday
next. Until that time it is not likely that
any further attempt will be made to bring

Burlington Company

the
an

amicable agreement,
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and the strikers to
through the efforts
nf

m

Illinois Central, tbe officials of the “Q” and
of the Brotherhood were yesterday brought

together,

and talked over the general situation. After a half hour’s talk, the conference came to an end, without either side having gained or receded a step. Chairman
Hoge said to-day that the result had been as
he had expected. When asked if there was
any likelihood of the strike being declared
off, he replied that it depended entirely upon
President Perkins
and General Manager
Stone, aud that no one else would undertake
to do it. The position of the Brotherhood,
he said, was the same as at tbe beginning of
the strike, with the exception that it was
willing to meet the Burlington half way in
the matter of classification, so that, instead
of demanding a total abolition of the classification which insisted upon a two years’
probation, the brotherhood was willing to
accept a one-year classification. In the matter of wages there was, he said, no change.
General Manager Stone of the “Q” dedeclined to say anything about the last conference with the men, or to utter a word
about the situation.

Killed

A

Engine.
Burlington switch engine pushing
on

His

a

derailed by a misWestern avenue, Chicago,

near

at a late hour last night.
There seems to be no doubt that the accident was the result of a deliberate purpose to
wreck the train. There were on the engine
at the time, besides Engineer Lathan and
Fireman Gerhardt,
Yardmaster Duseman
and two policemen.
They jumped when
they felt the first jar and,all escaped safely,
was caught under
the
fireman
who
except
the cab when the engine overturned and was

fatally injured.

The cars were wrecked and traffic was impeded for many hours. Detectives are on
the track of the wreckers.
The Conductors’ Side.
Cedar Rapids, la., April 7.—A
this afternoon called upon W. P.

reporter

Daniels,

grand secretary of the order of Railway conductors, aud asked what he thought of Mr.
Arthur’s comments on his (Daniels’s) annua*
report. Mi. Daniels expressed no surprise,
but said: “Arthur is at times remarkable
for what he knows, and at other times reHe
markable for what be does not know.
knows nothing about alliances with switchmen or the Knights of Labor employes on
the‘Q.’ Just now he knows altogether too
little for one at the head of a great brotherhood. Arthur says tbe engineers do not propose to have anything to do with the conductors. It is a notable fact that tbe engineers
have been trying hard to have ‘Q’ conductors
join the strike and have failed. They won’t
affiliate with the conductors, because they
cannot on that basis. Tbe Brotherhood engineers are now trying to form a union of all
associations of train employes, and yet Arthur says the engiueers do not propose to
have anything to do with us. The fact is,
the conductors and the engineers, joined in
procuring the appointment of one of their
n umber as railroad commissioner in New
York and in asking tbe same thing here in
Iowa.
“Arthur speaks of falsehoods in my annual report. He doesn’t specify, because he
In the matter of licensing our orcannot.
der, wo did not want the assistance of the
engineers, but, as an act of courtesy and to
head off future complaints, the engineers
The co-operation
were placed on our bill.
was not urged.
On the contrary, an informal request for their co-operation at Chicago
last October, from the secretary of our legislative committee said:
‘If, after deliberation, you decide not do indorse or assist us
m uui
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bill all in lelation to the locomotive engineers.’ They were so deficient in courtesy as to
ignore our letter entirely. This discourtesy
we overlooked, and joined with them for the
Iowa commlssionship. But when the engineers and firemen pass resolutions denouncing
the Order of Railway Conductors, assuming
to say that its members will not be permitted
to pursue their vocation in the future, then
it is time for self-respecting conductors to
withhold further aid from them.
Failing in
the boycott on the ‘Q’ we propose to hu've
something to say about that. The trouble
with Arthur is that lie has several times
been compelled to take a conservative course
by the conseravatism of the conductors,
lienee his feeling against Grand Chief Conductor Wheaton. Arthur tells us to mind
our own business, and then volunteers advice as to what that business shall be.
He
might better take his own advice."

Carnegie’s Terms Rejected.
Pittsburg, Pa.,(April 7.—A large meeting
of the employes of the Edgar Thomson steel
works

held at Braddock’s today and the
proposition of Andrew Carnegie was rejectedThe result of the meeting was a surprise, as
it was known that several members of she
district executive board of the Knights of
was

Labor had unofficially advised the men to
return to work on the company’s terms. The
strikers wergiven until today to accept the
offer, and it Ts probable that the works will
now be closed down for an indefinite period.

ELECTION DAY IN WARWICK.
What Took Place There

According

to

the Providence Journal.

Providence, R. I., April 8.—The Journal tomorrow will publish its story of the
scenes

and incidents at the polls in Warwick

(luring Wednesday’s election, showing the
general use of money for the corruption of
Tuesvotes by “heelers” for both parties.
day night tho local bosses met and laid out
the campaign. The talk was all of the com-

ing election, the “pot of money,” and the
A
rate of freemen’s suffrage.
market
stranger would have imagined it the eve of a
cattle market or something of that kind. On
the morning of election day, vehicles of all
descriptions loaded with white and colored
voters, came pouring into town as early as
John Henry Northrup
the polls opened.
and a man named McCusker stood at one
side of the passageway leading to the ballot
box and gave tickets, in envelopes, to those
who came to vote. By the side of Northrup
stood Willard Barney with a small book and
pencil, w ho wrote the names of the voters
A reporter inthat Northrup pointed out.
nocently asked a by stander what this apparently mercantile transaction meant and he
replied: “He is keeping a record of the
votes bought and they will be settled with
after election.” Northrup was a runner for
the Republican party and was working for
Lapham. The price of votes started at $5,
At 2.30 p. in.,
rose to $7 anil then to $10.
McClusker cried out publicly, “Let her go at
In
some
instances
went.
It
$10.”
handed
be
a
brass
would
a man
as
lie
button
passed
or
check
the ballot box, which w;as afterward apparOne, Alently cashed at Atwood s Hotel.
bert Slocum, distributed checks for a time.
Several persons enquired at the bar-room
where they should get their checks cashed,
and were directed. The bar-keeper informed
a reported that there was a man with “pockin the pool-room
ets full of greenbacks,
cashing checks. Two men came down from
bills
from their
with
sticking
the pool-reom
(..ash
Lawkins actoutside coat pockets.
voters
and would bring
ed as a steerer for the
them in squads of two and four from their
the
to
pool-room.
Then
down
polling place
Outside
he would go back for another lot.
a
were
number of bosses
the town hall there
They would hold whispered
and heelers.
hand
them tickets
voters,
with
conversation
and watch them vote.” A man came up and
saloon
keeper, “What
said to Wm. Martin, a
is it you can do for me r

Martin said, “Three dollars.”

How Washington Society Passes the
Lenten Season.

The Bourne Amendment.

Pbovidknce, R. I., April 8.—An error in
the transmission of the figures of tiie vote on
Bourne amendment, Wednesday, and a clerierror
combined left the figures of
cal
the absolute result in doubt until the returns could be gone over. These now show
that the amendment was adopted by 513 ma-

jority.

WRECKED BY A WASHOUT.
Firemen

and

Engineer

Killed

at

Their Posts.

Bellows Falls, Vt., April 7.—The train
leaving Bellows Falls over the Rutland Railwrecked a
mile above Rockingham station by a washout. The engineer, Moses Pratt, and fireThe baggage
man, John Pratt, were killed.
m.

last

night

was

and express car with its contents were
burned.
Many of the passengers were
bruised. One sleeper and the passenger
cars did not leave the track.
Among the injured are V. E. Burdick of

Middlebury, sprained left ankle, scalp
wound, back injured seriously; Mary Lovely
of Essex Junction, not serious; Mrs. Lewis
Moore of Burlington, injury to left leg, and
her child, Anna Moore, Injured in left groin;
and Mrs. Clark Gibson, Sheldon Springs, injury to head, shoulders and hips. The body
The
of engineer Pratt was decapitated.
of the fireman was finally found between the tender and a burning baggage car.
The position showed that he must have been
thrown completely over the tender in the
Mis face was somewhat
fall of the train.
bruised and he was dead. The contents of
the baggage car, express matter and baggage
As far as can be ascertained
was destroyed.
none of the passengers or train men received serious injury. All express and mail
matter was consumed with the express car.

body

Evidences of Poor Construction.

Bellows Falls, Vt., Aprils.—A careful
examination at the scene of the wreck at
Rockingham substantiates the theory that

when the embankment was made, upon building the road 39 years ago, a portion of the soil
from the hill by which the road runs, was
Above
used in building the embankment.
that was used a poor quality of sand, being
almost quicksand. The lower strata of soil
was held in place while the sand sloughed
off, leaving a difference in the soil clearly
defined for the whole length of the space

which was washed out. The road was built
in 1848 by the Rutland Railroad Company,
and leased in 1871 to the Central Vermont for
20 years.;ln three years, it passes into the conThe questrol of the Delaware & Hudson.
tion interesting the public Is whether quite a
portion of the line is not buiit in a similarly
faulty manner. A number of similar slides
and
washouts have occurred in the past
year, but, with one exception, no serious
damage lias resulted. A trestle is completed
and trains crossed for the first time at 7 tonight. No attempt was made to raise the engine or cars. The train records show that
20 freight cars passed over the place about
two hours previous to the accident, after
which the track inspector walked over it, all
seeming right. The railroad commissioners
...ill

f.v
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The large body of snow is moving off
gradually in this vicinity. In the Cornecticut valley, between Brattleboro and Wells
river, the snow still averages two feet in
depth and the roads are muddy and bad,
many back roads

being impassible.

Mr. Burdick’s Loss.

Middlebuby, Vt., April 7.—V. E. Burdick. one of the victims in the accident at
Rockingham last night, was Drought to his
home today. His condition this evening is
serious. He was cut on the head, had one
ankle sprained, and the thigh of the other
leg dislocated, and is badly bruised and
jammed about the body. He lost 8200 in
gold in a grip-sack, which was lost in the excitement following the accident.
Our Northern Neighbor.
Ottawa, April 7.—The great debate on
unrestricted reciprocity, which lasted three

weeks in the House of Commons, in which
72 members spoke, terminated at 4.15 this
An amendment to the original
morning.
The amendmotion was carried 124 to (57.
ment is:
That Canada in the future as in the past is
desirous ot cultivating and extending trade
relation* with the United States so far as
they may not .’conflict with the policy of
fostering the various industries of the Dominion that was adopted in 1879, and which
lias received
sanction and

inso

marked a manner the
the people.

approval of

Towed Into Port.

New York, April8.—The steamer Chateau
Margaux, which sailed Friday for Bordeaux,
returned today with the steamer California,
Homburg for New York, in tow. She found
the California 275 miles east of Sandy Hook,
with engines disabled.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
MAINE’S COMPETITOR.
The Haverhill A Lawrence railroad was
granted a hearing in Lawrence, Saturday,
before a committee of the board of aidermen, relative to a right of way through the
The railroad was represented by
city.
Charles Corliss, its clerk, C. E. Wiggtn and
Geo. A. Hall of Haverhill. Director Wiggin
after reviewing the fight ef last year, pointed out the necessity to Haverhill for a new
New industries, he said, cannot be
road.
obtained for Haverhill on account of the
present poor railroad facilities. The Boston
A Maine is the only road running into HaTHE BOSTON *

verhill.

It strikes

but one

portion

of the

city; and today there are no locations for
factories or shops beside its tracks. The
railroad would also build up Lawrence, and
The right of way
add to her prosperity.
had already been secured through Haverhill,
Bradford and Metnuen,

and

only iuvoraoie
was awaited before the work of construction would
as
calls
The
new
submitted,
plan,
begin.
for a locatlou from the Methuen line, near
the Merrimac river, along the north bank of
the river, and thence across the river to MerIt is the intention then to
rimac street.
cross this street, the Shawsheen river and
Boston <fc Maine tracks by means of a deck
bridge, nnd thence continue to Boston via
Woburn nnd Middlesex
Nortli Andover,
county towns. The aldermen voted to consider the route and report at a subsequent

action by the Lawrence aldermen

meeting.
CONDUCTOR HAMILTON REMEMBERED.

Conductor Orrin Hamilton was recently
presented with a purse of $75 by the patrons
of the Boston & Maine railroad, in recognition of his long and faithful services as conMr. Hamilton entered
ductor on that road.
the employ of the company as baggage master at Great Falls, N. H., July 1,1857, and in

September following was appointed conductor, aud served continuously as such for a

period of forty years, a large portion of
which was on the through train between
Portland and Boston.
During all this long,
continuous service as conductor, Mr. Hamilton has the satisfaction of knowing that not
a death or injury to a single passenger has
occurred on any train under his charge.

cise and Amusement.

and all such

spring,

it matters not to us. We are not
concerned with the etymology of the word,
nor whether the eariy Christians adopted
the festival from Oriental, Latin or Northern

in iit9 111

take a run to Florida.
into Southern sunny
seas.
In a word, those who can, go.
But to return to I,ent. The three great
nnhlic recentiona bv the President to Conor

diplomatic

corps, and

the

KENNEBEC

SAGADAHOC

larger

pro-

HELICS or THE PAST.

There are a few left in Washington with
whom.it seems always to be Lent, viz, the

COUNTY.

COUNTY.

The

Bond field cantain

Baffled.

The Present Situation.

The policy of the Conservatives at this
time represent the genuine feelings of the
whole German peoyle. All the Radical newspapers ignore the fact that that Battenberg
is only a chord in the general discord struck
by the party of the Empress. The reticence
of the Berlin press, in referring to court intrigues has been greater than required bv
deferance toithe Emperor and.leadiug officers
of State. Matters have been concealed, or
only alluded to, which ought to be discussed
with the fullest publicity*
The Battenberg
marriage becomes a Iminor incident in the
court lintrigues.
Among other successful
schemes, the Emperor has beeu Induced to
send to Count Von Moltke a series of statements of the condition of the army, followed by a request that the General preside
at meetings of the commission on reforms in
the army. Count Von Moltke replied that it
would be impossibe for him to preside over
the commission without knowing how It was
constituted, and what reforms were desired,
consequently the commission has been

dropped.

Another move of the party of the Enwres*
is to overhaul diplomatic appointments. If
Bismarck had consented, the Prince of
lieuss, minister at Vienna, would have been
displaced. Count Von Munster would have
been withdrawn from Paris and Baron Hatsfeldt from London, because each is Iknit into
Bismarck’s policy. The position now is •
mere truce.

Knox.

The Calais Times of this week gives a very
interesting description of the stock farm of
W. F. Todd at Oak Point, Charlotte county.
New Brunswick. Mr. Todd is the horseman
who lately brought the stallion Lumps from

As Bismarck Desired.
Berlin, April8.—The report is confirmed
in ministerial circles that the crisis terminated on Friday. The Cologne Gazette states
that the matter is settled as Bismarck desired.

Kentucky.

The Bazaar.

The bazaar at City Hall was well patronized

England Concerned.
London,* April 7.—The government is

both afternoon and evening. In
the afternoon the inmates of the Homes for
aged men, women and orphan children were
present by invitation and enjoyed the fair

Saturday,

concerned in

regard to tho Berlin crisis.

They fear that the growing irritation in Germany against the Empress and her mother

very much. There was a large attendance
of purchasers. The tableaux, as usua!, were
well arranged and very handsome. Grace
Harding read with great expression. Ernest
Gatley’s clarionet solo was excellent, Emma
Carroll recited with much expression, and

Queen Victoria, will extend to the British
nation, resulting in the destruction of the
cordial relations now existing between the
empires.
Popular Boulanger.
Paris. April 8.—M. Dourner is elected in
the Aisne District, and Boulanger’s return
M. Ferroult is refor Doudogne is assured.
turned for the Aude District. In this district Boulanger
received 7,131 vstes, although he was not nominated.

little Carroll Kobertson gave a remarable performance on the drum. C. E. Haskell and

Sergeant Keyes from Fort Preble sang with
great taste. The fair will close Wednesday
sight. This evening Master Kobertson will
igain appear and the Portland Male Quarette give a concert. There will be several

Not a Flattering Account. I
Tanuiers. April 7.—Half a dozen Amerleitlzens resident here with interests to protect are seriously contemplating expatriation
and placing themselves under British protection. On the 3d, as wired, Ben Sidi, the
special ambassador, absolutely refused to
comply with Consul General {Lewis's demands. The refusal, it is said on good auj
thority, was couched in insulting terms.
Under the circumstances, though Lewis had
given the Moors until the Oth to come to
terms, it was apprehended that trouble
would be precipitated.

;ableaux. Mrs. Chas. H. Baker has won the
landsome milking stool at the Freedmcu's
Sureau booth.
The following is the programme of the

tvening

entertainment:
tableau.
Male Quartette
focal Solo.W. P. Goss
M.
Carrie
Goss.
Miss
Accompanist,
focal Solo.Miss Etta Sterling
and
‘osturing
Tumbling.
.G. McGowan and J. B. Moore
ndian Clubs.Prof. G. R. Lee
Jnnu Solo.Carroll Rlchardsou
tableaux.

| (election.Portland

The Sultan Willing to Arbitrate.

London, April 8.—A despatch from Tangiers says: “A treaty was signed today
whereby the Sultan agreed' to leave the di»-

Base Ball.
The game between the Portlands & Colbya
The
vill be called Fast Day at 2.30 p. m.
louble umpire scheme will be tried.
The Portland team will include McClosky,
ioons and Adams, catchers; Kimber,
ditehell, McAuliff and Kiley, pitchers;
Householder, 1st b.; Myers, 2d b.; Fusselrach, 3d b.; Bradley, c. f.; Stone, s. s ;
J’Kourke, 3d b.; Prince, c. f.; right field to
>e filled from the batteries.
Colby—Pulsifer. c.; Wagg, p.; Gilmore,
st b.; Parsons. 2d b.; Bangs, 3d b,; King,
i. a.; Gibbs, L f.; Smith, c. f.: Jones, r. f.
The Colbys won the college championship
ast year and they are confident of making

pute between the United States and Morrocro to the decislun of the ! Moorish representative and American consul. If they fall to
agree, a European referee will oe nominated
whose decision will be tinal.

boys play ball to defeat them. Manager
dyers reports all of his men in good condl, ion and working hard at practice in Phllalelphia. They will report here -jb Monday,
{ he lOtb, and will commence practice on the
mr

{rounds

at once.
and ice have been removed and
The man( he grounds are drying up fast.
agement are confident that they have got a
to the city, and
, earn that will be a credit
snow

vill be up among the leaders when the roll is
ailed next fall.
I

Loss

Police

the break up of German unity.
Nothing since the accession of Emperor
Frederick has occurred that has so strongly
animated the Prussian Conservatives against
the Empress as the marriage question. It
new becomes known that the Empress wlU
impel her helpless husband to thwart Prince
Bismarck, without regard to the respect due
to the late Emperor or to the national safety
The Vossissche /citing’s St. Petersburg
correspondent says that the proposed marriage of Prince Alexander and Princess Victoria is regarded there as favorable to Russia, because it is believed that the marriage
would preclude the prince’s return to the
Bulgarian throne, it being Impossible that a
son-in-law of the Kaiser should become a
Turkish vassel.

»k’s

Kings-

A

from the consideration that the domination
of Empress Victoria would speedily load to

have been large.
The Bridgton News says that one of the
finest horses in the State is “Maine Prince,"
owned by T. D. Emery of Harrison and H.
P. S. Goold of Portlaud.
He is one of the
choicest trottiug bred stallions in New England, combining as he does the blood of
Hambletonian, through Harold
Ideon, with that of Mambrino Chief
and Pilot, Jr., through the great Aimont,
and with Maine’s greatest stallion, Gen.

St. Andrews Presbyterian church at
t ou, Ont., burned yesterday morning.
I 116,000; insurance 911,000.

SLICK*

Prince Alexander’* Suit.

of this city, has charge of the cases.
There has been quite a ‘boom’ in Advocate
stock in Northern Piscataquis county the
The Monson Slate says that
past winter.
within a radius of a few miles of Monson,
ten horses of that blood have sold inside of
four months at prices aggregating 32,072.50.
H. G. Dennis, Esq., of New Bedford, Mass.,
came to this village about two weeks ago,
and before leaving bought five Advocates,
which he took away with him. For one of
these he paid $300. All of these animals
have gone out of the State except one now
owned by Col. W. G. Morrill of Newport,for
which he recently paid $500. Mr. Dennis offered Mr. Bletnen $500 for another one
which he had, but the owner valued him at
$700. The credit of bringing this stock iuto
prominence the Slate gives to John M.
Litchfield of Foxcroft, who has been breeding it for twelve seasons.
Mr. G. S. Hill of Skowhegan has disposed
of a half interest in his fine Morgan stallion
Pickpocket, Jr., to Mr. Webster Reed of Fort
Fuirheld, Me., and this horse will be shipped
to Aroostook county next week, where it is
their intention to keep him for stock purposes this season. The price paid is said to

1
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Beblin, April 7.—Prince Alexander of
Batten berg comes to Charlottenburg next
Thursday, and his betrothal to Princess Victoria takes place early in June. Prince Bismarck has withdrawn bis resignation, solely

races.

Samuel W. Brooks, father of Hugh M.
Jrooks, the young Englishman under sen| ence in St. Louis for murder, has written a
] ong appeal to the American people to help
| dm save Ills son from the gallows.
Francis Pittsman Feticide, a New Vork
riminal condemned to life imprisonment,
ook poison in the Tombs, Friday, and died
n the Chambers street hospital last night.

*

their caps paraded here today.
In accordwith the announcement of League
neetings. Messrs, Haly and Flynn, after
considerable trouble in evading the police,
attempted to address the crowd. The crowd
was immediately dispersed by the police.
Meantime a successful meeting had been
held two miles outgide the town.

Horse Notes-

<

UW

ance

The valuable stallion Wilkes Clay, owned
by C. H. Nelson of Waterville, died Thursday morning of lung fever. Wilkes Clay
was purchased in Kentucky last fall at a large
price, and was one of the best bred sons of
Red Wilkes. There )are but two others left
by the same sire in Maine. Onward, another
Df Mr. Nelson's valuable stallions, is also
very sick with purpura hemorraghlea, which
is a non-contagious fever, with abnormal
condition of the blood.
Dr. Geo. H. Bailey

The

A

Kantukk, April 8.—Several hundred men
with National League cards dipiayed on

YORK COUSTY.

,

niku

and drove ten miles into the country, fol
lowed by 80 hnssars under Col. Turner.
By
pre-arrangement, Mr. Condon, M. P., remained in town to hold the proposed meeting in an unoccupied corn store. The programme leaked out, and a cordon of soldiers
were placed around the building.
The doors
of the building were barricaded, but they
soon gave way to the sledge hammers in the
hands of the police. This aroused a desperate resistance on the part of the people, and
many were injured, including a reporter of
the Irish Times.
Fifty persons were arrested, among them being Editor Dare, of the
Mr.
iialpin, poor law guardian,
Independent,
and Patrick Carmody, relieving officer. The
rain is falling in torrents. Cavalry and
infantry are patrolling the town.

The York County Horse Breeder-,’ Association has decided upon Oct. 2d, 3d and 4th
for its first annual exhibition. The executive committee has compiled a long list f
purses and premiums, and will make every
arrangement for a fine exhibition and some

good
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A Corn Store Their Castle.

follows: Dunning, catcher;
Brown, pitcher; White, Fitz and Neagle on
the bases; Farnham, Fish and Skofieid in
the field. Who will be manager of the club
will probably be decided upon in a few
weeks. That position will be filled bv Harry
McDonald or James W. Kelley. Neagle is
talked of as captain.
Brown or Fitz would
a

Berlin

Ennis, April 8—Messrs. Davitt, O'Connor,
Rev. Mr. Corry and other League leaders
left Carmel’s Hotel, Ennis, this afternoon,

probably sbe>s

York. On the floor above a balcony for
spectators runs around the entire ring.
Upon this floor is a reception room richly
carpeted and furnished, and dressing rooms
ana uatn rooms on eitner side lor gentlemen
and ladies respectively. The floor above
that contains 6 or 8 rooms
handsomely
fitted up as a club—which the school really is
—and non residents may be invited to the
privileges by a subscriber for a limited
period just as in a club. The first basement
contains 150 wide, light stalls. The care is
perfect. The animals stand all day on long
uncut straw, and with but seven horses to
each groom. The second basement, of the
same size, viz., 13,000 square feet or one
third of an acre, is a carriage room. Thereteachers, two male and one female, are constantly on duty. Saturday night there is a
mounted drill to music. The balconies are
full with invited guests. The horses, shining like silk, are led up by grooms and attendants in livery. Ladies and gentlemen in
faultless riding costume come prancing in.
At the woid of command they fall into line
stretching across the spacious ring, each
gentleman on the right of his lady partner.
The band strikes up and a restlessnes and
pawing and in some cases rearing commences
along the whole line, for the norses know
what’s up as well as the riders and love the
excitement of the full galleries, the music and
the evolutions of the drill. Off they start,
t wo at a time from the right of the line impatient at the slow gait, changing now to single
file, now to form them into two platoons
wueeling and meeting in line again and all
sorts of manoeuvres at a walk, a trot and a
gallop. After the drill is through bundles
of
different heights are brought in and
jumped first singly, theu gentleman and
lady abreast, and then by two gentlemen and
lady in center. The audience gets very
Hounds of applause follow
sympathetic.
fine leaps and ill suppressed O-o-o-oh’s follow

A far
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The Bowdoinbam base ball club for 1888
has been organized, and the following chosen officers:
II. D. Cornish, manager; W. B.
Donnell, captain; F. H. Colby, field captain.
The Bath nine for the coming season will

make

In

riot then being imminent, the Berkshire regiment, with fixed bayonets, charged the crowd.
Many persons were badly wounded. Order
was somewhat restored on the crowd
being
appealed to by the priests, and Messrs. RetL
mond and Crllly, members of Parliament.
Mr. Redmond then attempted to organize the
meeting, which had been heretofore announced, but was prevented by a magistrate. Mr.
Kedmond protested against the government’s
action in proclaiming the meeting illegal,
and, together with the priest, advised the
multitude to disperse.

KNOX COUNTY.

UOBSERACK TtlDISfl.

is somewhat different.
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Great interest is felt in this part of Knox
county in establishing a creamery. A mass
meeting was held in Rockland Saturday, to
consider the matter, and the sentiment of
the biggest farmers in this vicinity was
unanimous In favor of the creamery, and a
committee was appointed to visit the various
creameries in the State to ascertain the
methods and modes of working, and report
at an early day.

The great revival of horseback riding in
our larger cities has nowhere been more
strongly marked than here, where it is almost entirely of this ypar’s growth and has
constituted one of the principal Lenten
diversions. This sudden and unusual impetus is largely owing to the opening of a new
riding school here, so fine that it merits description. It is on P. street just off Dupont
circle (the most fashionable quarter). The
first floor has a ring 90x120 feet, the largest in
the United States except Duriand’s of New

portion are men of wealth They are allowed
each a Secretary which considerably lightens
their labor, ami they need worry over their
own succession only once in six years.

utc

Feeling Increasing

the arrest.
About 8,000 people belonging to the League
Branches in Kllrush assembled at 2.30. The
police charged the crowd, injuring many. A
number of triumphal arches were torn dowu.
Father Glynn, of Kllmahlll, was attacked by
two policemen with rlltes. A farmer felled

break in the Richmond water main,
which emptied the reservoir Tuesday, and
eluded discovery for three days, was found
Friday afternoon, near the pumping station.
The water from the leak escaped to the river
through an underground drain, hence the
mystery. It was necessary to direct the water in the drain to another channel in order
to repai' the leak.

dressed and well mannered person may enter. Finished are the great afternoon teas to
which you are invited by card. The bail of
the Chinese embassy, the great social event
of the season, is over. Invitations to no other festivity were as highly prized and eagerly sought as to this. The Diplomatic Corps,
by virtue of representing, for the most part,
monarchies, are naturally the greatest swells
in the Capital of a Republic—and, strange as
it may seem, these Celestials are the greatest
Social Lions of all the diplomats. Gone,
then, in the days preceding Lent, are all
public receptions of all public men, and all
monster social gatherings of every sort. No
more pirouetting around in the Army and
Navy German, a German by no means exclusively composed of Army and Navy people: but the informal Monday afternoon hops
at the Marine barracks after the band pracof that day, and the fortnightly Friday
dances at the Artillery barracks still go on.
Countless dinners are given. The theatres
are thronged.
The two boxes in each tier,
both at Albaughs and the National, are constructed so they can be thrown together, and
from twelve to sixteen people can be comfortably seated in one of these double boxes.
Many of these box parties, so called, are
given during Lent, with a cosy supper afterwards at Welches’s, Dolan’s or the Losekarn. These box parties are very popular,
and so, for the time, are the givers. During Lent one can hardly attend the theatre
without seeing authors, orators, statesmen,
scientists and belles whose fame is national
and iu some cases European. The President
and his party were at the National: occupying as they always do the first box, left side,
ground tier; to see Florence in the Mighty
Dollar. Florence played it with lots of new
and startling asides pertinent to the present
political conditions. No man in the audience apparently enjoyed the play better than
the President. He withdrew his head behind the curtains that he might laugh bis fill
unobserved, but the violent shaking of bis
still visible and ample front betrayed the
fun our first citizen was having all to himself. Fairs during Lent are numerous and
The Potomac boat club fair with
popular.
its 810,000 house for one of the prizes of Its
lottery and the Grand Army fair are the
most pretentious. A novel idea here was to
give an evening’s entertainment (or charity,
by people of high position in the social
world enacting scenes from Shakespeare’s
Plays alternate by tableaux and j>ant>
mime. This was given at Albaugns and
was a grand success at 83 each for the best
seats.

care

own

A

and Navy are over. The members of Congress (both houses), the Diplomatic Corps,
the Cabinet and the Supreme Court have for
the most part, stopped bolding their weekly
public receptions, where any respectably

The total absence of political conversation
and of apparent interest in politics is quite a
striking feature of political life here at the
political centre. A Washington resident unless a lobbyist by profession is found at the
Cupital, about as often as one of our residents is found at the Portland Observatory,
and when obliged to accompany a visitor
there they look upon it as a lenten penance
indeed. And, vice versa, the Representatives
do not as a rule much assist the gay world.
The anxiety and labor connected with their
return, the exacting and increasing demands
of their duties on their time and strength,
the meagre
salary allowed them, barely
enough for a modest decent support, all contribute to this end. With the Senators the

vyiiu ii

Persons.

civilians and soldiers were wounded with
batons and bayonets and two policemen Injured with stones. Mr. Tanner, member of
Parliament, held a meeting outside ol Maerown at 8 a. in.
lie burned a copy of the
government proclamation. At 2 p. m., the
advertised hour, he attempted to bold another
meeting, when the police removed him from
the ground. Only slight excitement attended

THE STATE.

Army

the unfortunates whose horses stumble over
bundles and knock them down. Days unfit
for equitation outside bring a goodly company into the ring about 4.30 p. in. flere
at this hour Secretary Whitney may lie
seen astride his gallant high stepping gray,
The
or his smaller faultlessly formed black.
Secretary has a very good seat and hand.
at
313
He is well knit, riding
pounds and
looking only 180 pounds. He is a good judge
of a horse as his fine stepping bay trotters as
well as his mounts, show. Hereatthe same
hour riding always at a slow stately trot may
be seen the robust form and white long beard
of the Russian Ambassador; also Mr. Gregor
the Secretary of the Russian legation, many
ladies insist that Mr. Gregor has the prettiest
seat in Washington. Here also is Miss Lutie
whose tall and very graceful figure makes
her almost look a rival of Mrs. Middleton the
lady teacher. And those three bright looking girls riding round at a smart gallop, talking as easily as if they were at home in rocking chairs; they are Miss French, daughter
of the member of Congress from Rhode
Island, Miss Etta Sprague, granddaughter of
Secretary Chase, and Miss Ayer. And they
will lump their own or any other horses over
tae highest hurdle in the school whether the
horses will or no. These afternoon rides are
very pleasant. Nearly every one in the ring
is acquainted with all the rest and the gentlemen ride along together by twos or threes
and fours, breaking awav from each group
every now and then to ride in front with one
and then another of their lady acquaintances
in the ring.
NO POLITICS.

wu111

Disperse

Police

—

like milking. But neither horse buggy nor
method of enlivening him detract from the
Royal beauty and grace of the fair occupant.
And now, in the words of our Bed brethren,
“I Have Said.”

push in yachts

gress, the

If their

abominations.

Out

Kilbcsu, Ireland, April 8.
Saturday
night, policemen trying to prevent the erection of a platform for the meeting announced
for today, were pelted with stones by a mob
and compelled to charge the crowd. Ten

erages, at tbe hotel of your predilection.
Lent has relieved even the Itoyal family of
some of the cares of State and Mrs. Cleveland may often be seen enjoyihg her rest
from duty, driving a rough old horse, to a
rather old top buggy: accelerating his somewhat tardy gaits by successive gentle pulls

THE LENTEN SEASON.

After the holidays social life begins here
fast and furious, aud then increases its pace
until Lent. After this the great public gayeties cease, but nearly everyone goes on having almost as rushing a good time on the sly.
This goes on until about March 13. Then it
is fashionable for those who can leave to
crowd to overflowing the Hygeia Hotel at

' N ' ^

Against Empress Victoria.

property has increased ten fold by reason of
these things they accept tbe price, but like
Poohbah "it revolts them.
Interesting
old gentlemen, you are almost the only legacy to us from the Washington of the past.
May you long be spared to sooth your indignation against the new era, by seductive bev-

heathenism. What concerns us Is, how the
people of Washington pass Lent.

Portress Munroe

Bitter

tables in the bar room and while the “sun
heaves over tbe yard arm” they deprecate
the Washington of the present and finally recall the past, the squalid little whitewashed
cottages, and those happy days when the
cow, the pig and the goat acted as inspectors
of the garbage through the muddy, dirty
streets. They deplore the stately buildings,
beautiful narks, asphalt pavements, enterprise, capital, northern men, free niggers

in the wilderness of Washington expiate
the gayeties of “the world, the flesh and the
devil” close to-night. The Joyous Easter
Sunday approaches. Whether this word
Easter is derived from “Astarte,” the Assyrian Venus, from “Eosten,” lo have arisen,
or “Ostara,” German goddess of light and

Soldiers and

them, Injuring Many

perhaps of the departed Williamgoat who no longer roams at will on Pennsylvania Avenue. They sit about the round

ers

A few

But

—in honor

[Special Correspondence of the Press.]
Washington, March 31, 1888.
The forty lenten clays in which the dwell-

'

Land Leagers Struggle to Carry
their Plans for Meetings,

pass each other behind and come round and
tie in front. Surrounding this dickey is a
satin stock, if not clean shaven, they cut
their beards in the shape of the William-goat

The Old Resident who Deplores the
Progress of the Modern Era

""il,K

mostly

the

Horseback Riding the Favorite Exer-

__

GENERAL FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

wear ancient stove pipe hats of
broad brimmed snape of the hat of
brother Jonathan in caricatures. Also dress
coats more voluminous in the tall than the
present cut. Their dickies, or collars, are
whole in front but have two strips which
men

were

road at 11 p.

train of lumber cars was

placed switch

In candidate Lapham’s barn the bosses
paying off tlie voters in tlie horse stalls.
William Mai tin told the reporter lie had
been paid $25. and showed the money. It
was a current joke that the Democrats commenced buying votes in the morning, but
were soon discouraged by the amount of
cash possessed by Lapbam’s friends and
withdrew, saving the balance of their funds
On Warwick Plains
for another occasion.
live a number of negroes, who gain a living
by small farming or employment along shore
A number of these men were induced to
vote, and all were paid $5, and some are now
clamoring for their balance.
In Greenwich the Democrats had only
$1000 for legitimate expenses after expending $207 in persuading men to vote for their
They found themprinciples at $5 a head.
selves buried out of sight by the boodle on
is
which
the other side,
supposed to have
The Recome principally from Lapham.
publicans were paying $15 a head, and in
some cases more, and gave the Democrats
that
fair notice
they were ready to
go to 825 or $30 a head if necessary.
The Demccrats drew out of tlie field and
sent the remaining $702 back to Providence.
Then the Republicans had it all their own
way, marching up their “freemen” to the
ballot box by platoons while a prominent
member of the Law and Order League and
Methodist church, stood beside tlie moderator, Hon. Thomas W. Chaos and gave each
voter a slip of paper with the voter’s name
This
and tlie magic figures “$15”’ upon it.
slip the voter deposited in an inside “pocket”
O.
Rev.
it
cashed.
out
to
and then went
get
H. Still sat in a chair only a few feet away,
but did not know what was going on. He
assured tlie reporter that if the latter’s statements were correct, he would denounce tlie
acts ana tneir perpeiraiors iroui me |uui
form. Another prominent member of the
Law and Order League and also a member
of the Baptist church, told the reporter he
had acted as a go between in a little transaction whereby 20 colored men sold votes to
Republicans for $15 each.

fast thinning band of “old settlers” who take
their 11 o’clock’s at Willards. There gentle-

AT THE CAPITAL

better than

Lapham.

Tired of Strike the Men Propose to
Compromise the Trouble,

‘~l!" K

1888._'

said, “I

man

_

With 120 Passengers.
Blexos Ayres, April 7.—A special despatch to the National from Montevideo, rereports the loss of the steamer Rio Janerio.
The steamer had 120 passengers on board
Foreign Notes.
The topic of the day In Buenos Ayres is
the appearance of Mine. Patti. The prima
donna was received with deafening applause.
The performance realized 821,000.
A cable despatch from Paris says that
Kennedy Porter, son of Governor Porter, of
Tennessee, was probably fatally shot there
Friday night by a young man named Will
Edmunds. The origin of the difficulty is
suppose to be the attention of young Porter
to Edmunds’ sister.
Damage by Hoods caused by the waterspout which passed over Pesth and other
Darts of Hungary Saturday is estimated at
1,000,000 Horins.
It is announced that all the Jews In Odesia. numbering 10,000 families, will soon be

ixpelied.

The Montreal Star proposes to clean the
itreets of Moutreal at its own expense, and
t is announced that a brigade of MU men
ind 200 teams will begin work today. The
star has also commenced legal proceedings
to compel the board of aldermen to do the
work.
The centennial celebration of the settlement of the Northwest was observed at MaThe event of the great
rietta, O., Saturday.
Dccasion was the admirable address of senator Hoar of Massachusetts.
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Secretary Bayard doesn't anticipate any
Morocco.
serious trouble with the Sultan oi
There are only two Auiericnn residents in
with
Tangier* and our commercial relations
the country are not worth

mentioning.

The Lewiston Journal has been trying to
find out what induces young men to remain
single. It gets two answer* from Portland.
One young man says tie can’t earn money
enough to support a wife, and another says
he want* to spend all his money on himself
—poverty and selfishness.

The commercial union debate iu the Dominion House of Commons is ended and Sir
Richard Cartwright's motion looking to more
intimate commercial relations with the United Slates Is defeated by a vote of nearly
two to one. This would seem to show that
the commercial union sentiment is feebler
than has been supposed, for the government
majority is much smaller than this majority
against Sir Richard Cartwright’s motion.
Inquiry among the business men of
a
to discover
Portland has yet failed
single individual who is not heartily ia favor oi

a

iiwruugn

examination oi

me

oooits

of tlie Gas Compauy, with a view of ascertaining the exact value of tbe city’s stock in
that corporation.
Indeed, the demand for
such au inquiry seems to be well nigh uni-

versal.
The City Council should take notice and act accordingly. We want no more
sales of city property in the dark. We have
had quite enough experience of that sort.
When the Democrats assumed charge of
the internal revenue office in Pbilaadelthere were sixty-three men employed
in the office. Only four of them now remain"The men,’’ rays the collector, “resigned as
fast as men were found to take their
places, although the collector never intimated
that any resignations were desired.” In ex-

phia

of tlie fact that the men always
timed their resignations to coincide witli tlie
discovery of Democrats competent to take
their places, the collector says witli charming
naivete, “that they were bright enough to
take a hint.” There is no pretenoe that the
interest of the public service demanded these
changes; indeed, the collector confesses that
he found the office in first class condition.
“Offensive partisnship” explains them all.

planation

Time and again Bismarck brought the Emperor William to his way of thinking by

resignation. lie lias now apparently played the same game witli equal success upon the Emperor Frederick, and tlie
match between tbe Princess Victoria and
Alexander of Battenherg, late Prince of
Bulgaria, is off. It is not strange that this
threat of Bismarck’s is so potent, for the
trutii is that Germany has no statesman
competent to supply the great chancellor’s
place. Besides in this particular controversy
threat of

tbe sympathy of the German people was
with Bismarck, for the match was of English
making and the feelings of the Germans
toward the English are far from cordial.
That has been sufficiently ^demonstrated by
the treatment Dr. McKenzie has received in
Berlin. _*
The Augusta correspondent of the Boston
Globe says that tbe Hon. W. H. Clifford is
•’seriously” talked of by the Democrats for
candidate for Governor. The correspondent
says he is “young, rich, talented and possessed of political sagacity unequalled by any
mau in the State.” He is willing, also, according to this correspondent, “to make any
sacrifice for tbe good of his party,” and “too
patriotic” to refuse a nomination for tlie governorship. Wa don’t know the exact amount
of Mr. Clifford’s lagacity, hut be has enough
to go in when it rains, and it is going to
rain this year. Therefore we are inclined
to think that
tutu

»v

appeals

tuuuvv

USUI

IV

to Mr. Clifford’s
uvvvpt
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fortable region.” Besides temperature there
are three other considerations: the amount
of cloudiness and of raiu and the humidity
of the atmosphere. On the question of cloud
iness New Eugland is the most favored portion of the “comfortable region.” Bain may
be expected in New England at least every
third day during July, but during August
But more imweek.
than the variations of sunshine
and rain is the humidity < f the atmosphere,
since in this one are interested that great body

not over two

portant

Everybody

Importer’s entire stock of celebrated Regatta

An

Black Silks to be closed out at
wholesale and retail.

amusement of

summer

along

visitors

21 inches

quality

wide,

will be sold at 89 cents

quality,

at

$1.00
Also 5 pieces $1.50 Black Satin Rhadame,
30 pieces $1.00 quality Plain Silk Velvets at 50c for
Browns and 59c for Fancy Colors to close.
Balance of Jersey Silks 98c; secure them at once.
I case of Henriettas, all shades, 48 inches wide, at
75

cents;

great bargain.

a

TONIC.

*
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1r-ssness,

KNEE

&c.

ALTERATIVE.

constipation,
promotes a regular hahit. It strengthens the stomach, and aids
digestion.

DIURETIC.
In Its composition the best and most
active diurctiesof the MateriaMedica
are combined scientiflcallywlthother
effective remedies for diseases of tho

Hat,

kidneys. It can be relied on to give
quick relief and speedy cure.

tra

Hundreds of tMtixnonilJs have bMn recei fed

TY.,

For The NERVOUS

WELLS, RICHARDSON

& CO.,
BURLINGTON. VT.
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UNPLKASENT EMOTIONS.

[N. Y. Evening Post.]

CITY'S GAS STOCK,
rsuuday Telegram.]
Referring to the recent order of the city
government to advertise for bids for its
holdings of Gas Company stock, would it not
be well for the authorities to first call upon
managers oi me uas company lor a uetailed statement of receipt! and disbursements, assets land liabilities for the last ten
years; so that the tax-payers of the city may
know the value of this stock, and the city
government also, and by these means prevent an injury to tbe city by a sale at too
*******
low prices?
Will uot some member of the common
council at its next meeting call for such a
statement, and after it has been submitted
to the city governmeut, see that it is ordered
to be published for the information of taxpayers who are really the owners of this
property, and have the right to know what
kind of property of theirs their trustees, the
city government, proposes to sell; for the
city government is no more or less than
trustee holding this property for the benefit
of all taxpayers, and should be accountable
to them the same as any trustee is recountable for his trust.

me

The Greatest

article is
consideration is price.”
an

BOYS^

quality—

the

It existed a year and was
of the couutry.
then repealed.
Twenty-nine States paid
their quota under the law and the renothmost part paid
mainder for the
ing. The delinquents were Alabama, Ar-

kansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia. The tax stands
upon the books of the government to-day as
a debt against these States.
The direct tax
bill which the House has been filibustering
over for a week proposes to cancel this debt
against these States and return to the States
that paid their quota the sums which they
paid. The bill wouid take $17,000,000 out of
the treasury and distribute it among twentynine States.
It is a perfectly fair and just

The principal opposition comes
representatives of States that never
paid anything and from a few tariff remeasure.

from

formers who argue as the measure would
reduce the surplus by $17,000,000 it would
reduce their opportuuities to cut down the
The Senate has already passed the
tariff.
bill with but a few dissenting votes, and if
it can ever be brought to a vote in the House
that body will also pass it. but the oppositiou is determined to stave off action if possible, and it is numerous enough evidently to

interpose

some

Maine,

veiy serious trigs.

the Vacation State.

Lieut. A. W. Greely, the distinguished exnow Chief Signal Ollieer, has in
Scribner’s for April, an iuterestlug study of
the climatic conditions of the i ilncipal summer resort regions of the easlein portion of
the United States. Of the summer resorts
of the Pacific coast Lieutenant Greely does
not think it worth while to make a study,
because their remoteness from the great centres of population precludes the possibility
of their serving as res irts to any but those
who reside west of the Rocky Mouutaius. To
the Atlantic coast and the Great Lakes
must come those who dwell in the most populous part of the nation. Lieutenant Gree.
ly divides tourists into three classes: the
rich and fashionable who cau go anywhere

plorer,

they please

and are

»WV.VV

generally

attracted more
OWUV4J

climate; the leisurely class who seek for
comfort and quiet pleasure rather than gaiety, the yachtsmen, hunters and fishermen of
leisure; and third, the greatest and the poorest class, composed of those who are compelled to seek each year in brief va-

or

of the year aimost
one
experiences a sensation of
every
and debility, which,
lassitude
general
if neglected, results in a low, vitiated
condition of the vital forces, that
follows the sufferer throughout the
summer, and usually terminates iD
some form
of malarial or typhoid
fever. If, however, the patient has
the wisdom to take somo reliable
remedy that gently acts on the sluggish liver, enabling it to speedily
carry off all impurities, while at the
same time the
system is vitalized and
invigorated, and the blood enriched,
the result is a condition of vigorous
This result is invariably
health.
At this

brought

season

about

by

OR. R. C. FLOWER'S SCIENTIFIC

Liver and Stomacli Sanative.
It is the greatest Spring Tonic
given to the world.
Price, $1.00 a bottle. For sale
all druggists.

&

Corner

Congress

and Preble Streets.

Boston.

INVESTMENTS
c ACC
L.
$750,000
Capital,
Surplus,

MW
In

our

opinion, is, strangely enough, Kastport, Me.,
where the prevailing summer winds are from
the South, which makes the weather delightful. Kastport, however, occasionally lias a
northerly wind which makes it uncomfortably cool for the time. The relative amount
of heat, eold and moisture are the conditions
in which the great mass of seekers for a
place of rest are concerned. As regards the
heat Lieutenant Greely classes as in the
"comfortable region" those places that have
normally, for less than ninety consecutive
days, a daily mean temperature above 08°.
Measured along the Atlantic coast the “comfortable region” begins on the Connecticut
coast near the mouth of the Hudson, where
the mean temperature is above 68° for the
whole ninety duys, and extends ulong the
coast to Portland, where it is above 08° for
two months, to the regiou about the mouth
of the Penobscot where the time shrinks to
one month and on to Kastport where the
mean of (18° is attained only for a brief period each year. In the interior the “comfortable" region includes the greater part of
New Kngland, New York and the States

Sale

in

sums

I—One lot of Daisy Corsets at
NO. 2--One lot of Patti Corsets at

S5 tO $200$

430

and 10 months we have been in business we
have loaned $11,166,430, and $6,794,680 of interest and
principal was returned promptly to investors.
Principal and interest fully guaranteed by Capital and
surplus of $1,106,016. In other departments, up to
a
4 Af^kOs isaCK!,Tt,d. More than Mellon Dollars
have thus been invested returns on which
■ 8
■
avOrags largely in excew of Ten per cent.

19 cents.
36 cents.

Never have heen sold less thnn 50 rents.

NO. 3—'One lot of Loomer’s Elastic
Cutaway Hip Corsets at

75 cents.

Nobody sells them less Ilian $1.00.

We shall continue the sale of All Wool Dress Goods,
40 it ches wide, at 37 1-2 cents, with a complete assortment of colorings.
us this day from the manufac3
numbers
of Black Silk which we
turers,
shall sell at the manufacturer’s prices,
$100, $1.25 and $1.371-2 per yard.

We have

consigned to

MANSON T. LARRABEE
AND

of

paying
are
Os annual interest. Savings Certificates
for Securities mentioned
ihn/A
IOO
U exchangeable
)3e]OWt and axe also payable in cash on
demand In the MORTC ACE DEPARTMENT
in amounts of $300 and upwards, »t —A *
interest, payable half yearly. In the 16 years Q/f)

Commencing April

7th.

NO.

$385,016

Savings Department,

COMPANY.

3 —SPECIAL BARGAINS —3

by

COMPANY,

Middle St., Junction ot Free, Portland, Me.
REDUCED PRICES
I3NT

J. 0. WATKINS LAND MORTGAGE CO.
LAWRENCE.KANSAS.
g,W York Mr.r'r.

HENEY

mrKIKSON,

feb2(J'

243

Bro.dMJ.

dlawM&wly

CHEW FOREE’S

cations new scenes and new climate.
It Is
for this class mainly that Lieutenant Greely
has made his study of the climatic conditions of our summer resorts. That the ideal
resort exists anywhere he treats as a myth.

All have their inconveniences and unsuitable features. In all the United States there
is but one delectable region o f which It can
be said that the temperature never reaches
the eighties, that the sky is always clear, the
breezes always balmy and the nights never
hot. That Is the bit of country about forty
miles square in which is San Diego, Cal. The
second favored spot, in Lieutenant Greely’s

MANSON G. LARRABEE

ever

R. C. Flower Medioal Co.

Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles
A.Tsrxy

PEB FUMES !
Colgate’s Soap Caslnncre Bouquet.21
.14
7tli ltegli'.ient.
*•

Wo know that finer
and sweetening than la
used In Foree’s ltainbow does not exist. To dealers In tobacco who do not sell Force’s Kalnoow,

will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of charge a (SO -cent plug for examination.
A. K. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.

*•

we
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ICE

SEASON

BURNHAM &

1888^
CO.,

With their regular house supply of

“KIMBALL BROOK ICE,”
Having also purchased the stock of ICE secured
this season by the “Au.lroxoggin Ice
offer by wholesale and retail, Ice of purest quality

prices.
prepared to

and at lowest

We

are

promptly,

ausw'er

and fill all orders

at

Office, Nos. VI & 78 Cross Street.
Telephone 441.

apld3m-ls

«

••

«

••

«

Calder’s Dentifrice.16
Kosodora.14 [ Hood’s Tooth Powder.15
Powder.... —.1G
Glycerine.14 Browu’g
16
Turkish Bath.t)4 jCook’s
Otontollne
Violet.30
Powder.15
.10
Pausy.14 : Swan Down P'ace Powder.
Powder.24
Naiades.14j Sauuder’s
Lablache
Powder.30
Jockey Club.21
Marguerite.14 Laird’s Bloom of Youth.60
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.50
Oiioponax..21
05
Omnibus. .14! Oriental Cream.

Oatmeal.001

lull’s

See

Our

light

Corner
mar30

Owing

recent outbreak of Small Pox
have arranged to receive fresh
Vaccine Points daily.

to the

we

sizes 4 to 12 years.

New

and handsome patterns
in Star Waists at 50,75
and $1.00each.

Window.

soi congress street, Portland
FOREST AVENUE, WOODFORDS.
KNICHTVILLE, C. E.

nvnnrn

\TflKk\
U I UllLU

■
I

Prices $1.00, 76, 60 and 36 cents ; sale ol seats
apSdlw
Saturday, April 7.

GRAND BENEFIT
—

Boys’ KNEE PANTS at 50, 75, $1.
BOYS’ SAILOR SUITS NOW READY.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

& Foss,

Schlotterbeck

APOTHECARIES.

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
W. C.

WARE,*

Non-Resident Taxes in the

City

PERFUMES,

FRYE,

Congress and Franklin Streets.
codtf

THE

hereby given, that the partnership

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

under-

the

signed, Eleazer C. Shaw, George K. Shaw, and
James F. Hawkes, carrying on business as Wholesale Grocers, at Portland. Me., under the style or
firm name of SHAW, HON & HAWKES, was on
the second day of April, 1888, dissolved by mutual consent, and Eleazer C. Shaw and George K.
Shaw will pay and discharge all debts and liabilities, and receive all moneys payable to the said
E. C. SHAW.
late Ann.
GEO. R. SHAW.
JAMES F. HAWKES.
Dated at Portland, Me., April 4, A. D. 1888.

The undersigned have this day formed a counder the firm name ol SHAW, SON
LOTHKOP, and will carry on the business at
tlie old stand. Thanking our friends and customers lor past favors, wo solicit a continuance of the
ELEAZER C. SHAW.
same.
GEO. K. SHAW.
WM. W. LOTHKOP.
Portland, AprU 2,1888.aprSdlOt

Saitnershlp

of Portland, iii the County of Cumberland, for

g
;ZZ,

S

1886,

Z

S
5

5
)

"5

to

o

ill,

following list of Taxes on Real Estate of Non-Resident owners in the city of Portland, for the
THE
year 1880. in bills committed to Henry W. Hersev, Collector of said City, on the sixth day of
September, 1880, has been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid on til e fifth day of September
1887, by his certificate of that date, and uow remain unpaid, and notice is hereby given that if the
said taxes and interest and charges are not paid into the Treasury of the said City within eighteen
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CITY HILL, Thnrsday Eteaing. April 13
mule by Chandler.

PORTLAND THEATRE
TWO IYIVHTS.

1 ?
“

o

!

£

£ £ £
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PRICES

GUARANTEED.

C.

J.

FARRINGTON,

180—MIDDLE STREET—182
Near
ap4

Exchange street
dtl

dtf
CITV ADVEKTIMEMENTN

CITY OF PORTLAND.

every

And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1888, and be prepared to make oath to the truth

stnillAptl Is nnAhta

When we remember that a large per cent, of all
food is digested by absorption In the intestines,
and knowing the value of Murdock’s Liquid Food
in making new blood when taken by mouth, and
that each large Suppository contains as much
nutrition as a full quantity of Liquid Food, if
taken by mouth, we can say no more In recommending the Suppositories tnan that the dally use
of them In our Free Surgical Hospitals for Women,
containing 112 beds, confirms our claim
•
1
$1.20
do/., Adults
“
1-2 “
.00
“
1
Infants
.86
If not kept by yonr Druggist, we will
deliver by mail.

And
HEATH

a

SPORT,

very Strong Company.
IS, SO AND US CENTS

...

Sale ol Seats commences Wednesday,

dtd

aprl)

BALL.

BASE

First liamc ol tbe Season.

Colby*

Portland*,

v*.

THURSDAY, FAST DAY, APRIL 19th.
IMay begins
apr9

at 2.30.

Admission 25c.
dtd

...

DEALERS Of

And when estates of persons deceased hare been
divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, ndminiilintor
or other person Interested, Is
hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and In default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly
distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to atax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer such
lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assesors’ office on application.
W“In no case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of makingadoom
will the possession of Uovemmcnt bonds or deIn the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea
posits
in mitigation of such doom.

{ Assessors.

JOHN W. YORK,
WILLIAM. O. FOX,

ap2

—

Securities!

Investment

drawn and Letters of Credit Issued,
available in all the principal
cities In Europe.

NOTJCE !

We will cash upon presentation,
without charge,

Portland Water Co.
1st

J

Mortgage

A Great Medical Work for Young: and
Middle* Aged Men.
—

April

Woodbury & Moulton
BANKERS.

dtf

SIX PER CENT

Water Works
BONDS.
Secured hv FIRST IIORTMAOK and also
UTARtSTKKU FRIVCIPAL
and ISTKREsT by the

American Water Works and
Cuarantee Company, of

d tap 15

EXHAUSTED VITAlITY.

Bonds dne

1, 1888.

Pennsylvania.

PRICE 100 m MEREST.
Over 9l.o<NMN)0 of these fiPARAPITEKD
HO*DM have been token by mHanks,
Insurance ('•■pnuiM and lavesisrs in *«w
and the UliUdlr Mfnirs and Europe.

Kudclnad

THIS GUARANTEE COMPANY

953,

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY.

LIQUID FOOD Is adapted for all ages, in health
or disease, as by the use of one tablespoonful four
times dally for an adult, it will cause a rapid
Improvement in nutrition, a better state of the
blood and tissue, and a decided increase in
strength. We use In our Hospital 200 large
bottles of every lot made. This gives a guarantee
of sweetness of every bottle sold, which is not
given by any manufacturer of any preparation in
the world. It Is recognized by the Medical Pro-

BEWARE

OLD

of the same.

TOTAL OPERATIONS

ncius anu contains me dioou

-A.S

dec28eodtt

of

to retain food, you will Hud the Suppositories a great benefit, as they will
nourish the system and rest the stomach
so that it will be able to retain food in a
few days, and quicker if live or ten
drops four times daily, and increase to a
teaspoonfu), be taken of Murdock’s
Liquid Food.

CHARLIE REED

SWAN OARRETT,

the first to the fifteenth day of April next.
Inclusive, at their room In City Hall, from nine to
twelve o’clock In the forenoon and from two to five
o’clock In the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in said

?"*

* s

Popular Comedian,

STERLINC EXCHANCE

day from

>

®

Wilb ibr

010 Uirlrila Otrnat DarflanH Ua
l i u iviiuuiu uuuuiy 1 uiiiuuu) mu.1

city that they

©

A RAG BABY,

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
THE
give notice to all persons liable to taxation In
secular
said
will be in session

«>

desirable.
so

and 14.

V1NANC1AI..

Assessors* Notice.

fession as the ONLY HAW FOOD KNOWN free
from insoluble matter, drugs, minerals, salts or

We have New Patterns arriving daily,
keep your eye on them until you
get one that suits you.

Saturday, April IS

and

Portland WaterCo.Bonds due
April 1st, and other Maturing Bonds, taken
in exchange.

ap2

have an elegant line of Spring Overcoats in the New and Fashionable Shades
to which we invite your inspection.
We wish to call special attention to two lots
(one light and dark colors) for business
Price $10.
men’s Spring Overcoats.
They are well made and trimmed and very
now

*
•
•
Town of Deering
Town of Dexter
Daviess County, Ind.,
Androscoggin & Kennebec R. R. Os
Os
Leeds & Farmington R. R.
7s
Maine Central K. R., 1st mort.,
Maine Central R. R., cons, mort., 7s
Kansas City WaterCo., 1st mart., Os
and other First-Class Securities.

—

S
«

Os
-4s
4 l-2s
-7s
5s
Os
Os

BANKERS,

e“ £

E £
5
“
~

£
£

•

City of Blddeford
City of Chicago

*•

'-5

•

City of Portland

\o. ISO middle Street.

Remember, if a baby does not thrive,
do not change its food, bnt add live or
more drops of Murdock’s Liquid Food at
each feeding.

We

City of Portland

£*S
O

£

_oodtf

___

Bonds ForSale!

g

O

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital for
Women is being recognized in all parts of the
United States by the medical profession, as they
are sending ladies suffering for the want of an
operation (known as capital case) from all
sections.

SPRING OV COATS!

Jelo___

Se!»?s
®
v

-■

as

»

«

•

£=

u.

j

S
®

I

I
o«

i
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ua

(Laud

§i“S*y

First National Bank Building.
City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

1

..

TRUST COMPANY

Notice of Dissolution of Partnership.

SS

mouths from the date of the committment of the said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest aud charges will without further notice be
sold at public auction at the office of the Treasurer of said City, on the 10th day of April, 1888 at ten
o’clock, A. M.
names.
desckiption
Plan. Area,
Value. Tax Due
and W house W side Green St. No 162
and 164
35
$ 29.40
4,095 $ 1.400
Land and cottage Long Island.
300
6.30
300
6.30
Avery, William, 11., Land Peak's island.
25,000
100
2.10
Bennett, Lorenzo P. Laud Peak’s Island
71A
128.10
Chapman, May. Land and W house Peak’s Island.
6,100
100
2.10
Cole, Lucretia M.... Land peak's Island
9,000
400
8.40
9,600
,i,Q
) Land and cottage Peak’s Island.
une, marina
500
10.50
m-j Land Peak’s Island.
60,000
Land and W house and stable N side Fore (
St. No 245 to 251 aud E side Franklin St. !
No. 33 to 37... I 29
46.20
3,840
2,200
200
4.20
Cushing, George.... Laud Cushings Island.
I Land aud W house W side Winter St. No.
81.90
| 102 and 104. 45
6,090
3,900
Land aud 2 W house S side Court, No. 19 E
29.40
Pernald, Isaac, li’rs. I side Hampshire St. 23
1,371
1,400
of,.•{ Land and W bids. N side Middle St. No. 63
67.20
5,127
3,200
| to 69 and E side Hampshire St No 11 to 17 28
400
8.40
(W bid, of Mary J. Webb on same.
300
6.30
Hersev, Harriet B., Land W side India St. No. 22. 29
1,080
Land
Islaud.
100
2.10
Long
Horr, llenry.
i Land and B bouse W side Smith St No 10
n
H.
Ingraham, David
and 12. 21
03.00
2j24B
3>000
4.20
200
5,500
Libby, Joseph G. Jr. Land W side St. John St. No. 490 and 492.. 80
100
2.10
6,201
I.iltle, Timothy hrs., Land E side proposed Poplar St No 133 to 137 12
73.60
Locke. Caroline. I.and and Bhouse W side Brown St No34to36 37
3,600
1,460
8A
400
Mariner, Abba B.... Land Peaks Island.
8.4o
loo
2.10
(Land N side Marion St No 13. 12
2,091
n
Marston, James E-.
100
2.10
j Xamd N side Potters Lane No 9 and 11. 12
2,245
2,000)
Laud 2 lots Peak Island.
200
4.20
0,400)
Martin, George E.
509
333
7.00
Noyes, Robert et als 6-6 Land S side Federal St No 164. 28
W
Land
side
Nortli
St.
No
200
to
212
and
E
r
I
u Hr Ion, Edwaru o.,
21.00
j 81(|e Washington St No 225 to 237. 10 52,334
1,000
(Land and W house and stable AV side
G4
68.80
leiry.EbenN.j Arsenal St No. 20
3,356
2,800
I Land aud AV house and 6 AV stores S side f
| Middle St. No 72 to H8 and E side Franklin (
I St. No 39 to 43 and N side Fore St. No. 4
7,1001
Proctor, John F.-i 241 aud 243 and W side Hampshire St. N. I
102.90
| 2 to 8. 129
1,762)
4,900
| Land and W house W side Newbury St. No.
800
) 09 and 71. 20
1,763
1,600
2.10
100
6,000
Putnam, William H. Land Peaks Island.
Land
and
AV
No
E
Franklin
St.
house
side
Vj
(
Warron m™ A—
Warren, Mary
54.60
| xos to 107, upper half. 21
5,568
2,600
100
2.10
6,000
Webber, Laura,. Land Peaks island.
2
(Land and \v houses E side Monroe Place
29.40
No 16 and 18. 54
3 000
Y?i*
1,400
mgs Bank.(Land & W houses K side Monroe Place No 14 54
16.80
800
1,740
I Land and AV bouse S side Salem St, rear No.
a
William A.,
Barker, winiam
10.50
600
| 92 and 94. B8
2,200
H. AV. HERSEY, Treasurer of the City of Portland.
apr7,9&10

—

Rnwing Assnciatinn

Cumberland

Friday

•odu

PORTLAND

Notice of Dissolution.
partnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, at Portland, tinder firm
name of LEIGHTON & LIBBY, has this day
been dissolved by mutual consent. Payment of
debts due the late firm may be made to either
partner, who are each authorized to give receipts
EUGEN E M. LEIGHTON.
In the firm name
DANIEL C. LIBBY.
1888.
Portland, April G,
aprOdlw
Witness—Augustus F. Moulton.

s«2

the Year

BY THE

HOYT’S

a
Manager.
dtf

....

ap7

—

PRIZE BALL

FINANCIAL.

COPABTNEBNHIP NOTICES.

Copartnership.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

AND

Tickets admitting Uent and ladles, 75 cts.

is

in

ITo'aAIIPPU

of the Popular Extravaganza.

apetd

heretofore subsisting among us,
NOTICE

Special Value

of llm

> n.l .11 tk. oao»

—

colors

corpuscles.

KNOW THYSELF.
More

Than One Million

controls and operates WATER WORKS in 16
cities. Those Worts comprise over M6 miles ot
mains, supply WOO,now population, and have
-arnliigs largly In excess of Interest and operating
expenses.

Copies Hold.

*♦

treats upon Nervous ami Physical Debility. PwemaDecline, Errors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Lost Manhood, Impaired Vigor and Impurities of too
the untold miseries oouscxiuent thereon.
Blood, and
Contain* 3UU pages, substantial embossed binding, full
Warranted the best popular medical Area tine
gilt.
published in the English language. Price only fl by
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper. Illustrative sample free if you send now.
PlTBfjWHKD by tbs PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITUTE, No-4 Itulfinrh At.Hootoo, Milan,
ftjf. II. PARKER. U. !>., C'omaltinii I’hy4riu.ii, to whom all order* should be addressed.

—

FOB SALK ONLY BY

—

turw

mylO__eod&wlyiTj

750 HORSES.

H.M.PAYSON&CO,
32 EXCHANGE STREET.

aprll

dtf

IFvestmkmts.
WE

OPEER

EOR

HAI.E

4s
Portland, Me., dne 1912,
Portland Water Co., due 1927,
-4s
4a
Sagadahock Co., Me., due 1903,
4a
Brunswick, Me., due 90—97—99,
4a
Bath, Me., Muulcipal, due 1921,
4 l-2a
Baniarlacotta, Me., due 1900,
Sa
Lewiston, Me., due 1912,
Wheeling and Lake Erie lat,
5s
Mortg. due 1926,
•

THE

•

Railway Co.

West End Street

OF. tOlITERFEITS.

OF BOSTON, MAS8.

•

•

Murdock Liquid Food Co.. Boston.
__WS&M

mar28

On Acoountof the Death of the Senior Partner the Stookot

R. STANLEY & SON,
will be sold low In lint original
package to close the estate.

R.STANLEY&SON,
IMPORTERS.

410ForeSt„

TRIPLE EXTRACT IX BULK, at the Extremely Low Price of 20 cents per Oz.

GEORGE
dlw

an ex-

Vaseline.12

Powder.16
Pear's Soap.13, .16, .101 Lubin’s Toilet
'•
Powder.16
Lubin’s Hoap.421 Klin mol's
Perfume or Bottles-.66l .Reckalcker’s Toilet Powder.16
«
Powder
16
hulk, per oz.21)1 Colgate's
.35
White Rose Cologne per pint.66
Atkins
40
.25
Imported ltay Rum per pint.
Colgate’s
..251
Florida Wafer.. .„.36
Water.35
Plnaud’s
per oz. bottl-s.6511
(Lavender
*'
16
.36
Hoyt’s German Cologne...
Rimmel’s
! IGerardia German Cologne. .1
And a large stock of Drugs, Fancy Goods and Toilet Articles which we shall offer at greatly re
dueed prices.

REICHARDT’S

SHIRT

iBozouont.—....411

Reichardt’s Sachet Pow der at 25 cents per Ounce, In All
Odors, Superior to Any in the Market.

mh4

made from

Dasblng Gabriel,”

“The

"The Funny Le Blanc,”
“The Pair Evangeline,”
“The Balloon,”
“The Diamond Field,”
"The Amazon March,”
“The King Booroboolia Gha,”

„„!■
see

commences

a

16

Brown’s

1_eodtt

-AJNTXD

ever

Daily !

Fresh Vaccine Points

1200 doz. 25 cents each

WAIQTQ
VVAMO I Oi

next

Murray Bauman’s Florida Water..47
'*
Cashmere Bouquet.15
Hoyt’s German Cologne. .15
•<
S«au
Down Face Powder.10
Perfume.26
Hiker’s
.17
Violet Water.38, .70
24
Saunders’
Hosodora Water.38
30
Lablache
Cashmere Bouquet Water.70
<•
oz.26
l.azell's
Perfumes,
bulk,
Hosodora.14
Soap,
••
Pansy.14 Vaseline.. ..12
Cashmere Bouquet.21
Imported Bay Hum, per pint..40
Spermaceti.30 Guppy & Co’s Cologne Waters, per pint.66
Oriental Cream.86
Violet.30
*•
Glycerine.14 Coudray’s Brllllanline.30, .40
«
Lavender Water.46. .50
Marguerite.14
"
*
Pinaud’s
.CO, .66
Vaseline..16
«
11
Our Own Beef, Iron and Wlue.35
Tsr.
’•
Wine of Cocoa.60
Eaude Cologne.18
"
*‘
Florida Water.20, .86
Naiades.14
Cuticura
Hagan's Magnolia Balm.60
.16, $1.76 per doz.
of Youth.60
Bloom
Laird’s
and
Almond
Cream.35
Hinds’ Honey
And an immense stock of Tooth, Nail and Hair Brushes, Combs, Puffs and Puff Boxes, and other
Toilet Articles too numerous to mention.

Cl!

STAR

Price.
Article".
Hood’s Tooth Powder.16
■•■•••••..49
Sozodont......
JewsburyS Brown s Tooth Paste.39
Calder’s Dentifrice.16
16
Our Own

PlIDDV 9 PH
i 111
UUlTl Ct UUii
iuar23

SpringTonic.

are

“The Lone Fisherman,”
“The Dancing Heifer,”
"The Majestic Catherine,”
“The Dutch Captain,’’
“The Irish Policeman,"

Prop's

A NEW CARD TO THE PUBLIC
Price.
Article*.
Lubin’s Toilet Powder.16
bottles.66
Perfumes,
••
bulk peroz.29
Soap.23, .42, .60
Pear’s Soap.13, .16, .19
Shaving.18, .20, .45
Colgate’s Violet Powder.16i

have

_dflm

New Sceneey!

Mr. W. W. Tlllotson.

Proprietor and Manager,

P.#yrrf'kt

**•

_

New Costumes!

New Specialties!

h YAM MOORQEN & CO.,

We have made

both darkand

“The best advertisement for

OalviuilK'd Iron and Dapper Cornice# mnd
Gutter*. Metal Shingle#. Sheet Metal Work
for ISulldings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Jan23

Alt FISTS.

MIATY

New Music!

Dwelling*.

And VENTILATORS, for Mills,

mil 19

__

In the first year of the war of the rebellion
the government undertook to raise money by
levying a direct tax upon the States. The
law provided that each year a tax of $20,000,000 should be levied upon the real estate

These

Wednesday, April 10 and 11.

EVANGELINE!

METAL UfttLiUMiS
Stores and

are un-

strong, serviceable material, good color, and the

eod&wrnmly

janll

There can be no disguise of the fact that
the warmth with which all the most objec-

_d

Suit alone is worth $5.00.

The DEBILITATED

COMMENT.

ALL FOR $5.00.

and

The Famous Extravaganza,

specialty this season of
medium priced goods and
offer an almost unlimited variety.
As a SPECIAL
BARGAIN in our Boys’ Department we offer one lot
Boys’ All Wool Suits, an extra pair of Pants and a

LAXATIVE.
Acting mildlybutsurely on thebowels
it cures habitual
and

,,,,

Tuesday

SUITS.

ished blood.

_

we

ap2tl

PORT LAN D THEATRE

low.

sizes

and

shown.

It drives out the poisonous humors of
the blocd purifying and enriching it,
and so overcoming those diseases
resulting from impure or Impover-

Wednesday Evening.

ItlCF/S BEAETIFEL

largest
By
display of both patterns

PANT

—

THE SUCCESS OF THE YEAH

all odds the

T10*yffty

Celery and Coca, th© prominent ingredients, are the belt and safest
Nerve Tonics.
It strengthens and

WITH A

TICKKTM SO Cent. Each.

in fine Dark Mixtures at

usually

BAZAAR WILL CLOSE

GRAND PROMENADE GDNGERT

CENTS’ mo voooo
$12 and $15, that

10 and 11.

7^9,

Grand Opening Wednesday, April 4. at 7.30 M.1
music by ('handler's full Military Hand; City Hall
will lie decorated by the Boston Decorating Co.;
Useful and Ornamental Articles will be on sale;
Tableaux. Binging, Heading and other Entertain
inents each evening; programme changed nightly.
Doors open af l and 7 p. m.
Coarse TirUri., 7 Admission.,
91 <H>
Mingle .Idniwia.
,-J.J
Afternoon Admission free.
Tickets for sale at Btockhrldge’s, Banks’ rug
st ore, by members and at the door. For evening
programme see dally papers and Bazaar Knapsack
issued dally during the Bazaar.

—

ap2

O I 11 TO
OUI I O.

APRIL 1, 5, 6,

THE

recommend each

of both Four Button and Sack Suits
in all sizes and in the newest designs.

quiets the nervous system, curing
Nervous Weakness, Hysteria, Sleep-

New Spring Millinery This Week!

We do not expect you to leave many orders just yeli but you eau drop
in and got acquainted with the new shapes, designs and colors
and see if you think they will be as becoming and stylish
Our trimmers can be consulted it desired.
as last season.

Spring

ntr

7iiZRVE

-of-

a

Elegant display

BROS’.

OPENING

UVtKLUA I o 'ZTUSr"—

IMPORTANT LACE SALE NONDAY.

TURNER

can

HALL,

CITY

of color and every grade,
in price from $6 to $25.

we

CORPS.

Grand Bazaar.

Overcoats in all shades
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THE ADVERTISED AUCTION GOOuS ARE SELLING RAPIDLY.

vacation._
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emotions.

^

B

79 cents

------

the

tionable elements of the Democratic party
are supporting the President gives a good
many of his non-partisan friends unpleasant

n

LOT 3MO. 2.

$1.00

Pubbc

stock of over 300

X..OT isro. x.
$1.25

we °^er t0 tbe

for selection TO-DAY

OUR

TO

COME

New Spring Clothing!

boswortT RELIEF

MILLINERY!

irsr

SALE COMMENCING FRIDAY, APRIL 6.

Maiue coast, perhaps because in favored
places like Old Orchard, tbe stretches of
sand take off the chill that operates so disadvantageously on the thermometers of the
bignal Service. But with few exceptions,
the scientific facts gathered by the Signal
Service and arranged by Lieutenant Greely,
enforce tbe conclusion of the thousands of
tourist who iiave been to this State, that
Maiue is the place for a healthful and happy

CURRENT

SPECIAL BARGAINS

d-IMTS*
8 ^

AiUCMtaiKWTa.

OlIIOlliLANIOIJN.

HiaCEE. LANKOVR.

c»us li?svc •* lllack Silk Orcss stnd
Warranted to Wear.

days per

of people who are worn out with consumption,asthma,malaria and kindred complaints.
Lieutenant Greely estimates the relative humidity by determining the weight of vapor
iu graius of a cubic foot of air us deduced by
three years’ observations of the Signal Service.
Five and a half grains of aqueous vapor to a cubic foot Lieuteuaut Greely considers the maximum amount which should
Within
be found in a dry summer climate.
the “comfortable region” the belt of country
whicli on tbe seaboard makes the coast of
Maiue falls within this limit; but the rest of
the New England coast and in the belt extending westward from it is of slightly increased humidity until in Connecticut tbe
amount of vapor reaches six grains to the
cubic foot. As regards see bathing, Lieutenant Greely assumes C8° to be a comfortable
This leaves
temperature for the water.
most of the beaches of New Englaud in the
uncomfortable class, for from Block Island
to Nantucket the mean temperature of the
sea averages (J8° only for a few days In August, and to the northward of Cape Cod it U
only on rare occasions aud in favored spots
that the temperature ever rises above 65°. To
the eastward of Portland the temperature of
the ocean rarely reaches the sixties, aud in
the extreme eastern part of Maine never.
But bathing is nevertheless' a
popular

t'EEANKOt

Gigantic Silk Purchase!

even

patriot-

be in
be understood to carry with It the right to boss the
Mains Democracy in case of Cleveland’s re-

ii»j*«

that is now available for summer resorts or
is likely to be for years, is within the "com-

WUJVVIIIVIV

candidacy for the governorship will
vain—unless that candidacy should
election.

Lakes.
immediately bordering on the Great
That part of New England which Lieutenant Greely does not include is that part of
Northern Maine north of a diagonal line
running from Eastport northwesterly across
the State. Moosehcad Lake is probably Just
1 tut tile
within the “comfortable region.”
people of Aroostook will not be pleased if
they have any ambition to harbor summer
visitors to lenru that they are literally out in
the cold. But nearly all that part of Maine

*.

fet>7

Has for sale 750 borses, which can now be seen
at our

STABLE, 4000

NT., and

can

WASHINGTON
be purchased at private sale, until

Tuesday. April

17th, 1888,

when the remainder will be sold at

PUBLIC AUCTION,
to the highest bidder.
will take place
Bjdo
O AMIIINGTON

cing at

10

o’clock,

at

STATION, 4000

NT., BOSTON,
D.

F.

marltf

LONOSTREET,
tieneral Manager.

eodlm

I.

Portland, Me.

commen-

a. m.

A.

jEL.

A.

ADJOI/HNEO UEETING.

dtf

the Irish
regular monthly meeting
American Relief Association (adjourned from
THE
will bo held
last
MONDAY EVE-

•

National Water Works Investment
5a
Co. duet 90S,
Waterville, Me., Water Co. lat
5a
Mortgage due 1907,
5 l*2a
Bay County, Mich., due 1903,
Dmalia Water Co. lat consolidat...
6a
ed, due 1907,
6a
Hancock County, Ohio, dne 1S91,
Vndroscoggin & Kennebec K. K.
da
First Mort.
1Maine Central K. K. lat Mort7a
gage due 1S98.
Maine Central Consolidated, due
7i
1912,
( .’uiial
National Hank Stock.
,
Also a variety of carefully
First Mortgage six per cent. goJ<*. W*‘
ter Company Bonds at par and Inter-

of

Dr.

(Major

Respectfully

D. MacRae.
the public that <'■»•
the
cured, by removinglocal

annouuces to
be positively

cor can now
cause from the

blood, by constitutional and

treatment, without cutting. Also Cancer of the
1Jterns, Fistula, Files, Ncrsfsls« KcMU*,
■erysipelas, and all other Malignant Ulcerations
cured by him. Send for indisputable references,
has had over 26 years experieace in the treatConment of the above mention diseases. 3
apr6dly
gress at., Portland, llle.

PINE
EXCURSIONS JO CALIFORNIA. SOUTHERN YELLOW
TIMBER.
LUMBER AND

EVERY

WEEKJFIA

ALL LIMES.

tickets amt Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine K. K., Commercial sti eet
Station. Lowest rates to all points ;West ami
Boo til.
dec20dtf
For

Memorandum!, of Luuibrr furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on the wharf, or
direct from our Southern pine Mills, and in the

quickest possible

time.

DKEKINCS, WINSI.OU & CO.,
Ifi.1 Commercial Siren. Poriluml, Me
octlO
eodfim

on
Monday),
NINO, April Mb. Every member Is earnestly requtsled to be present as busluess os great Import-

ance

will

come

up for

action.

ap7d2tK. II. O'BRIEN.Sec.
J. A. JIaYDEN,

STENOGRAPHER
3l V4

febl5

Excuanob St., Pobtlaju), Mb.

dU

& Moulton
Woodbury
bankers,
I 'or.
apta

Middle X

Exchange Sts.
utt

i» i

i' L-J K

The touowing are
ment securities:
United States 3s

KSS.

V
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WIT AND WISDOM.
would rather have left unsaid:
the house (arcblyl-My husband’s not
to call on
at home Mr. Goodenoueb. He’s gone
some pretty women of his acquaintance.

™dygof

When beset with headache or other pains use
salvation Oil. the greatest cure on earth for pain.
A monument should be erected to the memory
of the late Dr. J. W. Bull, discoverer of that wonderful remedy, Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.
I’arent—Who is the laziest boy In your class,

Johnny?
Johnny—I dunno.

The Whole Vital Machinery
of its
Depends for the fuel, which Is the origin
In that hidpropulsory force, upon the stomach.

alembic tlie^food undergoes the chemical
changes which transmute It Into blood, from
which the system draws the material that reimburses It for lis dally losses of tissue. These, of
course, are greatly augmented in disease. If the
stomach, therefore, Is weakened or disordored,
the system Is deprived of sustenance. Hostetter’s
Btomkcn Bitters can be relied upon to facilitate
and renew digestion when that function has been
Interrupted by weakness of the stomach. BUllousness, or a diversion of bile from Its proper
channel, which causes constipation, Is also remedied by it. Heartburn, wind on the stomach, sick
headache, fur upon the tongue, and other symptoms of stomach and liver disorder, it speedily reMalarial complaints of every sort, kidney
moves.
and bladder troubles, constipation, rheumatism
and neuralgia yield when It Is used regularly aud
den

persistently.

Johnnie—Mamma, wliy do they call ministers
T

IaII

oun't

iluar

Johnny—Perhaps it’s because they’re the pillers

of tiie church,

mamma.

Have no equal as a prompt and positive cure for sick headache, biliousness, constipa
tlon, pain in the side, and ail liver troubles. Carter’s Little Liver Pills. Try them.
The Boston Journal of Education gives these as
excerpts from the examination papers and essays
of ‘•original thinkers” in grammar and liighof
••Jaundice, a scandal.” “Mosquito, a childdea
white and dark parents.” ’’Herodotus was
of
was
he
King
and
Great,
scendant of Herod the
the Jews.” "The Aryans spoke the trench lam
author.
American
a
great
guage.” “Virgil was
a succes“Diogenes was a great philosopher aud
“Longtellow wrote
sor to Alexander the Great.”
‘Paradise Lost’ and ‘Paradise Regained.
“Hawthorne wrote ‘Moses from an Old Manse.’
“Plato was the father of Language and his lauthat if Jupiter
iruaiitj was so perfect that it is saiu
Plato.”
were to speak that he would speak
Must not be confounded with common
cathartics or purgative pills. Carter's Little Liver Pills are entirely unlike them In every respec t.
One trial will prove their superiority.

Papa (severely)—Did you ask mamma If you
could have that apple?
Three year-old—Yes, sir.
Papa—Be careful, now, I’ll ask mamma, and if
she says you didn’t ask her, I’ll whip you for telling a story. Did you ask mamma?
Three-year-old—Truly, papa, 1 asked her. (A
pause.) She said I couldn't haveJt._

FUtiiiCiAL m COMMERCIAL
PGRTLANO WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Apr. 7. Ui8S.
ruelollowlng are to-day’s closing quotat) ns of
Grain, Provisions. &c.:
Crain.
I
Flour.
HMxdCorn.
68007
Buperhne anil
low grades.* 7603 76 Corn, bag lots.. .68069
v spj-tng ana
Meal, bag lots
65£g“6
rv -.rirtmq.a 16..1/4 86 Oats, cur lots
44046
lot?
47048
bag
Oats,
Patent Spring
Wheats..
0006 26 ('oftonSeed.
car lots. .24 :O025 00
Mich, straight
roller .....4 5001761 do bag .26 0002,: “0
clear do... 4 2504 60iSack’d8r’r
..

stone grounds
lit Louis st’gi

2604

861

do

lots. 23 00024 00
bag...24 00026 00

00
00

...

«

...

..

5°".?
JaucUs

„_„

l-al.-nno®!^° f*

Ver....26g26

KR»d.17gi8

WHEAT.

est
Lowest.
...

Closing.

June

May.
76%
76%
76%
75’%

Apr.
71%
71%
71%
71%

meniug

76%
77%
70%
76%

euuy.

Apr.
■%%
*8 Vi
4.8^1
48%

Opening....

Highest....
..

Closing.....
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.
Juno.

^

,‘r:rtr:-....SOUK.
1.

June.
61%

June.

May.
62%
62%
f>2 Vh
62%

52%
Vu
61%

May.

Apr.

it

?f*

72%

May.

Apr.

62 V.

4«%
48%
«»*

vm

cinsui**.62%

May.

List.
Portland Daltv Press Stock
Bankers and
Corrected by -wan a Bakhett,
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
S.T U C K 8.
P« Virtue. LI*.
I- *r;ptloi:..
NslouhI >-'iih.JJR'
r >.n
4«
« as-. Nat. Bat*.-MO
117
116
Firs: NutioimlBnuk.100
CO
40
l>.uk..
KhUoUuJ
M-rtaiid
.'nil*
121
M.-u-l■Mills' HhIUw'it\ Luuk.. 7i.
{‘2
Ni.'i.fei TraderItauk.10O 130
j3»
"
r<>ri:ui.«i < orouwiy.
'r;:
70
Co
00
p«.»»<ihh Company
B it N 11 8.
103
St&tsol i.-ne 0*, due J889 ...102

j6.

J67

—

Portlandt:s,Muxii&p'l

l io

vwiou.*- loo

Portland <*1t> ft*. >f. K. aid 1907...123
Portland City Funding 4s.lOlVfe
Bam city <Mon. *arious..102
Bath uiy »;«* it. K. aid various.... 1U1
liai.^.t CUj «.s, long K. K. ah*...*118
Bangor City os, long Mno.120
Ballast City os. K. H. aid. 104
And. & Ken. K.
6s, various... ion
Portland 6l Ken. k. b. tts, 1&96. 109
&
Leeds
Farming’tu It. u. »?s.109
Maine Central it. K. 1st rata7s.. 118
1 uu
It. It. C< usol 7m
Central
Maine
Maine Central K. K. 8kg Fund tts.106

J25

}‘^V*
105
103

18
'22
*00
104
ill
ill
120
i;>2
10U

....

Vvatei Co.

2dmtg 6s.106

loo
112
98

ltd miff hm... .no
Consol 4 s.

•
»*

3oston btock WiUKo;,
I Or

Bate*

[Bv Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

are receive*

Znw’«t
..IZ*?HSiH
Manufacturing to..1122Vi

pSnneiell

|Co........

Saco «

pwthtnd.
Calumet &

Portsmouth R.1M

1*®°/“-..

wSTfwHlB Central

a&HflmkSM

.7.7.7.. 1tfVi

preferred....

New

KUKlMd

....

..

Kiiiro^i.

33%

14V^

do nrel

Rm'e"Marquette
JoJnt'jk
ref
<ji

itailroad

com.

.*..

••

30
122

Eastern Jiallroad

.’.'

tilUorniaSoutheni Railroad......
Kopeaa^d Santa Ee itailroad

....

*120

^A

eftarkot
and Money

rBy Telegraph.]
7,

eent.!

188,8/Ttp°2

NKAV KUKK. lAprll
per
has been easy, rauglng rrouj lVi
r at
last loan 1 v*.
offered at 2. Prime steaay.
and
dull
r. a7 per cent, sterling Exchange
bustuess done at 4 S5g4
bills and , »ti»/.@4 S7 for demand, boveuimeni
bonds are dull
Railroad bond* dull

/U*l

78%
4%

18%
70%
78%
21%

4o%
10. %
141%

prel.141%

...

105%
14%
65

20%
16

•.

19%
31%

Oregon Traus-ContT. 19%
Pacific Mail. 31%
Pullman Palace..1*0%

1o2ii
27%

dopref...
do 1st prf. .108%

dopref.110%

38
105

23%
63%

Union Pacific. 63%
71%

71

w

jo
23

U.I pref. 23%
Western Union. 74%
®%
E. l'enn, new.
East Teun, pref. 67
Wells. Fargo Express.182
Oregon Nav. 88%
Houston & Texas. 16»A
8
Mobile «i Ohio

74%

*}%
130
89
17

Metropolitan El.131

181%
3fl

36
70

70

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. April 7. 1888.-The followingiare today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 17 25@17 75;sliort cuts 17 60®
18 00; backs 18 00@18 26 ; light backs 17 00;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard—Choice at 8%@8%c V lb lutes; 8%@9c
In lo-fb pails; 9@9%c in 6-ib palls.
Hams at
ll@12c, according to size and
cure; pressed hams ll%@12c.
lb;
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%@7%c
country do at 6%@7c
31
fresh
made
extra
creamery
Butter—Western
@32c: extra first Western creamery at 28@S0c;
York
New
do
June
20®23c;
00 firsts at;20®27c;
fall made creamery, extra at 27®'28c: Vermont
fresh made extra emry 31«32c: do extra firsts
The above Quotations are receivers’
28®30c.
prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices
l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 13@13%c; Ohio
choice nominate; lower grades 7® 12%c; NorthJobbing prices %c higher.
ern sage 14c.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 21%@22c: some fancy
stock
higher; lEastern firsts at 21c; extra
near-by
Vtand NH21%@22c; fresh Western 21 @21%;
fresli Southern nominal. Jobbing price tc higher.
Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turkeys,
choice nominal; Western young fresh killed turkeys, extra small 14c; do fair to choice, U@
13c: Northern fresh killed chickens, nominal at
15®17c; do fowls at I3@l6c; Western fowls and
chickens !0@l3c.
Beans—cnoice small N Y hand plesed pea at
2 90@3 00 f> hush; choice New York large baud
picked do 2 85@2 90; small Vermont hand-pick
ed do at 3 I0@3 16.
nay—Choice prime hay at 17 oo@18 oo. air to
good at *16 00^316 00; Eastern file 812.u$16;
door to ordinary *12@$14: East swale 10@«11.
Uye straw, choice,;20 00@$22|00; Joat straw 9 60
@10 00.
Potatoes—Houltou Rose at 81 10 U bush; do
Hehrons 96e; Aroostook Rose 1 05@1 08; do liobrons at 90&93C: prolifics 86c; White Brooks at

70@76c.

_

New York Mining Stoc’-...

[By Telegraph.!
YORK, April 7 1888. Thefo’os-.n
closing Quotations for minim stocks L-oai:
33%
Colorado iCoal
21
Hocking Coal
NEW

■■

Ontario.

tluieksiiver.

27 60
8%

34%
do preferred.
Homestako..10 00
2 40
2 95

Amador.
El Crlsio.

3.30
Standard.
2 86
Bodie Con.
Con. Cal. & Va.16
9 82
Yellow Jacket
California

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.!
SAN FKANCISCO.’Apr. 7. 1888.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day;
.. f>%
Potosl. 6
6%
Crown Point.
Union.... .-.4%
Sierra Nevada.4 8o
'|9%
Hale & Norcross.

Eureka.11%

0%
Savage.
Mono. 1 86
9%
Yellow Jacket.
Best & Belcher. 6%
14 76
Con. Cal. & Va.
5 60
Mexican.
4 20
Gould & Curry
Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, Apr. 7, 1888.—The Fall River
print cloth statement lor the week is as follows:
Production. 145,000 pieces
Deliveries. 117,000 pieces
Stock on lund. 28,000 pieces
Sales. 113,000 pieces
20,000 pieces
Soot.1.
Future.

93,000 pieces

Prices 3 9-l6c lor 64s; 3%c for 60x50s. Market
quiet and steady._
Petroleum Market.

BOSTON, April

7.

Plue Line Certificates.

%e3o““
11.00

79%
79%

11.30

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, April 7, 1888—Cattle market—re

celpts 2,600: shipments —; steady and quiet;
Stockers and feeders 2 46®3 60; shipping steers
4 6025 60; Texans at 2 (K>®8 26; cows at 2 26®
3

35w

Hogs, receipts|7,0C0; shipments —; active and
firm; about 6c higher jmixeu it 6 10@6 30; heavy
6 20,26 45; light 6 10®5 30;skips —.
jmocerately
riheep—receipts 3000; shipments
active aud steady: natives 4 00,20 00; Western
3 76*6 76. Lambs 6 25®6 26.
—

domestic Markets
by Telegraph.]
vKw Vultk. April 7.
i398,—Flour marketreceipts 26,172 packages; exports 7668 bbls and
sales
22,500 bbls
12,078 sacks; steady:
t ;,'ui quotations—Flue at 2 06®2 65; supermie
2
Western and ;8tate
36*8 00: common to gw a
extra Western and State at 2 80*8 40; gtrio to
common tochoice White
at
90;
do
choi
+0^4
wheat Wesi-ru extra ai 4 252 4 40; faDey do at
to
common
al 4 60*4 90;
good extra Ohio at 2 80
,, 4 90; common to choice extra Ht Louis at 2 86 a
extra good lo prime nt
Miniiesol.a
4 o
patei"
4 30*4 60;i ci oi e to fancy do at 4 00.. 4 86. !no
extra at 440*41(0,
ml1!
bo
c
no
iie
»
c
2,40
ty
bis fine do g <'6 a 2 65; 860 bbls Riiuei llne
1400
No 2 at 2 75®3 35;
extra
bbls
:tfiu8
00;
1168
2
7,400 bbls winter wbea' extra at2 80a6 00; 7,Southat
2
a
extra
Mloneso
7o®4 8o
loo bbls
ern flour steady; common to fair extra at 3 30®
flour
Is
4
4
90.
at
to
coulee
00,2
Kye
3 90; good
quiet.» Wheat—recede s 9900 bush ;exports 180,at
%®%c
sales
192,000
steady
943 bush;
bush;
advance ;No 2 Spring at 80% (290 store and clev,
U0%t2 90%e f ob. Barley dull. Con receptt
4200 bush; exports 0O,882|bU8h, sales 23,000 uu:
quiet land firm; No 3 at hi%®61%c; steamer at
Oats—receipts
62abflc store; No 2 at 03c ;dev.
42,"ini busii, exports 61 busb; sales 10.000 bush;
a tr lie better; demand light No 3 at S7c; No 2 at
auger Is
37% a3«c. Molasses dull :50 test 19.
sleadv. refined quiet; C 6%c; Extra C 5%®6% ;
White Extra C at 6%e; Veiow at66-10®6%c;
standard 4 0%c; Mould A 7c; Confectioners A at
6% ; eld leal and crushed at 7%c. off A 0s6% ;
dmi wile red 7c; granulated 6% c; Cubes at 7c.
Pork in moderiroleuui quiet—united at 79%.
ate demand; old mess quoted 14 00® 14 60. Beef
steady. I.nrd very dull, but unchanged:Western
steam at 7 90*7 02% ; city steam at 7 00; refined
80 for Continent; 8 A at 8 60. Hutquoted at 7 „„,l
hers*
find 111*111.
Al,n.,

•'reicht* to Liverpool dull.
HIOACO. April 7 1288-Flour is "teady.
Wheat is strong; No 2 Spring at 72% *TE%e.
No 2 lied—. Corn is higher—No 2 at 61% *62c.
Oats llriner—No 2 at 27Vs430%c. No 2 l!ye at
Frovlsioiis—
69%c. Harley—No 2 at 77u80c.
Lard 7 50. Dry
Mess Pork steady 13 36S13 To
clear sides
short
6
at
76(s0 00;
salted shoulders
16.
at 7 40.® 46. Whiskey at
wheat.
16,H.O
nei c.pts—Flour,
22,00 |bbls;J
bushJjeo.-I. 81.000 bush; oats 01,0001 hush; rye
bush.
500 bush: barley, 21,000
Hliinments—Flour, 16 000| hbls; wheat, 70,000
bu: corn, 6,S00 bush; oats, 6,100 Or si; rye 2.0CO
bush, barley 38,000 bush.
rt'l. L'lUlS. April 7, 1888.-Flour market is
W heat advanced steadily, closing %(a% c
firm.
above lyesterday—No 2 Red at 80%c.
Corn is
strong and higher at 47% (a48c. Oats are higher
at 30%c. Rye at 62c. Harley at 76g87c. W ilis
key steady at 1 09. Provisions dull and weak.
Pork at 18 62%. I.ard at 7 10®7 16. Dry salted meats—shoulders 5 76; long clear 6 90&7 00;
clear ribs 7 16@7 26; short clear at 7 86@7 45.
Bacon-shoulders at 6 30: long clear 7 60@7 75;
clear ribs 7 70(87 86; short clear 7 87%fe8 05.
Hams steady at lo 00812 00.
Recetpts-Flour, 6000 bills, wheat 11,000 bush,
corn 2,0011 bush "oats 2,000 bush, barley, 17,000
bush,rye 1000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,000 ;bl»ls,E {wheat 12,000
bush,i torn 23,000 bus[i, oats 4,000 bush, Parity
0,000 bush,rye 0.000 bush.
DETROIT, April 7,1«88.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 84a bid; No 2 lied 82%c.

papery

80V4,fOt

aiid steady.
generally steady. The stock market closed very
stulet and heavy at close to opening figure*.
i “Jf ‘'‘■‘“‘sacitous at the stock Exchange aggregated 146.372 share,.

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, April 8, |1888.—The Sugar market
has been llrm during the past week; shippers
held up, and speculators prevented a decline by
taking parcels offered. The last sales made were:
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
*1.87 Va@2.06 gold per quintal.
Muscovado, lair to good refining, 86 to 90 de

*1.93->i@*2.0C.
Centrifugal, |92 to

grees,

96 degrees polarization,
iu hbds, hags and boxes, $2.43%(g2.81%.
in
the warehouses at Havana and
Stocks
Matanzas, 0,300 boxes. 622,000 bags, and
8,000'lihds; Receipts for the week, 68 boxes,
65,000 bags, and 2,800 lihds; exports during
and 67
the week, 000| boxes, 300 bags,
lihds.. all of which were to the United States.
Freights nominal; l> lilid of sugar loading at
Havana for the United States, *2.26 a 2.50 gold:
per lilid of sugar from ports on tlie north coast of
Cuba (outside ports) for the Uulted States at *2.50

@*2.76 gold.

in

tion'and export

67s 6d; bacon at 40s Od for short .clear and 38s
6d for long clear. Che ise CDs. Tallow 25s. bard at
88s.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
raoM

fob

oolon.New York. Asplnwall.. .Apl 10
Wtsconslu.New York..Liverpool....Apl 10
Britauic.New York..Liverpool ...ApllO
Alene.New Y’ork. .Kingston,&c.Apl 11

Gallia

.New York..Liverpool....Apl 11

Ems.New York..Bremen.Apl
Apl
Helgenland.New York..Antwerp
Bueva.New York..Hamburg—Apl
...

Manhattan .New York..Havana.Apl
Alvo.New York..Colon.Apl

11
11
11
12
12
12
12

Alps.New York..Kingston—Apl
Clenfuegos. .New York..Cienfuegos ..Apl
Andes.New York..Haytt.Apll2
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Apl 14
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool—Apl 14
New York..Liverpool—Apl 14
Etruria.
La Normandie....New York..Havre.Apl 14
Werra.New York..Bremen.Apl 14
Schiedam. New York..Amsterdam Apl 14
New York..Liverpool....Apl 14
City of Chester
..

Circassia.New York..Glasgow ....Apl
Nevada.New York..Liverpool.... Apl
City of Home.New York..Liverpool. ...Apl
Celtic...New York..Liverpool... Apl
Aller .New Y'ork..Bremen.Apl
Kugia. Now York..Hamburg....Apl

Cepbaloula.Boston.Llverpou'.... Apl
MINI

Catarrhal

7, 1888.—Cotton market—

buyers’ lavor; npljuds 5 5
bales; specula

I IVEKPOOb. April 7.1888—Quotations—Winter wheat 6s 7d.B6s 8d; iSprtng (wheat at hs 6d
7d: Club 6s 7d@8g 8d. Corn—mixed Western
&c.—Pork
Provisions,
4s9*id;| peas 6s od.

14
17
18
18

18
10
21

ATI)UK ALMANAC. AKK1L 9.

bHIIr»etVo isi«I‘.' ::::88

Dangers.

To be freed from the dangers of suffocation
while lying down; to breath freely, Bleep soundly
and undisturbed; to rise refreshed, head clear,
brain active and free from pain or ache, to know'
that no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the
breath and rots away the delicate machinery of
smell, taste and hearing; to feel that the system
docs not, through its veins and arteries, suck up
the poison that is sure to undermine and destroy,
is indeed a blessing beyond all other human enjoyments. To purchase lnynunity from such a
fate should be the object of all afflicted. But
those who have tried many remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure.
Sanford’s Radical Curb meets every phase
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the mos
loathsome and destructive stages. It Is local and
constitutional. Instant in relieving, permanent
in curing, safe, economical and never-falling.
Sanford’s Radical Curb consists of one hot
tie of the Radical Cure, one box of Catarrhal
Solvent, and one Improved Inhaler, all
wrapped in one package, with treatise and directions. and so’d by all druggists for $1.00.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

r

HOW M Y SIDE ACHES !
Ac!img Sides and Back. Hip, Kidney
and Uterine Pains. Rheumatic, Sciatic,
Neuralgic, Sharp and Shooting Pains.

one
tuinnle
in
by tinThe first and
C’utieurn Anii-Pnin Plaster.
only pain-killing plaster. A perfect, instantaneous, uever-failiug antidote to pain, inflammation and weakness. Especially adapted to relieve
female pains and weaknesses. At all druggists,
26cents: or of Potter Drug and Chemical
I relieved

MABINE

-ajntid

Call and examine

Steamer New Brunswick, Colby, St John, NB

r,

Cleared.
Smart &
Sch llyue, Hinckley, New York
Doten.
Sch Grace Webster, Jewett, New York-Kerosene Oil Co.
Gallagher
Sell Etna, Reynard, St John. NB

Furnishing Goods

CASH

SPOT

ly on

^Sch Freeman,

Torrey, S W Harbor—J U Blake.
ScU Julia Aun, Rice, Deer Isle-J H Blake.
SAILED—Barque Eliza Barrs.
SUNDAY. April 8.

healthy activity, and

to

McFee, Gloucester.
SAILED—Sch Grace Webster.

The mackerel steamer Novelty, of Fortlaud,
West
lias been chartered for a short season lor the
India fruit trade at $2,600 per month.

CORRESPONDENT.
W1SCASSET, April 7—Sid. schs Thos N Stone,
Ira
D Stnrgts, Blaisdell, NewMobile;
McDonald,
port; Coquette, Ornc. and Mail, Caswell, Boston;
Portland.
the
Lewis,
of
Walk,
Cock

They
They

Perfectly HARMLESS.
PURELY VEGETABLE.
TRY THEM.

Liquid Extract of

MANUFACTURED BY SPECIALTY

DEP'T,

PHIL. BEST BREWING CO.

FOR

sev-

Island,
at same landing, best location ou the Island; all
furnished, readv for house-keeping.Address “W,”
P. O. BOX 1567. Portland, Maine._7-1

ett

TO

MALE—Iu a village; near It. K. station:
two story
stable ou
premises; fruit trees on lot; size of lot, 1 acre.
7-1
street.
BENJAMIN .SHAW, 48Exchange

JAMES BAIN.-d-tf

Jersey

color. All Wool Double and Twist,

34 cents

:

very serviceable, sold

18 cents

:

81.75 a pair;

our

at

everywhere

#1-25

price

50 dozen 40 cent Braces at

FORM

only

lately

s’

FOR male-200

15

acres,

al first

miles

Apply

rates.

100

Most Wonderful Family Komcdy Ever Known.
ietbrni

Tlrnn.
at the

chitis. Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dys*
Kidney Troubles,
entery. Chronic Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

I. s. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

m._

HALE

WANTED—A

Holme

neighborhoods

The^e pills were a wonderful discovery. Ko others
like them la the world. Will positively cure or relieve
all manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the eoct of ft box of pills. Find
out about tin u>. and yon will r'wr.vs be thankful. Ox*
Hold every
lllustruted p.n.’:: h:et l>eo
JILL A uohk.
j;. nmups.
l)n. I. A
where, or «< nt by m.ni for **'»
.-von ’oi •:.. IwcTON. -Mass
Johnson Si ( *•.. t.
..

eod&w-urml

ogi2

FOR

MALE—First

chance

A. I*. Bush & Co., Boston.
Dear Sirs:— Your package of Hakka Cream
arrived last evening all O. K.; many thanks. 1 tell
you I enjoyed the cleansing it gave me this morning.
1 am feeling much like 1 had taken a Turkish bath.
I have liecn a great sufferer from a very annoying
Catarrh for several years, have tried several remedies,
but nothing has had so desired an effect as Hakka,
both for myself and an aged mother, also upon sev<>pni nOiprii In thin vIHnltv
Yours resneetftlllv.
II. W ’Yildek, Bethlehem, >. 11.

Prepaid

reeelpt

of $1.00.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston, Mass.
oetlO

__codOm

Mkin-Mnrce*. M«»i> Is peerless ill cases ot
disease. Use for toilet, bath alia shaving.
I’nluicr'M Mkin Success lias cured

Skill

many ot

tiie most stubborn skin and scalp disorders.

MICHLY ENDORSED
BY

Medical

THE

Profession.

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.
At druggfistM, ‘Skin-Succera’
25c. A 75c. *8k iii-Surcesfl Soap*
85c. Palmer C hcmiealCo.,N. Y.

trliiuu of the Hkin causing; torture and loss
of sleep, is banished by Skin-Success Soap.
Use Skin-Snccess Sonp and skin eruptions
of children will be prevented and the skin kept
I

SpOTt3"‘

_eodly-cMnmi

ladies:
Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes
They are sold every
They will dye everything.
They
where. Price I Or. a package—40 colors.
Amount
have no equal for Strength, Brightness,
in packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadFor
lug Qualities. They do not crock or smut. corner
sale by D. W. Iieseltine & Co., Druggists,
Congress and Myrtle streets: N. G. Meliols,E.DrugW.
1st, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; I arris
tevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Constreets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner
gress and Washington streets; T. J. Cooney,
D.
DruggisCcorner Middle and

S

Frauklin^street^;

I
c

streel;'.m,k,

.n.n

inin,.....n..

Free
Danforth
Perkins

...

Co.; ff. H. Hay & Bon, and A. W. Smith, DrugW. W.
gist 107 Portland St.. Portland, Maine.
Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square, and WoodJlylleodly
ford^ Corner, Deeriug, Me.

FET1AI.K HKI.P.

to do general houseSPRUCE ST.

WANTED—At

by respectable man as
groom and gardener; willing to make himX. Y. ,Z., Press
self generally useful. Addres

WANTED—Situation

WANTED—A
CHAS.

sale, one platform

STREET._

TO WRITE—Wanted by a
young lady; has had experience In office
work and is a rapid writer. Address “S.” care
of P. O. Box 1709, City.3-1

SITUATION

Portland Press.

SITUATION

WANTED—A good reliable woman,
to cook for the Keeper's family at the Alms
House. Apply between 1 and 6 p. m, at the House
3-1
T. H. RANDALL. Keeper._

COOK

at

ttt anthd—Ynuntf men

KALE—1 Wlieelock Plano, four years
old; in good condition; for sale at a bargain
would exchange for an organ. T. II. RANDALL,

FOB

_3-1

1K.VI FOK NAI.K—In Scarboro, equal dls1
tance between Portland and Saco, 75 acres
of land, young orchard, two good cranbery meadows, wood and timber sufficient, buildings suitahie for farmer, well watered; terms easy, En-

13

premises of MOSES WATEKIIUOsE.
31-4

House and lot 180 State St.
NAI.K
Brick house and very desirable lot, number
State street, westerly side, near Plue street; for
feb22tf
terms applv to J. S. ltlCKEK.
—

STEADY

second-hand 12 horse power
14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, inspirator and all fittings at » bargain. Address, BIDDEEOKD STOVE FOUNDRY, Elddeford. Me.
_ocStt

ii- '"Y.

The Jefferson Hill
erson, Coos

.Si, O
shire;
rrnland;
■

m.

to

Ladies’ red pocket-book, either in
the horse cars or on the street between Holland’s drug store anil Maine Central Station on
Congress street, containing 810 In money, mostly
in bills, beside postage stamps and other small
articles. The tfnder will be rewarded by leaving
3-1
It at till HAM 1’SHIKE ST._

House in Jeff

LOST—A

commanding

two-stone diamond ear-drop, be
tween the corner of Fore aud India streets,
and the Eagle House. Return to C.H. LAMSON,
No. 177 Middle street, and be suitably rewarded.
3-1

LOINT—A

nut from end of Coupe Axle. Anysame on the street will be well
by
paid
leaving at FERNALD & SAWYER’S
STABLE, 097 Congress Street.3-13

LoiNT—A
finding
one

MRS. CAROLINE GOOLD.

■coon*.

FARM" "FOR SALE.

Lodging
WANTKDfirst-class restaurant, or

rooms

adjacent

to

a

first-class boarding house, for twelve or thirteen young men tor
season beginning April 17th, and ending Oct. 1st.
References given as to character and security as
to prompt payment. Address "B.,” This Office.

Hollis, one-fourth of a mile from
miles
Bonny Eagle, and one and one-half
from West Buxton village, containing 100 acres,
known as the Joseph Kullon farm. For particulars inquire of

SITUATED

p.

m._marlOdtf
WANTED.

in

a

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving Id
season lor connection with earliest trains (or

points beyond.

Through

tickets (or Prsvidrnee, (.•well,
SVorceMter, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
I. B. COYLK. Manager.
novltl

uvt

Internationa!
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOB

trrniiiruril U Effect Jmm.33,
1WR.

Leave Portlana, via G. T. Bailway, 8.45 a. in.;
Lewiston 0.60: Mechanic Palls (mixed train1 10.
50; arriving at W. Minot Il.lSiE. Hebron 11,30;
BuckBeld 13.00; B. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00,
Mechanle Palls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
K. Hebron 3.40; Buckfielil 3.60; B. Sumner 4.00;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.30, 9.00 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.45 a. m., 13.15 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
DAILY—Prom W. Minot 3.30 p. in. for Hebron
Academy; BuckBeld 3.50 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.j arriving at Peru
5.30; Dlxfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also ter
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico d.OO, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Port
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
land 12.16 p. m.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.Jan23dtt I

PORTUNO & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R

ARRANGEMENT-OF

EASTPORT.CALAIS ST.JOHN*.3..HALIFAX N. S
—

Nfw

ALL PABT8 OF

AND

—

Bruciv/ick, Nora Hcoiia« Priurr KHward* lalaad, and Capo Hrrioa.

WINTER ARRANU 1EMENT887-8.
The Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, loot ol State street, every M< INDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 r. M., for HAST PORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked to
destination. tS^Frelgbt received up to A.00 r. at.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLK,
ol 8tate street.
ilen’l Manager.
novUdtf

_

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

LINE.

From BOSTON ewy WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA eren Tuesday and Friday.
;

"irKBSix
M

p.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
From Tine Street Wnarf,’
m.

Philadelphia,

at 12

m.

one-hall the rate of
..^jcS'salling vessel.
Penn. K. R., and
the
lor
the
West
Freights
by
Insurance

....

.L

oontimr

freight

llliua

fnrWMriipli

f

i'AH

Ilf

COT”-

passage apply to
If. B. BAMPMON, Agent,
70 Lni Wharf. Bouton.

or

gldtf

181, A SIDS

(“Steamer Maryland Route’’) for Philadelphia,
Bnltimarc, Washington, and the Maath.and
with Hoslou & Albany B. H. for the West.
■Close counectlon made at Westbrooh Jane,
tiau with through trains of Maine 'lentral R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be baa of 8. H. HKLLKN,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
0Ct22dtf
_J. W. PETKKB Hurt.

Porlland and

Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

CO.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
and After March 1st, ISSS.
Leave Portland for Peak's 6.45, 8.30,8.00 a. m.,
2.1s, 5.00, C.lo p. m. Leave Portland for Cushing's Island 0.30 a. rn., 5.00 p. m. Leave Portland
for Long Island. Little and Great Diamond, Evergreen ami Trefotbens 8.00 a in., 2.15 p. m.
C. W. T. GOD1NG, Gen'l Agent.
marldtf
On

SAMUEL THURSTON, Harpswell Steamboat
September
■DBOKTT OBOAJI
dtf

TUNING TO OIUIKH.

JylB

KINNEY

BROS.,

STRICTLY’ PUKE IIIGH-CLASS

Co*

and

Six

CEBIT.

PER

CIGARETTES.

First

SPECIAL strcut':ht

Mortgage

Cured Finest
Specially Selected and Specially Klee
Paper.
Golden Virginia Leaf. Special

SINKINC FUND

SWEET CAPORAE

WATER CO. BONDS

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD.
Handsome Colored Pictures Packed ill this Rrand.

Principal and Interest payable

at

KINNEY TOBACCO CO. (Successor).
New York, Baltimore, Richmond and Danville.
The only Manufacturer of Special Cigarettes.
Seo that the Company’s Certificate is on each
package, unbroken.
eodBt*
ap4

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
The choicest stock of Marble for Cemetery purposes In New England. This
stock has been selected with the
greatest care, aud for style and woi kmauship cannot be surpassed.
No fancy prices, just a living profit, at
my new warerooms. Call uud see me.

II.
w

THOMPSON,
m-temple «T.-M^
F.

BOSTON ft NEW YORK STOCKS
Bought amt cold
and upward*.
Order* tig mail

on

or

a

margin of 3 per

telegraph

a

24^Congress

St., Boston,

a

limited amount at

100 AND ACCRUED

INTEREST,

and after careful examination recommend
them for Investment.

Specialty.

INtY.

Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrooke. St.Johns. Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdeusburg and West.
3.13 p. ns. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termed late stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham,Standlsh, Lhnlngtun, Sebago. Naples, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark, Lovell
and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldgton. Harrison and Waterford via Brldgton.
Traino Arrive in Pertland.
10.35 n. ui. from Bartlett and way stations.
S.33 u. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
0HA8. U FOYE. Q. T. A.
Oct. 7. 1H87oct7dtf
er,

8&ASD WM RAILWAY OF CiSilA
On

nnd

after MOItDAY. Itsv.fb,
trains will rnn ns rellewsi

DI81,

DEPASTURE*.
30 and 8.46
Ft r Anbnrn and (.ewisten,
а. in. and 12.45 and 5.80 p. m.
Far f.erbam, 8.45 a. m. and 1.30and 6.20p,
m.
Far Gorham, IBeatrral and
tn. and t 30 p. m.
Far Onebec, 1.30 p. m
Fer ilur Uflrld and Ontau,

Chicago, 8.46

A

1.30 p.

8.45

a

m.

and

m.

AHRIVAt.il.
Fraas Arwioten aad Anbarn, 8.46 A a.
13.16. 3.15. 5.45 and 6.45 p. n<.
Pram ilsrksat, 8.45 Am., lk.lSaad 6.45 p. u.
gran Chicago and neatreal, 13.15 and
б. 45 p. in.
Pram 4fnrbec,

13.15 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on nlsbt train and
Parlor ears on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE!
_

Eiotttiigi 31.,

and Deool Foot of India Stint.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago, *31.00 and (19.00: Detroit, (16.75 and
(16 00; Kansas City, (32.50 and (28.86: St.
Paul (32.60 and (28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
(25.00and (21.26, St. Louis vta. Chicago. (28.60
and (24.90; California. (83.60 and (63.75.
JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
WM. fcOGAE, G. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Nov. 28.1887

BOSTON AND MAINE R.
effect

R

Muadar, Oct. If, 1881.

WESTERS DIFISIOS.
Per Bo-tea 7.30, 8.40 A m., 12.40. 3.3b p. m.
Bestea (er Pertlaad 7.30. 8.30, a. m.. 1.00.
4.00 p. m. (5.00 p. m. arriving 8s Berwick at
8.00 p. m., connecting with 9.35 p. m. train for
Portland.) Mcarera Bench. Ptac Paint,
Mare, Biddeferd 7.80. 8.40, 10.26 a. in., 3.30.
•5.30,6.15 p. m. Old Orchard, 7.80, 8.40.
In.20 A m., 12.40,8.30, •6.30, 8.15 p. m. North
He rwirli.it re at Falls, Devvi 7.30. 8.40 Am.,

12.40,3.30, *5.30 p.

m.

Eseter, Haverbill,

■.swell. 7.30. 8.11) a. m.. 12.40.
Hachrater I nnuituMa, Alton
3.30 l*. m.
lift), 8.40 a, m., 12.40, 3.30 p 01. Hanvhr.tr*
and «'on:or«l (via Lawrence) 3.40 a.m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.
I

....-,.,

for Boaton

SUNDAY TRAINS
m. via East Div, to Scar

1.00, 4.16 p.

boro Crossing.

EASTEKN DIVISION.
Yor Boaton att2.UO Am.. dally,*2.00 a.m., |1.00,
16.00 p. in. Boaton for Portlnnd 7.30, 0.00 A
m., 12.30 p. m, ("7.00 p.m. dally). Cape Elian
both. 8.00 a. m. (6.30 p. in. West. L'V. Pass.)
Saco 0.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Biddvford 2.00, 0.00
a.m., 1.00,6.00 p.m. Coitainoulh SIrvrburr
port, Salem, l,ynn 2.00, 0.00 a. m.. 1.00, 6.00
p. In. Aturabarv 8.00Am., 1.00,6.00 p. m.
tConnects with Kail Lines for New York.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
"West Division- North Berwick to Scarboro

Through Tickets to all points Wsst and South
for rale at Per tin ad Stalina Ticket OMce and
at C nian Ticket Oder, 40 Exchange Street
JAS. T. FURBKR, Uen'l Manager,
Boston
D. J. FLANDERS, uen. P. A T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, (ieu’t Agent,
Portland

oeiaiiltf_

Robb

& Estabrook

85 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.
octal_
_

OR. E. 8. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 93 FrarKItn St., Portland, Me.
RKKD treats all ctiroulc diseases that flesh
U is heir to; all eases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic aud homeopathic physicians. I will take their case to treat and cure
them. 1 (lud that aliout four-dfths o( the cases
(riven up to die cau be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence uad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the oltlcc, #1.00.
sepl4tt
Office hour* 9 a. m. to o d.
»'alt

iu.__

cent,

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,

Ill

c

We offer

Rrewster.

MARBLES.

on.

until further notice, Passenger trains will
_leave Portland as follows: 8I.:I3 a.
TSSSontisHhn. for Brldgton, Kryehurg, No. Con-

and

la

10th 1887, steamer
after
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run daily as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 8.45 a. m.j
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.15; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Little Chebeague. 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portland at 9.15 a.m.
Upturning will leave Portland lor Orr*s Island
and all Uilermedia'e landings at 2.00 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
seplOdtf
On

M. II.-Auk for the

miMikiV

t'_—

35

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

No. 8 Freo Street Block, Portland.

Ogdensburg R. R

(PORTLAND and MONTFEAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with

TEA .71K Its.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT

ment.

_

at 1.00 p. as.
Far Itscbesirr, Npriagvale, Alfred, W ales*
bare, anti Sacs Hirer at 7.30 a. as,, I .OO
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
For tiiorhaaa at 7.30 a. at., I .MO, 3.00,
0.30, ai d (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
For dnrrarappa.Clamberlaad Mills, Wee,*
brook Juaclleu and Woodford’s at 7.3#
and Io.oo a. at., 1.00, :t.oO, 6.30 and
(mixed) *O..TO p. nt.
Far Farms A euae (Deerlng) 10 OO o. so.,
JiOOaud 0.30 p. m.
The 1.00 p. at. train from Portland connects a.
Ayer Janet, with lloosac Tunnel Houle fat
tbe West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, tot
(Tew York rta Norwich I.ine, and all rail,
via Mprin|t#eld, also with N. V. A N.E. K. K

WINTER ABBANOEMENT8.

For

ageucy of this world renowned Instru-

TRAINS.

On and after Monday. March 3, IfWMt,
Passenger Trains will I-euve Portlands
Far Warcestcr, C'lintao, Ayer Juaeliaa,
Nashaa, Windham and Egfiag at 7.30
a. at. and 1.00 p ns.
For Manchester, Concord, and potato North

■■';_u;!way, Pahyan’s, Bethlehem. Lanoas—AA-KM-ter, Whitefleld, Littleton, Wells’ Elv-

—

mission.
Hound Trip »»*Fu«|< 9IO.OO.
Meals awl Boom Included.

The sole

«pvv»

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

XI

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

I

ou«t«u.

THB FIK8T-CLA38 STEAMK&8

dtf

ape

MALE.

llampCounty, New ou
high
pleasautly located
a

ni«,

STEAMERS.

A Cook at No. 12 Deerins Street.

MINT AND FOUND.

beautiful
coiiiSEt view of Mt. Wasnington, the
White Mountain range, the Franconia range,
Cherry Mountain, and the Pilot range; it is a new
house, well arranged lusido and out, pure water
good sewerage, and will accommodate about 100
guests; since it was first opened to the public it
has been a favorite resort among the many pood
houses on Jefferson llill, and by guests witling to
pay good prices; everything about the premises Is
in good condition; It ean bo bought tor muen less
than its value; For particulars apply to C. B. Jordun, Lancaster, N. H., or H. D Abbott, South
febazewltl

and hones*
universal

work by a first-class tinsmith anil
plumber of fifteen years experience; strictly
temperate ami reliable; age 34; married. Address
mh31d2w
r. O BOX 359, (ireat Falls, N. 11.

one

PROPERTY FOK

enerirv

SITUATION WANTED.

It HAI.K—1

HOTEL

of

vv
ty to take orders for ‘‘Gately s
Educator," a thorough and complete encyclopaedia and business guide ; indorsed as such by every
one that has seen it. and by every paper of national reputation in this country ana Canada. The
Jloston Herald says of the book: "It is a carefully
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
who buy It will get their money’s worth." Ar. E.
Journal of Education says: "No schoolroom in
America can afford to be Without this great work
It is the most complete,
as a book of reference."
plain and practical educational work ever published, ana is Indispensable to the family and
8t.,
library. Gatkly & Co., 692 Washington
feb29ci3m
Boston.

Portland.___3-1

1
130
engine, and

the Maine General HosMATRON, from 10 a.

WANTED—Cook
pital. Apply to the
1

re*

Kuiuford Falls & Boekfield Railroad.

3-1

out._

mar26Mlaw4w

St.. N. Y.

ou

FOK

_

WANTED
By a Swedish
Girl to do first work; would go out In the
country In the summer: references given 11 wantP. 8
ed.
Apply at 67 SPRING STKEET.
Please not to call alter this advertisement Is tak-

a

locality
remunerative salary to right party. References
exchanged. Amkbk-an M’f’g Hoosf.. 30 Ready

50acres:

For particulars, inquire on the premises, A. P.
or S.CHENEltY, 7 Custom House Wliarf

ou

a

position, a
can
gentleman's family; no objection to children; care
give first-class reference, Address MRS. F., 3-2

INTELLIGENT EARNEST

man
own

FIELD,

quire

scale._3-4

WANTED-AN
to represent large, responsible house
and outside of large cities. A
in Ids

cuts about 20 tons of bay: nice buildings; O
FOK
line of Grand Trunk road.
miles from Portland,

Alms House.

D—Men’s and boys’ cast off clothing
Please call or send postal
MOORES, 399 Fore street. Also for

WANTS
Cash paid for it.
A.
to

FOB

City

_3-1

position as shipper in some
Wholesale lfouse, have had six years ex3-1
A. B. C., Press Office.
Address
perience.

_3-1

MALE-Farm In Falmouth,

4-1

dry goods
CO.4-1

NAI.lt—Farm 1m Falmouth. lVs miles
H orn Colley’s Corner, known as the Chenery
about ninety acres in wood, pasture and
of
Farm;
tillage; house contains 8 good rooms; very pleasant. For terms enquire of S. CHENEltY, 7 Custom House Wharf, Portland._3-1

nronci

BOSTON

on a

Office.

tor.

610jltf

Just arrived

Wharf._5-1

pay-

of

7-1

once—A capable girl for general housework. Apply at 62 BOWDOIN

can

Me.

to do

girl
WANTED-Capable
work. Apply at No. 61

a

Farm Mortgages
8 per ct. Semi-annually. Security three
FOing NALK•—Colorado
to foul times the amount loaned.
Frlucipa! and

■ id -Mine rirrri,

ONLY $1.00.

WANTED-A competent good tempered farm
Hand for the season; references required.
TT
Apply to CHASE BROTHERS, head of Long

horse;
enough hay
paid monthly; long time; twenty minutes from
Union Depot. Full particulars J. J. EMERSON,
Auburn, Me.
__3-2

COLON.sails Wednesday, April 11. Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and Chinn.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO sails Saturday,
April 14, 2 p. m.
For Freight, Eassage, or general Information
to
or
address
the General Eastern Agents.
apply
G. A. A Digs 4b CO..

apr4dtf

nt

__

BEAL BBOS.,

farm or any
apply at R. R1CHNER, 502 Congress 8t., Port5-1

advertised

From New YorK, pier loot of Canal 8t., North
River, for (Snn Francisco via The Isthmus of

No. 41 Water St., Haverhill, Mass.

land, Me.

acres
cows

and,

CATARRH.

man

a

California, Japan, China, Centnl
and South America and Mexico.

the W. k 6.

young
chance to work
WANTED-By
from Switzerland
kind of out-door work. Addresser

NAl.lt—The best little farm
who live with their parents
handsome
this year; only §500 down;
tjlCR
home in Deering; 7
WANTED—Boys
and who
of laud; two orchards;
bring good references to learn
balance
business. W. H. MILLIKEN &
cuts
for 4
and
the

R

on

address, giving
Office._6-1

interest guaranteed. Iuterest commences from
date of your order. Full particulars by calling on
N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchauget St., Port,

HEMORRHOIDS,

Experienced Operators

—LIN* FOR—

Once.

A1 references will be required;
references. O. K., Press

FRED H. COBB,
address,
V»_•!.._4
At..
Q 1

1

HEAD COLDS,

BOOKEEPEK

FOR

on or

at

—

a

1

WIDE-AWAKE,

WANTED
Thoroughly
competent to take complete charge of doumust be a good penman;
ble entry set of hooks;

Dry

MAI.E OK to LET—Pleasant house
six rooms, with ell and stable connected, and
about two peres of land near Cape Elizabeth
Depot; will lease for a term of years to responsible party, or will sell on easy terms. For further
0

Cream -s

for

energetic Men or Women In
every State in the Union to take an Interest
in one of the best paying and easiest selling patented articles that has ever been offered to the
public. Auy lice mau or woman can secure a permanent business and large profits by Investing
from $250 to $1000. This business has never
been offered for sale; hut the present owner has
other business that requires all bis time; and it
will pay any one, who wants business, to Investigate this. For further particulars address P. O.
BOX 80, Ludlow. Vt.
_npr7d3t

Wanted

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP OOMPAAT8

Panuma,

tf-1

Goods and Grocery Business In the country;
stock and store for sale; a good chance to make
money; write or call on us for particulars. II. W.
LOVEJOY & CO., North Bndgtou, Maine.
iuhl2eow4w

call
particulars
4
D.nliannn

:

class

can

WANTED.

BEEP

situation in a retail grocery
store by a young man twenty years of age;
have experience: would like a place to keep
books and work In store or drive a team part of
the time: can work for low wages and give the
best of references. B. F., care of Press Office.

for mai.e ok to let-a
good house, containing 12 rooms and hath
room, sewerage perfect; lot 60x148 feet; situated
the best
on Spring street, upner end, in one of
in the city; price *0,300; terms of
payment very easy. Address P. O. BOX: 1170, or
apply at 258 Middle St. Rent *550 per year. 3-1

they

have carpets cleansed and put down, and
removed by calliug on J. T. JKNK.H, 181
Lincoln St.
_4-1

en

AO

land.__3-2

WANTED—Everybody

know

ashes

WANTED—By

—

IjUlt

to

lady well qualified for the
situation as housekeeper In a

AGENTS WANTED.

ll FOR MALE—Situated In Gorham, 2
miles from Saccarappa, 1V» miles from Normal school; farm consists of 100 acres Of land, under good state of cultivation; cutting last year 60
tons of hay; good w ood lot; Sebago water In house
and barn; good pasture, well watered. For f urtlier
particulars call on II. A. CLOUDMAN, Gorham,
or WM. ALLEN, JR., 28 Exchange street, Port-

Male New, Rich Blood!

LBASS !

Ladies and gentleENTs, WANTED
men to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
of
inall
towns in Maine
&
Boston,
(Estes Lauriat)
and N. H.: good pav and permanent employment.
General
JOHN
BROWN,
Mauager, 34
Apply to
Exchange St., from 8.30 to 9.00 a. m., and lrom
23-4
8
6.30
to
p.
12.30 to 2. and

Portland March iltli,liiarlodtl

that every attention will be given them by competent clerks, that have been with me a number of
years, and are experienced 111 all branches. Kespectfully, AU1 EltNON STUBBS5-1

feb3eo<13m

street._

LET.

Corner India and Commercial streets, Portland.
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.
jauStf

HOLME

feel

WANTED—A

International House,

and *42.00, botli entirely
inch Kangaroo Salety, price *76.00.
BAILEY, 263 Middle street.3-1
for male—Having about six
weeks longer to remain in the city, I offer
remy house for sale at a good bargain; and can
commend it in every particular as being very desirable. It is a two and a half story and in good
condition. E. C. CHAMBERLIN, 122 Emery St.
Also 54

new.

G. L.

much

to

forenoon at 30 GROVE STKEET, opp. Sherman
7-1

—

BICYCLKM
•‘Royal
Price *100.00
inch.

a

capable girl to do general
housework in a small family. Call in the

erocCT

After Iflarcli 1, 1888, llic

JIOX

I am away on
many customers

WANTED—While
needed rest, iny

from New York.

SA.RPSOI, N. E. Agent,
'201 Washington Street.

A OE W

WANTED—A
STREET._7-1

JOSE,

HOUSE

TO

CITY” and “CITY
OF >1 trOV’emi TlltBNUAY, al 3
LEWIS
from
WIIAttF,
P. .11.,
3‘J Atlantic Avenue, ttwloa.
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Lewis
Wharf, A. De W. 8A Ml’SON, Agent. Central
R. K„ 201 Washington St. O. G. EEARSON,
Agent, S. F. & W. R’v211 Washington 8t.,
OK VIA

Oceau Steamship Co.

sale

PORTLAND. MT. DESERT & MACWAS ST BT CO
of Richmond,
kleiiflier City

second girl at 211 STATE

with stable connected, both in first
By
class condition. 88 Brackett street.
mhStf
GEO. MILLIKEN.

One 54 inch
FOR MALE
Mail,” one “American Ideal,” 44

SITUATION

a

___dim
TO

piece

FOK

I.

inar26

of Real
MALE—A very desirable
Estate in the heart of the citv, containing
about 0,000square feet of land, nice buildings,
easily converted to almost any kind of business
and will be sold at a very low fleure if applied for
4-1
at once. Address P. O.
1414, City.

WANTED— By a friend of
many persons, who Bud themselves troubled
with sudden colds with soreness and lameness In
the muscles of the body, to relieve the aches and
pains that follow in such cases. Call for Newell’s
Mixture at C. WAY & CO’S.5-1

_

p>vAUAAi^r

aa

FOR

WANTED—Position

to

II.

near

SAVAWAII

Mteamships ‘UATE

by an experienced dry
goods bookkeeper and entry clerk; good
references. Address It. I. C., Box 190i>, city. 7-1

general
by girl,
WANTED—Situation,
housework. Call at 89 ADAMS STREET.
7-1

Sunny and pleasant, heated with steam, with Fire
Proof vaults, furnished with all the conveniences
and requirements, in suites or singly, at moderate

MALE—A fruit, confectionery and cigar
store, well located ou main thoroughfare:
sold
reason for selling, other business; will be
cheap if applied for at once. Address J. W. H.,
this office.
__6-1

EXTERNAL XTSE.

Exchange Street, Nos.
fitted up to suit occuImprovements; also sever-

OFFICES,

and
shoal, stores, church and
postofflee, 1000 cords wood, must he sdld. W. H.
WALDRON, 180 Middle St.5-1

IXTTEIRISJ'.AXi

rooms

on

class

tons,

good out-buiidiugs,

of six

EMiLAM)' AAD

iVEW

STEAMSHIP CO.

WANTED.

Straw Machine.

pants,

FARM

Penim

d2w

Freight and Passenger Line,

Fast

on

II APT. WA K. D BN NINON,
(weather permitting), and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays andKrldays at 11
o’clock p. m.
Returning, leave Maeblaaport
Mondays and Thursday* at 8 o’clock Am., eon
with the 7.30 a. m. train for
Portland
nectlngat
Boston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a m.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.

SAVANNAH

KjCABKV^THJiRiLJI^^Conrt^treetj^osto^Jbl^

STORES JO LET.
stores

ty
barns, pleasant location. 5 miles out, M: mile from
summer resorts at seashore, will bear investigation, price *4.000, will exchange for city propertv. \V. H. WALDRON, Real Estate Agent, 180
Middle St._5-1

The

nil yslsls In the Pruvinces
dneed rules.

ISTEAJIEK*.

patronage;

Operators

rent

elegant
TWO
87 aud 91, will be
with all modern

Agent, 98 Exchange street.

FOR MALE—75 acres, annual hay
crop 60 tons. 300 fruit trees in bearing, plenof wood, new 2 story house and L, 2 good

FOE

due In Portland as follows: The mornfrom Augusta and Hath 8.46 a. m.;
Lewiston. 8.60 a m.; Irom Knox It Lincoln
K. B. 12.20 p. ni.. day trains Irom Bangor at
12.40, 12.46 p. in. The afternoon trains from
Watervllle, Bath. Augusta and Rocs land at
б. 36 p. m., Flying Yankee at 6.46 p. in.;
Farmington and Lewiston, 6.60 p. m. Night
Pullman at 1.60 a m.
At mi led Tickets, first nad sccnnd class, fur

19 cents

Preble House.

I'iNIM.

l.iOK HA I, K—$2500 buys Va Interest In one of
the best picture frame manufacturies In the
city of Boston; does a good business In engravings
Etchings, Ac.; rare opportunity to enlarge the
business In tile way of artist materla.s, stationery
no
etc.; flue location; has a lirst-class
bonus; best of references given and required. W.

and oueJL half of stable; sebago water in house; on
B.
DONJ.
Maple Street, Deerlng. Enquire of
20-4
NELL, 79 Commercial St., Portland.

nio I.KT—Up-stalrs

ALE—At a great bareaiu. One exten
sion top carryall; built by Kimball; also one
convenient express wagon; suitable for grocery
delivery; in flue condition. A. A. MITCHELL,
383 Commercial street._7-1

FARM
out, 40 acres intervale, annual bay crop
40 rods from R. R. depot, 2 story house

street._178-4

I.E > —A convenient and newly renovated
tenement for small family, 14 Winter St.
Euqulre at 281 Spring St., or 130 Commercial St.

about ton miles from Portland;
17SOR
framehouse; containing six rooms;

FOR
ROLLINS,

—

TO

2±-

TO LET—Cottage of

29 tf

Store Nos. 117 and 119 Middle
LET
street; one of the finest stores in the oity;
suitable for wholesale or retail, or both; with a
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three sides,
almost equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party, luqulre of II. E. THOMPSON, 104 Brack-

MALE—Kemington No. 4 typewriter,
C.
nearly new; price *55. Enquire F.
0-1

&
nisHtOeo,
flPTTT C 1- A Pit'll may
1 ill IIP. Rowel 1 & Co's New spapet
J l i 10 1
Street), where ndvertls,
A4vertlsln;r Buruaullh Spruce
4
4
ill WE’.V VV1UL
fiieontowts•)--!*

36th,

Trains are
ing train

lot,) one lot dark and the other light

X

chambers 80x120,
Woodman

I.ET—The

M. 11. RUNLKTT, Rockland, Me.

§2.00 each.

_3-1

spacious
& Co., in
TOover B. B. Farnsworth
Block. GEO. W. WOODMAN, Agent.

$5.00;

year

responsible parties

TO

in house arranged and now occupied as
store; size of lot 60x140. BENJAMIN SHAW,
481 Exchange St._7-1
room

hound,

apply.

I.KT—A medium size! house, situated on
State street, sunny location, good view of
harbor, contains 9 rooms, bath room, new furnance; will lease 2 or 3 years to a small family oil
reasonable terms if taken soon; owner to leave
city. N. S. GAKDINElt, 40 Exchange St 8-7

one

Price 40 cts. Per Bottle.
Can be had at COOK, EVERETT & PENNELL’S, and J. W. PERKINS & CO.
eodlynrm
mar28

...„

u-ien""

1V4 story

one

MALE OK

J L Bowen, Ray, for

March 23, lat 34 20 N, Ion 49 23 W, ship Charger, Goodell. from New York for Melbourne.
April 2, lat 3S, Ion 70 40, sen Messenger,Falker,
from Boston for Darien.
April 1, twenty miles W of Sand Key, sell J B
Holden, Look, from New York lor Apalachicola.

Office;

but

none

C. F. HOLDEN, 377 Fore street.

Cape

EXCII ANISE —In
miles from City Hall a
outbuildings in good repair;

about 2V4
FOKElizabeth
house and

en rooms

SALE BV ALL DRUGGISTS.

4tli inst, barque Priscilla,

Sooken.

7-1

_

at Trefetlien’s Landing, Peak’s
FOIt nice location;
to let of live rooms,
also

Beeommended by EMIXEXT PHTSICUK8.

...

water.

Exchange

30

TO

FOK

>u

Priceless to Nursing Mothers.

M E Higgins, Strick-

Atwood, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Cardenas Mch 31, sell Clara Leavitt, Lombord, Philadelphia.
Sid 31st, barque .1 U llabel, Sawyer. Philadelphia; Nellie Smith, Wallace,do; sells Laura,Lamson, do; Viola Heppard, 8ml h, Delaware Break-

G. DEWEY & CO.,

FOR

black and tan. 1 year old $5.00; S female pugs,
•t nr.iiit I
rtlrl
", (Ml- ft Wwflll llll la M it
lt> IlllflS

Sleep.

„..

New York.
Sid fm Sagna Mch 27. sell Ella M Watts, Stevens, North of llattoras; 30th, barque Alice,Hair,
St .lolm, NB.
Cldat Havana 2d Inst, brig Marla W Norwood,

In

■

SALE-The handsomest Newfoundland

Restores Sound, Refreshing

_

Turks Island.
rolnt-a-Pltre 4th lust, barque Hancock,
Guptlll. St Thomas.
Ar at Gibara Mch 21, barque Gleneida, Corning,

rents

KENT—At Woodfords on line of horse
the westerly part of the city
cars; a pleasaut and sunny tenement in a
frarno house in good repair;
two
modern
on
trees
story framehouse; six rooms; small
fruit
|
pleasant surroundings; numerous
family of adults required. BENJAMIN SHAW,
the grounds; lot sufficiently large to build
7-1
48Va
72x126.
Exchange
about
additional houses; size of lot
street._
7-1
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.
LET—Several healthy and vigorous colds
that have been driven away by the use of
MAI.E—Desirable houses, several new
Way’s Compound Syrup of Lungwort; terms easy,
ones, at West End and other localities in the
made almost any day while the present
city. Houses and suburban residences in Deer- transfer
C. WAY & CO., Myrtle and
ing and Cape Elizabeth, and South Portland. weather lasts.
Cumberland Sts.5-7
Nice house lots on Western Promenade and other
streets in city and Decrlng. N. S. (JAltDINEK,
LET-Store No. 45 Free St., suitable for a
7-1
40 Exchange St.
furniture, provision, crockery or any busilocation. Euqulre of A. M1 LNIX, 109
ness;
good
FOR MAI.E-Formerly occupied by
4-1
Centre street,
the late S. C. Hayes; situated about one half
Hill
road
Walnut
mile above Yarmouthville on the
from May 1st, to a
months
six
TiET—For
about 110 acres land; two story house and outsmall family without children; a desirable
buildings in good repair; large barn comparative- well furnished
of six
rooms; good
tenement
ly new; lino orchard of about 00 trees. BENJA- neighborhood; three minutes walk from lost
MIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange street.7-1
need

English

Strengthens the System,

Mindoro, lowers,fm

Sid fra

•*•13

only

at

Congress St., Opp.

482

Clothier,

seven

at office of A.
street.

male dog In the State, lVa years old. $10.00;
Ivor
male
1
old
male fox

tAires juyspepsia.

Foreign Ports.
to 6th Inst, barque Edwin

Andrews,

only

Collars

HUMINEMN

BENT—One of the

a

Aids Digestion.

Bombay prev

lust, sell Grace Andsews,

Cash

pleasantest
the western portion of the city; containing
FOK
Apply
rooms, with modern conveniences.

OK SAI.E-25

■>

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6th,

l.2tli

•*

25

LET.

TO

MAI.E OK

MALT and HOPS,

Post, Kockiand.
lajL,YNN—Ar 6th, sell Hume,sch
Abbie S Walker,

liemarara

We have several lines of Kilt and

Reversible Collars and Cuffs only 20c a box

Tireless, Restless, Spot

M AI.E-In

aro

A Concentrated

Hockponfor Fall River; M li Wellington. Fobbins. Boston for New York; Eagle, Simmons. Tbomaston lor U0i Gen Hall Simmons, Tbomastou
fondo.
HUTCH ISLAND HAKliOK-Ar Ctli, sells Commerce, WaUe, and Helen. White. Kockiand for
New York; Diadem. Seavey, Thomasten for do;
Lucy E Friend, Collins, Boston for Philadelphia;
W C French. Roekport for-.
Also ar 6th, schs Quoddy, Hall, St John, NB,
for New York; F A Magee, Keefe, Mt Desert for
do; Mary Brewer, New York for do; EM Sawyer,
Wilson, llobokoii for Saugus.
VINEYAltD-HAVKN—Ar 51h, sells Bertha It
Glover, and Lewis A Hodgdon. Kockiand for New
York; Mabel Jlall, Jessie Hart. A ft Lewis, and
Ada Ames, do for do; Dolphin. Calais for do ; Geo
B Ferguson, Belfast for do; T W Haven, Clark’s
island for do; Grace Cushing, Vlnalhaven for do;
George M Adams, Boston for Baltimore: Douglas
Haynes. Wiscasset for New Haven; Melissa 1>
Bobbins, Boston for Bahamas.
Passed by, sch Ella Pressey, Nash, Kockiand
for New York.
Ar 6th, sclis 8 G Hart, liockport for Norfolk;
It Bowers, Boston for Brunswick.
Ar 6th, schs Idaho, from Perth Amboy for Portland ; Mary Jane, Cottage City for New York.
Ar 7th, sch Marcellos, l’ratt, Hoboken lor Boston; Alligator, do for Salem.
HYANN1S—Ar 6tli, sch Lucy Wentworth,Iticli,
Oftlftts
BOSTON—Cld Clh, Bch Modoc, Perry, lor Sand
Itiver, NS.
Sid 6th. sclis T A Lambert, CU Haskell, W in
Mason, Belle O’Neil, E G Willard, Jas ltotliwell,
and Cora c Mender.
Ar 7th, sclis Cora, Studley. Baltimore; Oeorgle
L Dickson, Harding, Norfolk.
Cld 7tli, brig Jane Adeline, Cates, for Newport
Nows; sells Haltie E King, Collins, St John. Nli;
J S Glover, Maxwell, Portland; Hattie M Howes,
Handy, Bath; John Stroup, Fisher, liockport;
Jennie Middleton, Hatch. Sullivan.
Sid 7lh, barque Sami Bllale, for Portland ; sch
S S Kendall.
MAKBLEHEAD-Ar 6th, sch Geo Nevinger,
Jordan, South Amboy.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sch N J Miller, Trask. Rock-

Sid lin

Lot 5,770.-88 Pairs #1.75 Knee Pants

--.

a

«»vmuvh,

12, sch Henry S Woodruff,

50 cents

...

Lots 5.708 and 5,800, (200 pairs each

ffiaifigr-

FOK two story

_

Ar at Berbice Mch

our

TO

...

Ar at Santos prev
McLean. Baltimore.

were

sold by them at $7.00;

[

only

at

Pants

elsewhere I

50 cent Celluloid Cuffs

$1.00.

TO

....

to

be obtained

can

Suits for Children 2J to 6 years of age.

15ARM

lor Boston,
been run into and was cut down to the water
She was beached on Poplar Island
ou port side.
to prevent sinking.
A dispatch from Darien states that the sell Cassl* Jameson, Collins, from Darien for Boston, lias
been abandoned at sea.
Boston. April 7—Sens J F Mcriow, Nickerson,
and W G Lewis, Kelley, coal laden, before reyet and
ported overdue, have not been heard from
12.
probably foundered during the storm ol March
ot the
fatif
Neither is anything known as to the
crew of schr Alice Montgomery.
New York. April G—Sell Eva L Leonard, Robbins, from Amboy for Somerset, while coming to
anchor in the lower bay, parted chain and lost
anchor.
New London, April G-Barge Niplion, from
Newport News, grounded off Barnegat and arrived here leaking badly.

New York.

less than they

stock purchased for spot cash of Messrs. X.
on

and

will l>e sold at from 50 cents to $2.00 per suit

John Little & Co., at about 60 cents

price $4.00.

horses, all sound and kind;
good workers and drivers; weigh front 1,000
to 1,500.
Will be sold cheap for cash or exchanged, can be seen at HOLLAND’S STABLE,
No. 11 Silver Street._7-1

barque Neptune,

_

for SPOT CASH

purchased

75 cent Knee

Lot 5,473.-75 Pairs of

Mr. J. U. HANNAFORD,
We have one of the finest lines east of Boston, and at LOWEST PRICE ce.
We cordially invite the Ladies to call and examine our Children's Suits.
will hnd it for your advantage to examine our stock before purchasl ng elsewhere.
with Mr. C. J. Farrington, will have charge of this Department, and we think you

15

are

has

Liverpool.

have been

our

store.

These Suits

for.

These Suits

for another

away

in or-

Seven-

Suits,

ages 4 to IS years.

found at

be

to

are

Winter

Memoranda.
Sch Yale, Hodgdon, from Baltimore

Passed Anjler Apl 3, ship
Boston for Manila.
Ar at Goreo Mch 12. scU
land, St Louis, (Senega).
Sid fm Bilboa 1st lust, brig

packing

to

in

two

Eight Hundred Children’s Knee

ty-live Suits of the celebrated Sawyer Woolens, mostly ages 4 to 11, remain unsold of the

WOK MALE.

Hill. Delaware

Reed, Fulton.

The

Ulsters, Overcoats &c., will

our

any

prices.

der to do so shall make lower

only

obtain.

can

being sold by

retail clothing houses in Portland, and

for

that

larger

stock nearly
Pant

dren’s Knee Pants

in

put

and have

mh‘>8

For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. per box;
3 boxes for 65 cts.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
jeceipt of price. Dr. J. H. Schenck & Son. Philad’a,

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANOE.
Sid tm Victoria, 1}C, Mcli 27. slilp America,Gibson, (from Nanaimo) lor San Pedro.
Ar at Aspinwall Mcli 20th, sch Lena It gtorer,
Dutch, Pascagoula; 28th, sch L A Edwards, ficni
FROM

Ar at

purchased

$100,000,

even

amount than is now
had.

ever

prices

The Sleepless,
*

are a

FROM OUR

,,

buyers

CASH

an

Department

Hallo-

Augusta, 0.45 a. Hi., 12.65, 4.66
and ill.16 n. m. ►'nrntiugiuu vln I,«wis
in. 8.85 A 111., 12.60 p. m.; rin Brunswick,
12.55 p.
Wialkrop,
m.
Houuieuth,
Ifcadllrld, Oakland and Nortk Anson.
7 a. m., 12.60 p. in., Wulervlllr and Nknwl.ewi*lon, 7 a. Ul. 12.60,
hrgan, ria
rin Augusta. 6.45 a. in., 12.55 and tll.16
p. m., and wntcrville Saturday* only 4.66
p. in. Belfast and Dr tier, 12.60 and tll.16
p. ni. IBaugor via I,c«ri*i«n, 7.00 a. in
12.60 p. 111. I via Augusta, 6.45 a. in., 12.65
and til.15
p. m. Ifaugor A- Piscataquis
It. it., 6.45 and 7.00 a. m. and tll.16 p. in.
kHIrwotth and
Bar
tll.16
Uarbor,
and 12.65 p. in
Vaaccboro 6.46 and 7.00
а. m.. 12.80, 12.56
and 111.15 p. m. Mi.
Stephen (Palais), Aroostook
County
Ml. John, Hnlifas and Ibe
Province*.
12.50, 12.66 and tll.16p. m.
ttr All trains timed as above from Commercial
Btreet Station, stop at
(ONUKESN ST. STATION.
a lew minutes later where
through ticket* and
baggage cheeks may be obtained for principal
points East and West. tNIgbt express with
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowhegan on Monday morning* or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morning*
w ill run through to Bar Harbor on and after May

turtuuii..

positive and perfectly safe cure
for Constipation, Liver Complaint, Sick Headache, Biliousness, and all other diseases arising from a disordered condition of the Liver and Stomach.
They are the only reliable vegetable Liver Pill sold.

f°Seh Dr vid A Story,

Dobbin, New York.
,,
Sid 6til, sch K L Kenney, Suaw, Rockland.
Sid 6th, sch Peter II Crowell, Olsen, Bristol, to
load lor Norfolk.
CALAIS—Ar 6th, schs New Zealand, Dawes,
and C W Dexter. Joy, Portland
BATH—Sid 6th, sell B It Woodstde, Wade, for
a coal port.

coming year to

Gents

a

Children’s

the Liver and Stomach,

restoring the constipated organs

Arrived.
Barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Batli, to load

laimwu,

at

desirous of increasing them the

we are

Some most excellent bargains in Chil-

addition for a

our new

They act directly and prompt-

—

Wl

been

and

mid

have

we

have

goods

These

PURELY VEGETABLE
AND STRICTLY RELIABLE.

—

Domestic Po.ls.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 5tli, ship Edw O’Brien,
Oliver. Sydney, NSW, (and sailed.)
PENSACOLA—Ar Gth, barque Jos Baker, Eaton, Galveston.
Cld Gth, sr.li Emma F Hart, Keene, Boston.
FKKNANDINA -ArGth, sch Maud Suare, Dow,
New, York.
PORT ROYAL, SO—Ar 6th, sch Fannie E Wolston, Marr, New York, 12 days.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 6th, brig Geo E Dale,
Bartlett, New York.
RICHMOND—Ar Gth. sch Addle Sawyer, from
Calais; Billow, Emery, Rockland.
Sid Gth, sch Waruer Moore, Crockett, for New
York.
BALTIMORE—Cld Gth, ship Anuie H Smith,
Brown. San Francisco.
Ar 6th, sch Warreu Adams, Colcord, Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, barque Nellie E
Ruuiball, Kumball.Cardenas; brig Mary Barilett,
Thompson, Trinidad; schs Win E Lee, Lynch,
Portland; Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Belfast.
Ar 7!h, sell S M Bird. Merrill,Cardenas.
Cld 6tli, brig Arcot. Cates, Havana; sell Jennie
S Hall, Hall, Boston.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 6th. brig Jennie
Pliinney, (from Philadelphia) for Havana; sch
Waldeniar, do lor Galveston.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 6th. sch Carrie S Bailey,
Welch, Brunswick.
Ar 6th, schs C B Paine, Hilliard, New Y ork.
Sid Gth, schs Anna K Ketclium, Ketchum, Portland; Rival, Fletcher, Augusta; C B YVood, Stanley ; Faimy Fiiut, Warren; Annie A Booth, YVasEva L Leonard, Robbins, Somerset;
son. Boston;
Jas Barrett, Preble, HallowelL
NEW YOKK-Ar Gth. schs 1) D Haskell, Haskell; Bertha Warner, Laiihwaite, Cardenas; Jas
Boyce, Duncan. Baltimore ; Maynard Sumner,
Dyer, do; J YV Woodruff, Richardson, Amboy for
Fall River; Eva L Leonard, Robbins, do for Somerset; Mentor. Perry, fm Batli; Maria Adelaide,
Nickerson. Bucksport; Jennie Greenhank. Webster, Rockland; Nellie K Gray, PInkhain, do; July Fourth, Atwood; Kolit Dority, Lowe; Annie J
Kussell.Sprague.aud Maggie Ellen, Llttleiolm,do;
Sami Hart. Clark, Kockport; Mary B Smith, Mahoney, Tlion aston; Annie A Holton, Gilchrist,
do; Lewis Clark, Bartlett, Fall River; Maine,
Shaw, New Bedford; Geo Lawry, Viualliaveu;
Reuben Eastmeu, Warren.
Cld Btli, Barque Albert Russell, Kane, Y\ elllugton and Auckland; Wm H Dietz, Hoopei, Matanzas; sells Cumberland, W’ehber. Laguua; Nettie
Langdoti, Bagley. Fernaiidina; F E Hallock. Bulger, Newport News; A D Lam so ll. Smith, Charleston; Northern Light, Harper, Boston; Cathie C
Berry, F'oster, Chelsea ; John Somes, Koblins,
New Bedford.
Chartered-Ship Josephus, to load general cargo
at Philadelphia lor San Francisco; barque Nellie
Brett, for Gibara with coal; sch Fred Jackson,
dolor Gthara. at$1,200.
Passed the Gate Gth, sells John Douglass, from
New York for Boston; Northern Lit lit, do for
Providence; K L Tny, Port Johnson for Macliias;
A K Kentley. New York for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar Gth, sch R D Bibber, Pinkliam. Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Ar Gth, sch A YV Ellis, Ryder,
Rockland.
Sid Gth. sells A W Hodgmau, Pendleton, New
York; J C Haines, Hamilton, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar Gth. schs J C Clifford, Clifford,
Carver’s Harbor for Philadelphia; Florida, Carl,

Clothing

season.

Mandrake Pills

via Eastport for Boston.
Sch (Fairy Forest, Sweeney. Kockport—lime to
Carlton liros.
,,
Sell Laura & Marion. Eastman, Harpswell.

Mcli 28tli,
^sTd^nTcienlucgos
Breakwater.

of

Stock

Selected

preference

Or. Schenck’s

SATUKDAY, April 7.
ArrivAH.

and

stock by far the largest and most carefully

be closed at about DO cents on a dollar,

PORT OF PORTLAND

Feb. 1st, were between 870,000 and $80,000

We have ju t in

Overcoats, Suits, &c.

We have finished

ending

Our CASH SALES for the year

fine line of Spring

our

|

Furnishing Goods !

Brunswick,leardinor,

12.66 p. m.,
well. and

CLOTHING
Gents’

IMa.

Portland ns fnllnwsi
Fur Anlnrnand I,«-wislou, 7.00 8.35 a. m.,
»»
13 50 4 10 D. Ul.; Lewiaton
Hail.
wick, 0.45 a. m., 13.66 (11.16p.m.andFor
on Hatur0.45 a. ra., 12.66 and 4.66 p. nr.
and
Dockland
m.
11.16
at
p.
dry* only
Hoot and Cincnin K. B., 0.45 a. m. and

Men’s, Youths’ Boys’ and Children’s!.‘

SPOT

NEWS.

O, nad after .HONDAV, April Ad,
■'.lurutrr Trains will lenrr

l

OF

If 'ri.jtfrvi'Oll'

_

maim; central railroad

NEW AND NOBBY SPRING STYLESl

balance of

nilUMilllU

__...

April

generally

sales 8,000
oriBSsSlidi
1000 bales.

100%

8t Paul. Minn re Mau.100
St. Paul * Omaha. 35%
Kt. Paul & Omaha prf.106
Texas Pacific. 23

Alton at Terre Haute.
(Jo prof..

H

108
71 Vs
111

gt Paul. 70%

11. 8. Kxoress.
Wabash, St, Louis s racinc....

LIVrUP->OL.
dim and

_

188
o»%

Beading...... 6»
Bock is and.108%
26%
St Louis * San Frail

Havana Market.

•Ex-dividend. ___

eloSlne

64%
87

...

ELSTBSB&i'*'-Norihcrh::.:......,^
.164
New York Stock

90

Northwestern
...105%
New York tentral..
New York. Chicago® St ouia.. 14
do prof. 06
20%
Ohio * Miss.
10
Out. & Western

62
61

18

24%
61%
117%
10%
13%

dopref. 46
Northwestern.107%

_

Cram Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Friday’s quotations.

126%

dopref. 13%
Missouri Pacific. 76%
New .lersey Central. 78%
Nor. Pacific common. 21

Railroad Receipts.
18h8.
PORTLAND. April
Rallroad-For PortKecelpts by Maine Centralmerchandise;
conpor
miscellaneous
cars
37
land
merchannecting roads 108 cars miscellaneous
dise.

Portland
«<

121%
107

6

Louis.

Mum * at.

Mackerel*

I (iiv'i’si

107
128%
1%
133

Chesapeake & Ohio.
Chicago A Alton.135
.100
dopref
120%
Chicago, Burlington A Quine...
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co
106%
6
1
Laeka.
*•
Western...
Delaware,
►»e\ vcr * Klo Grande.
Erie.. 24 Vs
Erie pref.
60%
Illinois Cential
.117%
11
Ind. Bloom & West.
18%
Lake Erie* West
Lake Shore. 89%
63%
Louis A Nash
Manhattan Elevated. 86
78%
Michigan Central

cij-

roller.4 75*600 Ml.lnl ngs. 23 ou*2o
« 75&45fc do bag lots,24 00020
eteai no
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
Patent,i.6 03*6 26 Pork—
c isp,
Backs .18 00018 60
17 60018 00
! Clear.
rod. * qtlLargefelioro 4*A046O- Mess. .167601000
Large Banks uo.a 4 25 Beet—
Ex Mess. 8 00 A 8 60
smal1.ouo.aooo
9 0009 26
Pollock.2 60®S 261 Plato....
I
Ex Plate B 60010 00
Haddock.
251
Lard00*2
Hake.2
78,4w 8c
I Tubs f
flerrina
Tierces.... 7%0 8c
Scaled tt bx..l«0l8c
Pails.8>A®91AC
NolT-.T. 00000 -Hams
Vft U*®U%
billSborels.lH 00*20 00| do cov«redl2Vi@14
OIL
Shore 2s. 16 00017 00|
iKeroseut—
Med.be.
Pet. 7Vi
Kef.
IPo
jOarge.
Produce.
; Pratt’rAst’l.Dbbl.
—mo
11
,n......... nes—
Maine.... 7 OO.J; e 001 Devoe’S Brmiani. aj
8%
OojLlgonla.
11
Cod
0O@12
Cape
Pea Beau»...8 00v»S26|
Medium....2 61**2 76ICentei>nlal. 8%
Kafslns.,
German ma2 50*2 761
fellow ivyfcS.2 6(>o2 75'Muscatel.... 2 26 a 3 35
rottiuotUttib *>5c,ft05c Loudon Lay’*- 2 60^3 Oo
8o.8%c
1 00oudura Lav
Rose lor seed.
4 00&6 001 Valencia...
6%®AC
St Potatoes
Sugar.
Onions *» bbl 0 60@7 ppi
Tnftwi..17® 1 & igr&D. lateo
c.....7ya
Chickens.12@16l Extra 0. 0%
Seeds.
.iijiii4!
Powia
I Red Top....$2%&*2%
I Timothy 8eed2 90@2.95
-Clover. 8V.@12%e
Apples.
Chese.
3
7&@4 po
Russels,
@3 50, Vermont.... lp @14%
Faucy Baldns
10 @14%
N.Y.
factory
Evaporated *»lM12.<S13c
Sage. 16%@16
Butter.
I Creamery i) ib...26@27
I .Amo ns
*4 OOiOllt Edge
Messina.3 60«4 00 Obodce..
Sialagers....
(Store.......16®lo
Oranges.
Eggs.
Florida.4 60*6 507 £0@8 00 Eastern etnas ..lfc@17
Valencia
@17
(Can & Western..
Messina and PaPalermo fVbx.4 00@4 50iLimed. ...

inc

135

Adams Express..136
Am. Kxoress.107
29%
Ceutral Pacific..

...

l’areut—1 should think you would know. When
all the others arc Industriously writing or studyin his
ing their lessonH, who is he who sits idly himseat and watches the rest instead of working
self?
Johnny—The teacher.

u.., I>ni-

124
New 4s, reg.
124
...
New4s, coup
New 4 %s, reg.
New 4%s, coup. .106Vs
Central Pacific lsts.116
Denver* It. Gr. lsts.,120%
97Vit
.—..
Erie 2ds
Kansas Pacific Consols........106%
Nav.
lsts...109%
Oregon
.114
Union l‘acific*|lst....
dc laud Grants...
do niuk im.' Funds.
The following are closing quotations o: stocks:
Apr. 6
Apr. 7

UAILBOADN.

niSt'KLLANEOCS.

nMCELLANEOVR.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

Govern-

...

Thinirs one

actors?

uxtay’s juotations ol

To Vessel Owners.
rfUl E Fort Clyde Marine ttallway has been thor
.1 ougbly rebuilt, and Is uow In readiness to

take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly aud satisfaction guaranteed
W. C. BTIMPttON, 3k..
Address,
Fort Clyde, Me.
declttdtf

Sheriff’s Sale.
rilAKEN by virtue of an execution Issued from
JL the Supreme Judicial Court for the County of
Androscoggin, and dated March 6, A. D., 1888, In
favor of .loslah G. Abbott, of Wellesley, Norfolk
County, Massachusetts, and against Anthony K.
Lucas, formerly of (Tiarlotte In the State of North
Carolina, but now ogpart* unknown; and unless
sooner redeemed will be sold by public auction at
the Sheriff's office In Portland, In the County of
Cumberland, on the nineteenth day of April, A. D.
188S, at three o'clock in the afternoon, 6666
shares In Hie capital stock of the Dixie Mining
Company, certificate No. 2, the same having been
attached on the original writ, together with all
dividends which have accrued since the d .y of said
attachment.
Dated at Portland, March 17, A. D. 1888.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff.
mar 18
dlaw3wM
2Sh B R
H IB 1
III I
ef* I |

an MR cured

B

use of knife
detention from

without the

B lor ligature,

or

business. AH diseases of the
^
m Rectum successfully treated
■
RJby Dr. U. T. EIWK, »
I B falHB VPIhuuuI t»c., Aakaia..Vle.
Cure guaranteed. At U.8. Hotel, Portland,Room
Refer18,evcry Saturdayfrom 8 a. m to 4 p. m.
Consultation free. Send for pamph
ences given.
Hundreds cured.
et. 10 years experience.
««***
sepO

R_
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THE PRESS.
MONDAY MORNING. APRIL 0.

PORTLAND
P

1

AND VICINITY.

IIPTU J HFI'f'l1"

»'<.

*, A V

A MU'KM K N rs.
Portland Theatre—A Rag Uary.
Base Ball-Fast Day.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Atteutlon, Faruiers-C. W. Belknap & Sou.
Marrluer A Company-203 Federal Street.
Molasses Twltchell. Cliampllii A Co.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
For sale—Johnson A Lambert.
For sale-Kxpress wagons.

Wauled—Energetic mall.
•lieucerlan steel pens.

For sale—Black mare.
Bookkeeper wanted.
wen. Moore A Co.
W F. Carrutliers.
Rotes Brothers.

VIother.
MRS. WINSLOW’S
Advice
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
• lilldren are
cutting tcetli. It relieves the little
•utferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
hy relieving the child from patn, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes tbe child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates tbe bowels, and Is the best known remedy
tor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-live cents a bottle.
FMAWAwly
ianl6
—

The well known strengthening properties of I bon. combined with other tonics and a
most perfect nervine, are found in Carter’s Iron
Pills, which strengthen the nerves and body, and
Improve the blood and complexion.
dAwlw
apr3

Other

“Best cure for Coughand Colds Is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam."
eod&n6mo
no v 11

HOW MEN DIE.
know all the methods of approach adopt

A new hydrant has been placed at the corner of Commercial and Monlton streets.
Today the First National Bank clock will
be cleansed.
The tug boat Joe Bates ol Biddeford is undergoing repairs at tbe Dry Dock.
An ex pollcemrn’8 association is to be

formed.
There were 40 arrests last week, of which
20 were for drunkenness.
It is expected that Fred Piaisted will be secured as coach for Jake Gaudaur.
Over 1000 barrels of clam bait have been
sold to Nova Scotia fishermen the past week.
Nos. 26 and 47, fast locomotives, will soon
be ready by the Portland Company for the
if .1

ft

1

Mr. Curran, a teamster, fell from his wagMiddle street Saturday, and was seri-

on on

ously injured.
It was bright and

warm

Saturday morning,

but tbe temperature dropped rapidly during
the day’ Sunday was bright and cold.
Forty buildings have been moved over the
Mains Central crossing at Congress street

the past year.
Officers Stevens and Williams made a seizure in the rear of Timothy Twigg’s on York

street, Saturday.
There was a break in the water pipe in
Congress street, in front of Lincoln Park,
yesterday afternoon.
The Longfellow C. L. S. C. will meet this
evening with Mrs. W. W. Cole, 229 Cumberland street.

The group picture of the Portland Oil Club
in Armand’s gallery, attracts much attention. The new club will secure quarters on
Middle street
A. T. Hill’s team ran into Frank Hounds’
team on the corner of Exchange and Middle
streets Saturday, and broke a thill of Mr.

Rounds' wagon.
Teague & Bennett have commenced work
for the Marginal Way piling bulkhead at
Back Cove.
They will build an 1800 feet
square wharf at Biddeford Pool.
The members of the Longfellow Chatauqua Circle will meet this evening in tbe vestry of tbe Chestnut street charcb, at 7.45.

responded to by news items.
Lorenzo F. Dyer has leased tire Coyle mansion, with its spacious grounds and spacious
Roll-call to be

suits of rooms, and will turn it into a sum
mer hotel, to be called the Woodlawn Home.
A horse belonging to Mr. 8. W. Thaxter
ran away on Commercial street Saturday,
and broke tbe 6haft of the carriage to which
he was attached.

There

signs yet of the trial of Adam
Forepaugh’s suit for 830,000 damages from
the Maine Central road for the accident at
Yassalboro last summer. The Grand Trunk
has settled with Barnum for killing JumboBy the bursting of a pulley, caused by the
breaking of the governor belt in the steam
saw mill of T. F. Lewis at North Falmouth,
Friday, Mr. Samuel Hill, the engineer, was
knocked senseless, but not seriously injured.
There were 1,454 hogsheads and 1G2 tierces
of molasses imported last week, and 450 barrels of clam bait, 41,974 shooks, 5,005 pair of
beads. 138,097 fevt of lumber, 4,444 staves,
3,600 bungs, 1,114 empties among tbe exports.
Mr. Frank Thompson, of the International
Cigar Makers’ Union, addressed the Typographical Union Saturday night, in favor of
adopting the blue label. The Union will
meet

are no

in Mechanics’ Hall.

At the meeting of the executive committee
of the New England Rowing Association, in

Boston, Friday night, Charles D. McDonnell
represented the Cumberland, and J. D. RanInducements were
dall the Dirigo Club.
held out to have the spring regatta at Laae
Maranocook.
A sloop tipped over in the harbor Saturday
opposite (Commercial wharf, and broke her
mast; three men narrowly escaped drowning. The schooner Lucy, from New York,
with coal, was struck by a gale on the 5th

Inst., and lost her foretopmast and had her
bow stove.

Early Saturday morning, the freight train
which leaves this city at 5.30 p. m., on the
Western Division of the Boston & Maine
road, met with an accident at Bennett Road,
M miles from Portland, by which eight cars
The wrecking
were thrown off the track.
train from Lawrence, in charge of Mr. Richardson, cleared the track.
Saturday, Mr. A. M. Sawyer’s attention
was called to the suffering of an old horse,
owned by Jacob Slvovles, on Deer street.
The horse was found to be too old to eat hay,
the bones in his head were decayed, causing
a very offensive odor, and he was otherwise
crippled. Mr. Sawyer ordered the animal
killed.
___

Exposition of the Battle of Gettysburg.
Bosworth Post, No. 2, G. A. R., intends
presenting a novel entertainment at City
Hall, on the afternoon and evening of May
9th, (entitled “Exposition of the Battle of
The exhibition consists of
Gettysburg.”
ten mammoth oil paintings, each 13 by 22
feet in size, real works of art, representing
the most interesting events in that great
conflict, supplemented by a large map of the
battle field, which answers as a drop curtain. Gen. Mulboliand will be present and
by a short description, aided by the map,
lead the audience to a slear understanding of
the first picture, and thus through the ten
and interestpaintings, giving a most unique
will
Further
particulars
entertainment
ing
be given hereafter.

Ice may furnish, that it makes its way through
it, dissolves the bonds of cohesion and we
have a solution called salt water. But if you
take the genial air of this room necessary to
the support of life, the life giving element in

it, by mingling in large quantities with the
other modifying element, is salubrious, health
giving, life promoting. But let these two
causes, not visible as they are, be joined by
chemical union, and you have a destructive
compound that will disintegrate the texture
of your garmeut, nay, of our flesh as well,
and prove Itself an agent in the importance

nice position as far as regards the lighting of
its streets.
X. John Little & Co. thought it was the
only business-like course to pursue. Is it a
good plan to sell teu per cent, stock to bor-

of which life can no more be preservod titan
The qualities are
in an absolute vacuum.
entirely changed, and yet the chemist will

row

Co.,
paying

&

believed that when a man had a
piece of property lie ought to keep it, when
was
it
lie
should
unproductive
it
as
sell
The
quickly as possible.
time
couie when
the
may
city will

iWnmiUKA till fit

.......

turn up in the future in regard to this method of illuminating. It is still in its infancy.
As matters staud now in Portland a man

Suppose he
$3,000 cash.

The other $3,000 costs him at least two per
cent. In taxes, and six per cent, in interest
money, two per cent, in insurance, a total
of ten per cent. Then again there are no
longer the margins of profit.
Competition
Is great and profits are very small.
Many
firms are not or have not been able to do
With this condimore than pay expenses.
tion of things in our city for goodness sake
if we have one piece of property that pays so
well the dividends and; heipsjkeep taxation
down, let us hold on to it
W. W. Brown, of the Berlin Mills Co.t
thought very favorably of the plan to investigate and find out the stock’s value.
W. W. Woodbury, of Woodbury & LathHe furam, highly commeuded the plan.
ther thought that after the facts were obtained a full detailed statement or schedule
should be prepared and published not only
for the benefit of the city, but also for the
Individual stockholder.
Thomas Shaw, of Shaw, Hammond A
Carney, thought the city should look after
the gas stock and any other valuable proper-

ty if possible, with the

care

W. F. Studiey has entered a prominent dry
goods house in Chicago.
Chief Engineer Cloyes is confined to the
house with

a severe cold.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Plummer arrived home
from their trip last night.
Hon. Jacob McLelian is ill with gastric
trouble.
Mr. Kotzschmar has been elected conductor of the Weber Club.
O. Inspector, has been
E. C. Swett. P.
transferred to Pennsylvania, with headquar-

ning before

Hymn—Watchman, what of the night... .Sullivan
Responsive chant aud Gloria Patri.Schilling

female trio—Here as the night.Concoue
dymn—The Lord of glory Is my light.Gounod
Irgan voluntary, Postlude in I).Archer
A number of congregational hymns were
ilso sung with interesting remarks upon their
listory interspersed by the pastor, Rev. Mr.
dowlmr

ST. I.AWRENCE STREET CHURCH.

Mr. S. M.

1

NOTES.

Prof. Taylor, of Andover, drew two large
congregations to High street church yester-

lay.

Rev. Mr. James Read of Boston, preached
t strong doctrinal sermon at New Jerusalem
remple last evening, on “The Life and
L’eachings of Emmanuel Swedenborg.”
Rev. Mr. Paine preached his last sermon
it Pine street church

The stikers rehe)coal handling
uain firm in their demands and say they will
eturn to work only when they have been
;lven the extra wages and the additional
men.

will start for Paris in about two weeks and
after spending a short time there, will make
trip through Sweden and Norway. They
will arrivo in this country the last of June.

asked for.
Randall & McAllister had a crew of non
aembers of the Longshoremen’s Association
,t work on the coal barge David Brown
iaturday. While engaged In hoistiug coai
he stage man failed to catch the tub proprly and it was overturned, the coal that it
ontained falling to the deck and down
hrough the hatchway of the vessel. A
hoveller by the name of Darrali was struck
>y a large piece of coal and knocked senserew

Mr. JohnC. Small, late of Chas. E. Jose &
Co., left yesterday for Boston, whither he

important position with
goes
Richard Briggs, the well know Importer of
fine crockery and glass wares, who will spend
an

considerable part of the year in Europe.
Mr. Small will be much missed by numerous

a

fi lends in Portland.
Found Dead.

Yesterday the schooner David A. Story,
Capt. McFee of Gloucester, entered the harbor with her flag at half mast and upon
reaching the wharf reported the death of Mr.
A. Donnell, one of the crew, aged about 37
unmarried and a
years. Mr. Donnell was
native of Nova Scotia and lias been drinking

He received a bad cut on his head beides other bruises. His place was taken by
nollier and the work of unloading the vesel went on. The police anpeared on the
cene and at first thought
there was somehing intentional in the affair, but upon in-

ess.

>aetiiroM<in if

berth.

Marriner 4 Co., the new grocery firm on
Federal street, are becoming one of our most
popular wholesale and retail grocery establishments.
Their largely increasing bu»iness has compelled them to put on two additional delivery teams, one for the eastern
and one for the western end of the city.

Among the attraction- will be Miss Kose
Stewart, W. H. Fessenden, Lichtenberg,
Harvard club quartet, Leland Powers and
Miss Olive Brown.
THE BAG BABY

acquisitions

Hoyt’s

to

“Kag Baby” company is T. J. Cronin, who
was one of the original Big Fours. He plays
the Dude Tramp, aud his antics are convulsing. With Mark Sullivan and J. J. Jenkins he makes the Three Tramps a feature
of the piece. The Kag Baby will be given
at Portland Theatre Friday and Saturday
»:xt.
MBS. WINSLOW’S READINGS.
I
Mrs. Erviug Winslow’s recent course of
readings in Worcester, for which many people failed to get tickets for want of room,

supplemented by a social testimonial
Monday night, when Mrs. Winslow read, by
request, scenes from “She Stoops to Con-

was

and “The School for

Scandal.”
The
reading was followed by a reception at Mrs.
These readings have been most
Cutter's
enthusiastically received by the choicest au__^UL..,,,,.-*,,-

J

If

..lnn,.enl«.

Vvn

«■«

that the requisite number of tickets
be secured for Mrs Winslow’s readings
iu Portland. The subscription book is at

hoped

Our Uround Boue Is warranted perfectly Fur*,
It will show for itself on Inspection, and f you
It and make your own Fertilizers you will not
be cheated, as you would be by buying many of too
cheap Fertilizers now being put upon the market.
We are selling our goals at a reasonable price.
Call and examine them.
as

buy

down as a

210 and 212 Commercial St.,

C.W. BELKNAP &

THEY ARE WARRANTED FAST COLORS.
19 cents each
Large White Aprons only
Wide hems; very

saleable; 25 dozen

april

LAUNDERED SHIRTS
for every
4

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT

Portland. We make it an object for
you to buy.
$2.99
Laundered White Shirts for

man in

good quality

Manufacturers ask 75 cents at Wholesale for this quality.

quality Laundered White Shirts for $3.92

4 extra fine
We

are

After carefully considering all the good qualities
of every Ice Chest and Refrigerator in the market,
and summing up the greatest benefit to be derived
to our customers for the money expended, we have
decided to handle, and have contracted with the
manufacturers of the celebrated

willing to compare these with auy other $1.25 Shirt sold.

2 extra fine

2.50

Figured Percale Shirts for

THESE HAVE TWO COLLARS and 1 PAIR CUFFS.

They

are made

by

na

and

are

$3.50

Such Shirts retail at

guaranteed.

per

pair.

Everybody Using Writing Material

NOTES.

another good audience
to Portland Theatre Saturday evening.
Frederic Archer’s organ recital is fixed for

April 26th.

“Lady, by yonder blessed

I swear.”

moon

I swear Index Soap is C. I\

MARRIAGES.
Iu this city, April 8, by Rev. Mr. Crosley, Mr.
Benjamin K. Porter ami Miss Belle Talt, both of

Portland.
In Turner. April 5, Herbert S. Wills of LewisWashburn of Turner.
In Norrldgewock, March 30, Frank H. Tuttle
and Miss Lillar M. Thompson, both of Smltbtleld.
Iu Liberty, March 24, 8. W. Suiter of Warieu
and Miss Mary rmersou u! Liberty.
Iu Waterford, April 3. Walter C. Morrison and
Miss Mabel li. Plummer, both of Brldgton.
In Auburn. April 6, Walter Tozier of Fairfield
amt Miss Sadie K. Stluchfield of Auburn.
In South Gardiner, April 4, Dexter J. Woodbury aud Lizzie M. Aunts.

xperienced shovellers

are

expected by Ran-

1

tiled._

-IXj mm

Diseases.
1 uflani. of brain.
ironchltls.
( ancer.
( ancerous tumor....

atarrhal fever.
(

onsumptiou.

_

_

_

_

_

_
~

1T~
III

J !r°Psy-;.

1

J racture of hip.

12---

Age.
yplioid piieuiuouia.

'Id

....

_

l

FANCY BORDERED WINDOW SHADES!

2

1 3

2

2

3

are

Department,
found

all

see

city, April 8, John A. Ilealy, aged 27

[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 1.30 o’clock,]
In Naples, March 20, Alice, daughter of George

Crocuett
In Waterford, March 28. Mrs. Abide W„ widow
of the late Joseph 8haw, aged 78 years.
Iu Bath, April 6. Carrie C., daughter of Dauiel
P. aud Caroline F. Haggett, of Kagecomb, aged

them for

RINES

months.

years.
K)

We call special attention to
Misses' and Children's

ready to be put up. Don’t judge them by
the price, for we shall sell them at this low

They

where will

be

decided Novelties In

materials and styles.
w

vF
BALDWIN ICE CHEST AND REFRIGERATOR.

yourself.

BROS.

ZmS.’T

MARRINER & COMPANY,

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROET,
Nos. 492 and 194 Congress Street
dtl

apr4

18 years.

Iu Bowdoinliam, March 29. William Philbrook

aud Miss Edith Pratt.
In West Gardiner, March 25, John Kuox, aged
85 years 4 months.
In Dresden, March 30, William Cheney, aged 67
years 11 months.
In East Denmark. March 28, Stephen Twombly,
74 years.
Iu Brownfield. Patty Adams, aged 77 years
In South China. March 29, Mrs. Ames Whltteu,
aged 60 years.
Iu North Anson. March 29, Mrs. Esther Card,
aged 27 years.
In Cambridge, April 7, Florence Gertrude Curtis
wife of Hamilton Mayo, Esq., of Leominster,
Mass.

aged

GROCERS.
Jii Federal SL

-

■

White}1 Mlding,

TELEPHONE 501 B.
Wc have received

Are You Faeilliarwltli the Plans

lot of

a

FANCY NEW

—

CROP

Porto Rico Molasses!
which

we

These Chests and Refrigerators have won more
medals in the various exhibitions held in this country
and Europe than any other Ice Chest or Refrigera1 tor in the
market; and we feel a real pride in being
able through our extensive sales of these excellent
^oods in offering them them to our numerous customers
throughout the State, and are happy to
state that we have sole control and are the only
House Furnishing Establishment in the State of
Maine to-day authorized to handle the Baldwin Ice
I Chest and
Refrigerator. And further from the fact
>f our having Branch Stores in different parts of the

offer at the very low price of

40 CENTS PER GALLON.
We guarantee nil itlolasses sold by

Were all wise enough to heed this advice Id
season, a world of suffering would be avoided.
If you suffer from Impure blood, scrofula, dyspepsia, biliousness, headache, take Hood’s Sarsa-

SPECIAL

parilla.

March

April May

the best months In which to purify your
blood, fur at no other season does the system so
much need the aid of a reliable medicine like
Hood's Sarsaparilla, as now. Tho impoverished
condition of the blood, the weakening effects of
the long, cold winter, the lost appetite, and that
tired feeling, all make a good spriDg medicine
absolutely necessary. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
peculiarly adapted for this purpose, and increases
in popularity every year. It is the ideal
Arc

Spring

x

cvri

uaob

uau

Cured by

Nausea, Drowslness. Bad Taste In the
ness,

Mouth,CoatedTongue,

—train In the Side,

PID LIVER.

TOB
They regulate the Bowels.

Small Pill.

Small Dose.

Small Price.

K

■

■

I
9

9

[1
jjl

<

J

w»

Tht belt in tbs V

:*
*i

best se*'

They are the
vated spices, powdereu.

anu

pure, all dust,
impurities being removed. I.*; o
than double the strength of the
common pure spices.

■k

YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

-■

Jl
■
m

■

1_

514 CONGRESS STREET,

PORTLAND

-

CONVERTIBLE

MUTUAL

^
\ vith
•

}

MOORE & CO.

ME.

X888!

NIACY’S,

NEW CROP ARROYO, P. R.f

400
Congress St.,

Cargo ex.

Don't lose the oppor*
tunity of making

purchases.

MACY’S,
4H «RKSS ST.

man

preferred,

several years of

...

32 Tierces.

Sm

Now landing at Merchants' Wharf und for sale by
the Importers.

n

d2w

TEEL PENS
SPENCERIAN

'ords, Canters Hair, Plaids,
'hecks, Silks, Satins, French and
Imerican Satines, Scotch HingNew trimmings to
tains, etc.
Also a
natch the dress goods.
■hoice assortment of Sacqnings and
Ulster Cloth.

Are the Best,

IN TIIE

ESSENTIAL QUALITIES OF

Durability,
Point,

and

Evenness of

I. M. DYER & GO.,

Workmanship.

Samples for trial of 18 different styles by mall, on
cents in btarnim. Ask for card No. a

dlw

BLAKEM1N & CO.,
|I IVISON,
aprl)

511 Congress SI,

must have

in keeping set of double entry books und thoroughly posted
In commercial bookkeeping in
all its details. To one who cnu

apply with proper recommendations as to character and ability,
to this address, a good and re-

MALE—Fancy Porto Rico Molasses, 3B
cts. per gallon, choice Spanish Queen Olives
7C cts. per gallon, best Sicily canary seed 5 cents
per pound, nice cotned beef 4 cents per pound,
good potatoes *1.00 per bushel, best tea for S3
cents In Portland, at JOHNSON & LAMBERT,
24 Wllmot Bt.3-1

munerative position is now open.
BOX §36, Portland, Me.
atI
aprO

SALE—Three express wagons, one new:
ten passenger party wagon, pole and
shafts; 2 top buggies; 3 extension top carryalls,
2 standing top phaetons. All the above are In
good order at »»7 Congress 8t., FEBNALD &
0-1
SAWYER’S Stables._
energetic man to collect and
solicit for an established business; bond required ; only those who mean business need apply
to P. DONNELLY, 67 Exchange street, Room 27,

FOR

one

WANTED—An

Portland,

Me._0-1

NtLK-1 Black Mare, 0 years old, and
sound, good roader and worker, weighs 1000
pounds. Enquire at 682 CONGRESS STREET.

FOR

mb26

dlawMly

FOR

Practical Expert,

SpGoods.

We cordially invite you to come
and see oar handsome new
taring Dress Hoods. Ail the novelties of the season in Robes,
iilk Warn Henriettas, Bedford

TWfTGHELL.CHAMPLIN & GO.

receipt of lO

BOOKKEEPER
Young

“Jennie Parker.” galled March
22d; arrived April 4th.

sell.

»1»8___

Saturdayjpril 21 si
your

MOLASSES!
300 Ilhils.

DIBBCTOEfl.
Hon. Josiau H. Drummond, Portland, Maine;
John E. Da Witt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonnet, Portland. Me.
Hon. MAKqcis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. C., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Qeoroe L. Dehlois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen. Portland, Me.
James Ykakeance, New York, N. Y.

and being able to place such a heavy order
the manufacturers, we have secured the lowest
I trices ever made to any wholesale jobber of these
OfiFICERS.
<
foods in the country, and this means to the pur- JOHN E. DeWITT, President
chaser of either an Ice Chest or Refrigerator of this
L. BATES, Secretary,
celebrated make a discount of nearly 20 per cent ARTHUR
J. FRANK LANG, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director
rom what he
(the purchaser) would have to pay, HON. JOS1AH H. DRUMMOND. Counsel.
\ vere these goods handled by a dozen different con( cerns throughout the State.
Anyone who has a
BEN WILLIAMS,
k
nowledge of wholesale business will comprehend
of Agencies, Eastern Dopartmnnt.
his fact. For instance, if we could only buy fifteen Superintendent
>r twenty of these Chests and Refrigerators we
SINKINSON
vould have to pay a long price; but, instead of this, JAMES
Manager for City Agency, Portland.
irderingfor five large stores, we necessarily must febS
eodtf
nake our order very large to give each store a compete assortment. Choose ye between the retailer
rho buys a few and the large dealer who buys a half
lozen car load in one order.

State,

Season

to

COMPANY,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plana and conservative management.

Will be the opening day for Draperies—and special sale
of fine Nainsook Embroideries which we have just closed
a large lot of at one-third value.
Announcement of each
day’s sales will be made in evening and morning papers
during the week.

OWEN,

residents of

UNION
appeals
Maine for their especial pairouage. because
THE
and because of Its age,
It Is a HOME

TUESDAY

?’

THEI

LEADING

of the Maine Non-Fortel-

wise provisions
THE
ture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
this
and under It extended Insurance la

counter at 10 cents each.
These are desirable Towels the
for use in hotels or summer houses.
Fifty dozen larger handsome German Huck Towels—
equal to any special twentv-live cent bargain we have
seen—will be sold TO-DAY at 17 cents.

Jk

c\\QX)Cf^

16

are

IT

MONDAY.
The special bargain TO-DAY will be Towels.—One
hundred dozen good size German Huck a-buck and fifty
dozen nice quality Glass Linen, which would cost $ 1.501 to
$1.75 per dozen in any wholesale store, will be sold over

Mtifl

f.
3

calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.

tioned.

We propose during the present week to place on our
counters several special lots which have just been purchased at less than usual value.

&

SLADE’S EPICUREAN .i-'ICCS.

I

p
■

^

Are contained in the reports
the Boards of Health, showing f
fearful adulteration of spices, a».*
vot anyone who wan4' 'b-ul:
‘*r‘
pure Spices can gc
*>%
calling for

more

has liberal plana. Its affairs are carefully
managed by Its Board of Directors and Offeera, whose integrity and ability are unques-

SPECIALTIES THIS WEEK.

CLOSES

FACTS

SIX MILLION DOL-

has to-day
than
IN ASSETS,and over THREE HUN
IT LARS
DEED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS'

every
SURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to tbe Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information In regard to tbe Company
and Its plans.

Dollar.

these Little Pills.

fSTARTUfi

ARE

MAINE LAW

Sarsaparilla

They also relieve Dtotress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizzi-

—.

yon aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives mora
than TWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?

NEW
of the UNION MUTUAL contains
THEPOLICY
PERFECT LIFE INdesirable feature In

UU

SICK HEADACHE)

Ij

com

Company,

_d&wlynrm

Si

this old and

in case of lapse after the payment of
three or more annual premiums lu cash.

Sold by all druggists. $1 ;six for »G. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

I

that

a

provided for

Purify Your Blood

positively

sterling
yon realize
DO pany
Is HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

a

x

IOO Doses One

OF PORTLAND, JIEl

Its policies alter
free from all limitations as to
and
Suicide
Residence, Travel,
Occupation.
Military and Naval Service excepted.

du

“We have used Hood’s Sarsaparilla for several
years, and feel proud to recommend It as an excellent spring medicine, or to be used at all times
as a blood purifier. For children as well as grown
people we consider it the best. We set aside one
bottle for our boy to take in the spring. He is
nine years old, and has enjoyed good health ever
since we began giving It to him. We are seldom
without it.” B. F. Giiovkb, Rochester, N. H
N. B.—If you decide to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla
do not be induced to buy any other.

Janl

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Its losses promptly.

to the rapid increase of our business, much beyond
expectations, we have not been able to deliver many orders given us promptly as we could wish. We have increased both our store and team force, and can now guarantee
prompt delivery.
1
aplr

OF TH*

Union Mutual

pays
IT three
years

Owing

appetite, and tlie least work I did fatigued me
I began to take Hood’s Sarsaever so much.
parilla. and soon felt that I could do as much In a
day as I had formerly done in a week. My appetite is voracious.” Mbs. M. V. Bayard, Atlantic City, N. J.

■

NOTICE.

Medicine

i«iu.

Hood’s

strictly pure.

our

“Last spring I had scrofula bunches on my
neck, and after takiug Hood’s Sarsaparilla I was
I intend to continue taking it.”
much better.
M. K. Hathaway, Canton, Me.
“I must say Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is the best
uicuiuuc

us

_

ence

Real Estate Transfers.
Tiie following transfers of real estate in
t Ills county have been recorded at the Regist ry of Deeds:
Deering-E. H. Goddard to Lucy It. Goddard.
* 1 AC.

LADIES', MISSES’

our

ONLY 39 CENTS EACH.

[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock, from the
residence of Jolm J. Leonard, Grove Avenue,
Deerlng.j
In Alfred, April 8, William G. Couant, aged 82

1 ■

-----

3

7

—

Spring Garments.

Pencils, Patent Pencil Heads, Automatic Knives.
Large quantities, all to be sold cheap.

In this city, April 8, Mr. A. Q. teach, aged£56
years.
Ill this
years in

_

—

OV'

OUTSIDE

rate to advertise them. Come and

______

( roup.

Total.

_

—

CHILDREN’S

New stock fine Linen Cloth, English Repp, Crane’s
Hand Made Styles, Distaff’s Silver Grey, and
other fine grades of Stationery on sale.

< auses:
.-WARDS1 2 3 4 6 0 7 Total
p
p
p
p
___--_p
p
l
l
p
p
P 1
3
1

Complete Stock

A

-AND-

should call at once and take advantage of low prices.
9c
One quarter ream, 120 sheets, Note Paper for
15c
One quarter ream, 120 sheets, Note Paper for

DEATHS

II

The whole number of deaths in the city for
from the following
j ast week was 10,

OFFER

NOW

ton and Miss Blanche A.

leaves

The Death Rate.

dlwftwdw

Also

Sheets and Pillow Cases Made to Order.
Ready-Made in stock.

Stockbridge’s.

drew

SON,

to be sold

can

“Forgiven”

FOKTLt.XD, .tilt.

at once.

flinit*

lali & McAllister from Montreal.
One of Sargent & Denuison’s men struck
iatnrday but Ills place was immediately

structive._^
M

fn

There was a rumor on the street that a coal
teamer which is to arrive here shortly will
•ring men to unload her, also that a crew of

nounced it a ease of alcoholism and deemed
an inquest unnecessary.
John A. Healy, aged 27 years and 7 months,
was found dead in his room at No. 477 Com-

Marriner it Company.

oliAicn

>or.

nrn*

pany has consulted Hon. J. H. Drummond
and will bring suit against Mr. W. R. Wood,
owner of the wharf at which the schooner
J. F. KrauU is lying, because lie would not
order the vessel moved a half length so the
ferryboat Cornelia H. could enter her slip
Friday, alleging damages actual and con-

iuna

ion to be au accident and no arrests were
nade.
Mr. llandall lias said, if forced to do so,
bat be will put in
machinery such as is used
n coal ports to the westward, and do all his
inloading without the help of any hand la-

He went to bed Saturlie did not feel well.
to put some coal upon
cniled to breakfast at 5

day night saying that
He got up in the night

People’s Ferry Company’* Suit.
Capt. Spear of the People’s Ferry Com-

yesterday.

The Stevedores’ Strike.
The stevedore’s strike still remains unhanged. Saturday, as on other days since
he strike was ordered, a large number of
die men were standing along Commercial
treet, but on Sunday the street was desertsi, and from appearances in front of ItanLall & McAllister’s one would never have
urmised that there is trouble iu the ranks of

and M. F, King, both of
Tauuton, descent, will be present.
Letters received in Augusta from Mr.
Blaine state that the Blaine family are now
enjoying themselves in Florence, that they

necessary.

invited.

A largely attended temp.-rance meeting
held at Reform Club Hall last evening.
1'. A. Oakes, presided, and George Facey, C.
H. Skillings, N. Murch, Mrs. L. Partington,
Capt. C. H. Choate and W. \V. Crook, spoke.

H. Drummond

Coroner
mercial street, yesterday morning.
Deuuis Tobin was summoned and stated
that the deceased came to his deuth by heart
An inquest was not considered
disease.

evangelist

was

Colony, Massachusetts Historical Society, at
Taunton, tomorrow evening, and Hons. J.

ml

the eminent

REFORM Cl.UR.

Janies P. Baxter, Esq., will read a paper
Early Voyages to America before the Old

U

Sayford,

’rom Massachusetts will assist iu special
services in the St. Lawrence street church,
wmmencing Friday, the lsth inst. Preparaory meetings will be held each evening this
week. On Thursday evening the pastor will
leliver a lecture to the young people. All
ire

on

his

The sale of seats for the Stockbridge com-

quer”

DVEBTIKK.fi K!ffTW.

SUPERPHOSPHATE.

a

3rgan voluntary—Chorus of Priests.Wagner
Anthem—The radiant morn lmd passed away.
W tiou Wii ril

Esq., of Brewer.

dead in

$2.00, marked
special bargain to $1.29.

former price not less than

STOCKIIItlllQE COMPLIMENTARY.

plimentary coueert opened Saturday morning. Quite a large number were disposed of.

$1.29!

« m

12-Quarter Turkey Red Table Covers

grandly:

Mills corporation.
Cards are out announcing the marriage of
Rev. George Croswell Cressey, the pastor of
the Unitarian church of Bangor, and Miss
Lillian Mating, daughter of W. H. Mating,

_I.mimnnnfl

$2.00

very large congregation. There
was a select choir of twelve voices under the
direction of Mr. Harvey S. Murray, the organist, and sang the following programme

Captain George E. Busline 11, U. S. A., assistant surgeon, has been relieved from duty
at Fort Preble, and ordered to Camp Pilot,
Butte, A. T.
Rev. Dr. J. It. Day, formerly pastor of
Chestnut street church will be the guest during the Methodist Conference, next week, of
E. J. Everett, Esq.
Dr. D. A. Robinson has received and accepted an invitation from Harris Post, G. A.
R., of Plymouth, to deliver the Memorial
Day address.
The funeral of R. B. Whitcomb took place
at his residence on Cleaves street yesterday.
The services were cenducted by Rev. D. B.
Randall, Bosworth Post and the 17th Maine
Association attended the funeral.
Orrion A. Mason died at his home on
School street, in Boston, Friday morning
aged 63 years. Mr. Mason was a prominent
citizen. He was treasurer of the Sanford

n__...»

Milwaukee Wisconsin says: “Immense audiences greeted Evangeline. The extravaganza never ha-- been presented here in better style. The leading people sing and act
well. The chorus is a bevy of happy girls
with pretty faces aud voices that still retain
a fresh youthful ring, and the costumes are
Last night standing
marvels of elegance.
room was at a premium."

One of the latest

,t

We have on hand about two hundred ton* of tho
best Bone that was ever ground In Maine, and
now Is the time for farmers to make their own

STATE STREET CHURCH.

Alfred.

the fire and when
found
o'clock was

vnn
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ATTENTION ? FARMERS,

A very delightful service of sacred song
took place at State street church last eve-

Saturday evening.
W. M. McPherson of Gorham, N. H., has
taken J. H. Sewall’s place in the Grand
Trunk machine shop.
Hon. Herbert M. Heath will deliver the
Memorial Day address at Waterville, in the
evening, and at Sidney in the afternoon.
The Bowdoin ’68 prize competed for by
speakers of the Senior class of Bowdoin College has been awarded to R. W. Goding of

excessively lately.
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advertinementn.

EVANGELINE.
was a

evolution?"

ters at Philadelphia.
Master Thomas Glynn won the silver cake
for the best banjo playing at Congress Hall,

take

nrul

Our material interests are unity.
When
you look out upon the world’s euterpiises
It
they seem to be very separate tilings.
seems to tbe casual observer that he may
prosper In his enterprise and everything
else go to the wall and it will be all the same
to him. Very far from being true! X 3 matter what your Investments are they depend on
other Investments.
Perhaps you are engaged In the great lumber interests of the Northwest.
What are
they worth to you without the railroads that
bear your products to the eastern coast ?
Knowledge is power:. Knowledge tends to
universality in the individual, iivery fact
gained tends to diffusion. A scholar or man
of science writes a book.
The book goes
forth and the coutents become the common
possession of mankind at once and they are
elevated by it.
Our eyes are open to the evils that are
about us. You may say, “I believe in evolution, I liavo studied that subject a great deal
and I have made up my mind that you cannot hurry things: that society evolves one
phase of blessing after another and that in
due time we shall escape from these evils.”
But look here, friends, if we believe iu evolution, and if we say to tbe man within that
here are great evils weighing us down, why
are not the elements all ready for a step in

PERSONAL.

to

tifi

earthly parent.

that any
business man takes of his securities.
J. H. Fletcher, of Fletcher A Co., thought
the most rigid examination should be made
and all the facts brought to light.
J. E. Palmer was much pleased with the
idea and hoped it would be carried out.
same

rnimwiii

the elements in their original condition:
and when I look out on humanity corrupted
by sin, men ordained by God to be helpful to
each other, who have become mutually destructive of each other, ecu God forget their
enmity to himself and cri, :inality against his
laws? I ask why not? Greater things are
done in this material uuivei.-o right under
Who are wo that should limit the
our eyes.
power of the Almighty eveu in the invisible?
What are the forces that accomplish these
results? They are not forces that you can handle, they are' not powers that you can weigh
or measure, or sell in the market place, they
are invisible as effective agencies which express the primary law of God under a given
condition. In a like manlier every living
mau aud woman stands related to every other man aud woman that lives or has ever
lived or ever shall live. Bound to them by
like invisable bonds equally effective, as
permanent, as continuously au expression of
the Divine pleasure of the law as seen in any
of these forces that exist in the material
world about us.
It is not chiefly, friends, ou the material
and physical side of tilings that we stand related to each other; chiefly on the invisable
and the material side of things. The suffering man though at the farthest pole is our
neighbor still, aud our heart goes out tenderly to hiui. These sentiments that lie so
sweetly aud easily in our souls, and which
seem to us of little moineut day by dav,
which we call sympathy, pity or by whatever other name you may employ, these arc
the fundamental principles of our constitution which, themselves, relate us one to another.
God Is our father. This is no rheoteric,
this is no courtesy, much more is
God our father than any earthly father.
It is rhetoric when you apply it to our

want that gas stock more then it
pays
them now. We may not always want to use

cannot afford to get into debt.
buys a $6,000 house and pays

are

That same power
block of granite
holds the particles of each of these blocks
solidly in their place, not so solidly that they
cannot be overcome, but they will have no
power between themselves to overcome it.
They will have simply the pressure of graviBut if
ty of the one block upon the other.
you place a lump of sait upon a Idoek .of ice
you have an entirely different state of affairs.
When brought together a new appetite, if
you will allow me to say it, is developed, ami
so eager is the salt for the moisture that the

had been ascertained.
Rines Brothers thought the course suggestIf
ed by the Press eminently desiruhle.
any combination should secure the electric
light and gas stock tills city would be in a

nl„,.t-l.. II., 1.Ann tull t..lint

we

ou a

stock lie could secure at 100, which is double
Of course
tlie value of the capital stock.
the purchase would hinge on the ability to
obtain the stock which, under the circumHe
stances, does not seem at all probable.
believed in selling the stock after its value

money at four per cent?
Rufus Deering, of Rufus Deering

Interests

every other thing. These relations may vary
in importance. It is not an idle fact that the
law of cohesion that holds the particles of
tli.s structure together is a permanent and
abiding law'. You shall place a block of iron

fixed price. It is generally understood that
there is a .-urplus of from 5150,000 to $180,000
still, in the company’s treasury. He believed that he would be warranted as a gentlemau in going out uud buy ing all the gas

BEFOBB JUDGE WEBB.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

There
large advance sale of seats
for “Evangeline” Saturday, aud the favorite burlesque will be brought out in great
shape at the theatre tomorrow evening. The

members one of another,
in all lawful things we an- uminhevs oni* of
another More broadly still, rtery person
and every thing in the universe id God stands
essentially related to every other person and

Sons, thought it was (lie only proper lliiug
to do. He lieliexed that a thorough investigation should be made so that the actual
value can be obtained. Thus if the city desires to sell its stock the advertisements will
state that no bids will be received under a

Satubday.—Otis Morey of Deer Isle, llbt. vs.
Decree for
schooner Navada, libel for wages.
libellant $90.33 and costs.
E. P. Spofford.
A. F. Moulton, G. M. Iilcks.

Satubday.—John Blanchard and Frank McCarthy. Intoxication. Each fined $3 and costs.

C0N0I1ESS KQUA1IE CUUBClt.
Rev. A. A. Miner, R. R.,of Boston,preachad at the morning services of this church,
taking for tils text a clause of the 2.r>th verse
of the 4th chapter of Ephesians, “We are
members one of another.” He said. “In all
our

tain conclusively the value of the stock.
In
not a sing e n tamo did he find ao ohjec ion
raired, hut everyone speaks favorably of
the plan. Some, however, declined to have
their opinions quoted as they d:slike to see
their names in print.
Mr. Philip G. Brown, of J. B. Blown &

U. 8. DISTRICT COURT.

BBFOBE JUDOE GOULD.

Believe In a

A Press reporter saw a number of merchants Saturday and asked their views in
reference to the proposed investigation of
the Gas Company's hooks in order to ascer-

If we
ed by an enemy we are the better enabled to ward
off the danger and postpone the moment when
surrender becomes Inevitable. In many Instances
the Inherent strength of tbe body suffices to enable It to oppose the tendency toward death. Many
however, have lost these forces to such an extent
that there is little or no help. In other cases, a
little aid to the weakened Lungs «ill make all
tbe difference between sudden death and many
years of useful life. Upon the first symptoms of
a Cough, Cold, or auy trouble ot the Throat or
Luugs, give that old and well knowu remedy—
It will
Boschee’s German Syrup, a careful trial.
prove, what thousands say of It, to be the “benefactor of auy home."
novI-dlycT

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Merchants Who

Thorough Investigation.

Hahfbu’b Bazab—This beautiful weekly publication Is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been re.
cetved by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street
The most efficacious stimulants to excite the appetite are Aagoatara Bitters, prepared by Dr.
J. G. B. Siegert A Sons. Beware of counterfeits.
Ask for the genuine article.
eodAwlw
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MUSIC AND DRAMA.

new

ADVKRTIHEiOENTR.
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PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

THE CAS STOCK.

Utf

I. A. Merrill & Gfc,

J
s

The above Cuts represent the different styles of the Refrigerators,
JEWELERS.
a- Kb,thuiging in price from $N.50 up; and the Chests will come from $5.00
J. A. Mkabill.
If you want the best in the market without exception, and the
u [i.
In
Dealer*
and
Military
ffanufacturcr*
*> ?st is alwas the
cheapest, come and see the line. We are in hopes to
and Society Hood*, Lodge Ont«t»,
J, ive a full line on our floor Monday Morning.
Kegalla*. Hold and Silver
Lace*, Fringe*, Badge*,
Respectfully, the Public’s Obedient Servants,
Medal*, Etc., Etc.
J 'HE ATKINSON HOUSE FUECNISHING CO.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICIT HD.
Cor. Pearl and Mlddld Sts., Portland, with Branches at Rockland, Bangor, Auburn and Blddeford.
j FUDDLE
STREET,
_
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F“These goods will be shown tn each ot

ap9dtr

Branch Stores this week.
ISAAC C. ATKIXeOX, Uearral Manager.
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